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OBITUARY.
Elzadia M., widow of Charles H. Nealley,
died at her home in South Monroe, June 17th,

aged

70 years and 5 months.

She

was

born in

Monroe, the daughter of the late Bradford and
Mary Wall Webber. One son and two daughters are left to mourn the loss of a loving
mother: Herbert E., with whom she lived;
Mrs. Fred A. Small of Searsport, and Mrs.
Daniel A. Packard of Hartland; also two brothers, Henry S. and Horace Webber of MonroeShe had been an invalid for the past few yearp,
due to a spinal trouble, which caused her much
suffering. She will be greatly missed in the
home circle. She was baptiz.-d and joined the
Free Will Baptist church at Monroe Center
when a girl and was a charter member of the
Grange. The funeral was held from her home,
Thursday, June 20th, Rev. David Brackett
officiating, and the many beautiful flowers
bore silent testimony to the love and esteem
in which she was held.

of Winterport.

been received of the death in
Needham, Mass., of R. O. Robbins, for many
a
resident
of Dexter, where he was enyears
He was, at
gaged in the newspaper business.
one time, publisher of the Eastern Gazette and
later was editor and manager of the old Eastern State.
His newspaper experience in Maine
extended over a period of 20 years.
Since he
has been in Massachusetts he has been at the
head of a large printing establishment. Valvular dii ease of the heart was the cause of death.
News has

Augusta (Gowen) Mudgett, widow of Franklin Mudgett, died June 24th at her home in
Burnham after a long period of ill health. She
was born in Winslow October 11, 1838.
She
leaves to mourn their loss one daughter, Mrs.
Inez Mudgett Goodwin of Bangor; two sons,
Fred R., who resided on the home place, and
Jewell Mudgett of Burnham, and one brother,
George F. Go wen of Vassalboro. The funeral
services were held at her late home June 26th.

The

Wednesday evening

/ices

sei

at 7.30

welcome.

at the North

church will be

Morning worship Sunday
day school at 12 m. A cordial invitation is extended co the public to attend
follow^:

at 10.45

Su

a. m.:

these services.

The services at the Baptist church will be as
usual next Sunday. Morning service at 10.45
a. m.; Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
All who do
not attend Sunday school at any other church
are cordially invited.
Evening service at 7.30
p.

m.

Univer-alist church, Bangor, observed
Children’s Day last Sunday, when the pastor,
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, christened 33 little children. Work upon the church edifice is progressing rapidly, and it is hoped that it will be
ready for occupancy in September.
The

services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: Sunday at 10.45 morning worship; Sunday school
The

at Andersonville, died at his home at
Eddington Bend June 26th at the age of 81
years. He was a prominent resident and a
member of the G. A. R. A surviving brother,
Isaac Richardson of Bucksport, served in the
same regiment and company.
oner

Tie Vote

in

Knox

County.

Augusta, Me., June 26. The official canvass
of the return in the primary election in Knox
county shows that the Democrats cast 410
votes for Edwin O. Heald of Rockland and 410
votes for Clarence D. Payson of Thomaston
for
nomination for register of probate.
Clarence D. Payson is the present incumbent.
The two men will be obliged to come to
Augusta and draw lots for the nomination in
the office of the Secretary of State to determine whose name shall go on the ballot as
the representative of the party.

auto

an

Mr. and Mrs. Dayton F. Stephenson are at
their cottage, Fairview, on the harbor front
for the summer.
Anna Witherle of Castine sailed from
New York June 29th for Holland and will be
abroad through the summer.
Miss

trip.

Miss Flora Bowden of Sargentville is

Esq., in Winterport.

a

guest

brother, Ellery Bowden,

Jones of Bangor is at Paradise, one
of his cottages on the harbor front, for the
summer.
He has cottages to let.
Alfred

Dr. J. H. Baker of Winterport attended the
Maine Dental Association in
Bar Harbor last week.

session of the

j

Mrs. Cheney Higgins of Brooks are
Bayside for two months, Mr. Higgins’ health
requiring a change to the seaside.
Mr. and

at

Mrs. A. H. Blackington of Rockland has been
spending a few days in this city looking after
his business interests here.

Walker of Castine attended his class
reunion of Bates College June 25th. It was of
the class of 1887 and was the 25th reunion.
W. A.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Atwood and son and
Miss Katherine Finland of Bangor are guests
of Lewis Atwood in Winterport.
Clarabelle Marsh of Boston will arrive
to spend a vacation in Belfast
with Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Marsh.
Miss

next

made a number of
Park, Boston, Mass.,
successful flights at the Belfast fair grounds

decorated with flowers,
and the band was there to welcome the boys
There will be one parachute
last season.
with the grand old army tunes. Pres. Crockett
drop at each ascension.
called the forenoon meeting to order and the
minutes of the meeting in Morrill were read
A meeting was held Wednesday evening, and adopted. Thp committee on time and
place
June 26th, by the joint committee from the of the next meeting reported as follows:
Time,
Belfast Yacht club and Belfast Improvement first Thursday in August, or if
stormy the next
society to make plans for the reception and fair day; place, O. Gardner grange hall, West
ball to begin on the evening of July 5th in the Winterport. The report was accepted.
The
j Belfast Opera House in honor of the visiting following deaths were reported: Comrade
! yachtsmen and officers from the battleship. James F. Mclveen, 26th Me., Vols., Belfast;
Morris L. Slugg, Ralph I. Morse and Clyde B. Thos. Clements, 16th Me., Vols., Monroe. ComHolmes were chosen to fill vacancies on rade Stinson spoke of the good qualities of
the general committee.
The reception will Comrade McKeen, with whom he had been
take place at 8 o’clock, followed by dancing at personally acquainted. Remarks were made
8.30. Provision will be made to entertain by other comrades and the band gave some
about 600 guests. A receiving line made up of good music until the dinner call sounded, when
influential citizens, representing the city, the a recess was taken. One of the finest dinners
ever sat down to had been prepared
by the
| Board of Trade and the Improvement society, we
will assist the committee, and many ladies of good people of Newburg, and after dinner
Trask
Comrade
the
passed
cigars and the usual
Belfast will act as patronesses. Punch and
smoke talk was enjoyed. The meeting was
light refreshments will be served by

| efficient corps of aids. The Opera House will
! be decorated under the direction of
Walter J.
I Clifford and Orrin J. Dickey.

the

day.

then

The hall

again

called

was

to

order.opening with singing

America, followed by prayer by Mrs. Belle
J. Palmer, address of welcome by Comrade
Trask, response by Comrade Cook. Then came
the program: Song, M s. Florence Chapman;
yar.

Mra

1

ann

QniitU.

_T :_•

-%r

encored; rec., Mark Leavitt; song,

who

was

Mrs.

Florence

Chapman; music by banu; reby Comrade E. W. Ellis along the line
of Gettysburg and by Comrades A. E. NickerFARMERS’ UNION OF MAINE.
son and Stinson along the same line; rec.,
Organized at Bangor to Cooperate in Hand- Mrs. Billings of Monroe; remarks, Mrs. Belle
J. Palmer and Comrade Clark.
ling and Marketing Farm Crops.
The following were made honorary members
Bangor, Me., June 28th. Over 300 farmers
met to-day and organized the Farmers’ Union of the association: Nettie
Billings, Mr. and
a
State-wide
of Maine,
organization to cooperMrs. Fred Luce, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. |Luce,
ate in handling and marketing farm crops,
particularly potatoes. J. P. Buckley, State Mrs. Holmes, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Davis,
Commissioner of Agriculture, presided and Mrs. and Miss Marks; Mr. and Mrs. Hall
brief addresses were made by Mayor Mullen,
Arthur Luce, Mr. and Mrs. AlArthur Chapin and W. F. Hennessey of the Dearborn,
bert Chapman, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller,
Bangor Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Leon S. Merrill, dean of the College of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Agriculture of the University of Maine, spoke Stimson, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Morrill, Mr. and
on the general conditions, Commissioner Buckley said that one of the objects of organiza- Mrs. George A. Leavitt of Belfast
Comrade A. E. Nickerson moved a risingvote
tion would be to get at the dishonest middleman, who was an injury both to the grower | of thanks for the
spendid entertainment given
E.
C.
and consumer.
Ernbree of the Long IsThe meeting
land Potato Exchange gave an outline of the ; by the people of Newburg.
advantages of the organization.
| closed with singing God be with you till we
Officers elected were: E. S. Crosby, Bruns- meet agin; thus ended a meeting long to be rewick, president; B. L. Batchelder, Dover, vice ! membered—Stinson.
president; W. C. Stetson, Waterville, secretary; W. S. Rogers, Brunswick, treasurer.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
The above, with C. R. Martin, Dexter, W. E.
i
Reynolds, Unity, August Peterson, New SweCanton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O. F., held a
den, and W. S. Lyons, Calais, are directors. It
was voted to incorporate with $10,000 capital
special meeting last Friday evening at Odd
stock.
I Fellows hall to drill for the 4th of July parade,
The committees appointed by the various
and there was degree work on one candidate.
local farmers’ organizations who were present
Waldo Lodge, I. O. 0. F., is holding but two
at the meeting and who merged in the union
meetings each month during the summer
included the following from Waldo county:
Brooks: Maine Central Potato and Apple months, on the first and third Fridays. Henry
Exchange, C. E. Lane, A. B. Payson, F. A. Staples has been elected to the position of vice
Bachelder, Frank Munsey, W. E. Reynolds.
to fill the vacancy caused by the resignaBurnham: F. W. Burrill, E. E. Davis, Eli grand
Twitchell, F. A. Batchelder, Oscar Farrington. tion of Harry Stimpson, who has moved to
Monroe: W. S. Parker, Oscar Daro, Fred Portland.
Nickerson, James Kimball, Charles Clements.
At their semi-annual meeting last week
Troy: F. A. Myrick, W. L. Gray, L. L. Rogers, F. H. Bagley, F. S. Rollins.
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men elected officers for
W.
E.
Unity:
Reynolds, J. B. Vickery, Jr., the ensuing term as follows: Sachem, Charles
E. T. Reynolds, Frank Munsey, E. B. Hunt.
Henderson; senior sagamore, Leroy Bowden;
junior sagamore, Vernon Stover; prophet, G.
marks

%Knox

County

Prohibitionists.

A partial Knox county ticket was selected
by the Prohibitionists in session at Rockland,
Miss Jennie Loftus has again resumed her June 27th, as follows:
Edward Bradford,
duties at the office of Recorder Plaisted of the Warren, sheriff; Edwin B. Small, Camden, regBangor municipal court after a week’s vaca- ister of probate; C. C. Lufkin, Rockport,
tion which she spent at Searsport.—Bangor treasurer; Albert M. Anderson, Camden, comCommercial.
missioner.

Parker Cook; trustee for three terms, William
J. Gordon.
The installation took place last
Monday, and this will be the only meeting in

July.

Mrs. Mary L. Morrison left this week for
Unity, where she will be a guest of Mrs. S. B.
Harmon for the summer.—Old Town Enter-

prise.

Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman has
from a few weeks’ visit in Wells.

returned

Miss Angie Millett of Auburn ib the guest of
her brother, Dr. Adelbert Millett.
Merton Larrabee of Pittsfield spent Sunday
Belfast, the guests of Jesse Webber.

in

|

J. W. Manson, Esq., of Pittsfield attended
the commencement exercises at Bowdoin college last week.

B. Luce returned last Sunday from
He was the guest of
Virgil L. Hall on

at the home of her

Lynwood S. and Harold S. Jones left Saturday to visit in Boston.

Dr. and Mrs. George F. Fames are at their
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Clark went to North- j cottage at Murphy’s Point for the season.
Miss Rera Cnnningham left yesterday to
port last week to spend the season at their
summer home.
spend July 4th with friends in Pittsfield.

Saturday

Capt. Benjamin Atwood, who has been at
the Togus National home for the winter has
returned to his home in Winterport.
Mrs. Esther G. Davis and Miss Sarah R.
Gardner have arrived home from Lincolnville.
Miss Gardner also visited in Thomaston.
B. M. Bradbury of Fairfield has been in
Belfast a few days on business and spent
Sunday at his cottage at Temple Heights.

|

Mrs. Lizzie Brown of St. Stephens, N. B., is
in Belfast, the guest of Mrs. Sarah Sherwood.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Leavitt of Augusta
in their car to spend the Fourth in
Belfast.
came over

Mrs. Augustus Stevens of Troy ar
Wednesday to visit their son, Dr. Eugen

Mr. and
rived

L. Stevens.
F.

W.

Chase

Mass.,

arrived

in

Belfast.

mer

and family of Newtonville,
Wednesday to spend the sum-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lancaster of Bangor au
toed to Belfast last Sunday and called on relatives and friends.
Mrs. Ellen J. Keller of White Plains, N. J.,
will arrive this, Thursday, morning, to visit
Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley.
Judge and Mrs. George E. Johnson moved

Tuesday to their cottage at the Battery,
they will spend the summer.

the fall.

Cunningham

w

here

and Mrs. Albra Howes and Mr. Bert

Mr.

of Liberty were guests of Albert
M. Parsons and family Friday.

Miss Sara F. Russ arrived last Sunday

ing from New Bedford, Mass.,
summer

with relatives in

to

morn-

spend

the

Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett of Belmont,
Mass., have arrived for a two weeks’ stay in
their former home, where their many friends
are always glad to welcome them.

Mildred Gleason, who is training at the
left Saturday for two
week's vacation at her home in Union.

Abbie O. Stoddard arrived by last Friday’s boat, and left Saturday for a week’s stay
in Montville, after which she will return to
Belfast and will spend August at the Battery.

in Houlton last

Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Ross L. Stevens and little son,
Ross L., Jr., of Portland arrived last Saturday
to spend a week with relatives in Belfast.

j

Miss Sallie Dow of Searsport, M. C. I., '12,
has passed examinations that will permit her
entrance as a student at
Wellesley college in
Mrs. B. C. Dinsmore, Mrs. C. W. Wescott,
her daughter Helen, and little Ruth Dinsmore,
spent the past week in Montville, guests of
Mrs. Dinsmore’s sister.

organizations
city will be represented at 12 m.; Epworth League prayer meeting
by floats. It is expected that at least five Sunday evening at 6.30 p. m. Praise and
Mrs. Nellie M. Kneeland arrived last week
bands of music will be heard in the street paEvangelistic service at 7.30 p. m. each Sun- from Somerville, Mass., and is at her cottage
rade. The city officials have requested all day evening.
Bonnie Brae, Temple Heights, for the season.
persons to refrain from exploding fireworks
Dr. Horace W. Tilden of Brookings, South
Mrs. G. W. Burbank of Boston arrived Sunduring the hours of nine to twelve o’clock
Dakota, occupied the Baptist pulpit last Sun- day morning for a visit of several weeks’ with
the
line
of
the
There
will
be
a
along
parade.
day, morning and evening. Dr. Tilden came Mrs. Annie L. Burgess, Union street,and in
large nu ber of automobiles in the line and east to attend his class reunion at Colby ColIslesboro.
of
them will be prettily decorated and
many
lege and preached Sunday,June 23rd, in WaterMrs. W. E. Barker of Caribou and Prof. N.
come handsome prizes, to be seen in the winville. Thirty-nine years ago he supplied the Bel- v Roi-L-c. r>f p;al-a.
dow of H. J. Locke & Son, will be awarded to fast
Baptist pulpit during his summer vacation | ton, are guests of Miss Maude E.
Barker,
the winners. In the window of Chase & Doak while a student at Newton
Theological Semi- 1 Church street.
are other cups for the winners of the best busnary. In his interesting reminisce.nt remarks
Miss Edith C. Wilson spent the week-end
iness floats and for the best fraternal carriage. he spoke of the great fire Belfast suffered
that;
The judges of these carriages will be Selwyn year, the alarm sounding at the hour of ser- ! with relatives in Belfast and left Monday for
Thompson, Capt. Royal W.Warren and Charles vice. Realizing the danger the pastor and peo- Eliot, where she will spend the summer at
F. Swift.
ple adjourned and fought fire the remainder of Rosemary Cottage.
The ball game at 2 o’clock on the Congress the day. The church was in the burned disMrs. Herbert Rankin has returned to Camstreet grounds will be free to all who desire to trict and caught fire several times but was not den from Monroe, where she attended the
attend and it is expected that there will be a destroyed. Dr. Tilden was the guest of Mrs. graduation of her sister, Phyllis Colson, from
record breaking crowd.
The game will be S. H. Mathews while in Belfast.
the Monroe High school.
played between a team from the battleship
Miss Bernice Rogers arrived home Monday
VETERANS
IN
MEETING
NEWBURG.
Utah and the Belfast base ball team. It is exfrom Cambridge, Mass., where she is engaged
pected that it will be a fast game. The CamJune 27th all roads were leading to South in teaching school and will spend the summer
den band will furnish a concert during the
Newburg, Penobscot county. The occasion with her father, Hon. R. W. Rogers.
game.
was the meeting of the Waldo County Veteran
Mrs. E. A. Perry of Fargo, North Dakota,
The fireworks at the City Park at 8 p. m. will
association. The day was all that could be dewill arrive in Belfast next week to visit relainclude a number of set pieces, and will be set
sired and the boys arrived in full force. South tives. She left Duluth, Minn., last Tuesday
and fired by representatives of the firm of
Newburg is situated in a fine farming county for Buffalo, N. Y., and will also visit in Boston.
Masten & Wells Fireworks Company of Bosand the people turned out to welcome the
William H. Durham and Herbert O. Brier
ton.
veterans.
Comrade J. G. Trask, who by the have returned from a visit of two weeks in
The balloon ascensions will be made under
way is a whole team in himself, could be seen Boston and
vicinity, making the trip there and
the direction of Prof. J. J. Gannon of Paragon
in that long duster making preparations for
return in the Maxwell car owned by Mr. Durwho

_

Isaiah G. Richardson, who saw much service
in the Civil War as a member of Co. D, 1st
Maine Cavalry, and was for some time a pris-

Frank

PERSONAL

Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Poor and son Edward
will spend the summer at the Elwell
cottage,
Little River.

Lloyd.

Boston.

10.45; Sunday school at noon.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning

as

Dr. W. C. Libby attended the convention of
the Maine Dental Association
.in Bar Harbor
last week.

a

Hiram P. Farrow, Register of Deeds, returnSaturday from a business trip to Ellsworth.

at

are

George W. Burkett returned Monday from
visit in Boston and
vicinity.

ed last

Harry Lutz will preach.
The services at the Universalist church for
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Saturday night; preaching service Sunday morning

which all

Miss Alice P. Poor arrived
Tuesday from
New York for several weeks’vacation at home.

Miss Margaret Van Vorhees arrived Saturto spend the season with Mrs.
Henry

Rev.

to

Harry White of Raynham, Mass., is visiting
relatives in Belfast

day

services at the First Parish Church
(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 7.30 p.

o’clock,

Colby A. Rackliffe was a recent guest of Mr.
and Mrs. G. A. Servis in Stillwater.

Miss Evelyn P. Morison and Miss Ruth Morison spent the week-end in
Searsport.

Sunday evening.

at 11 o’clock and

PERSONAL.

Miss Nettie M. Follett is visiting relatives
in Somerville, Mass.

Miss Helen Jones of Washington, D. C„ is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. W. Nash.

The

m.

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock went to Boston
a few days visit.'

Rev. Harry Lutz of Channing Church, Newton, Mass., a former minister of the Unitarian
church in this city, will preach the sermon
next

NUMBER27”

Tuesday for

September.

in the

Thomas R. Clements died June 11th after an
illness )f many months, at his home in MonHe was born in that town July 4, 1830,
roe.
and with the exception of a few years spent in
Winterport had ahvays lived there. In 1855 he
was married to Miss Almena Stevens of the
same town,whom he survived by several years.
Three children were born to them, Mary E., deyoung
ceased, Eben L. of Dixmont and Ora H., who
has always lived at home and with his wife has ladies from decorated booths. The dance orcared
for
his
father
during his de- i ders will consist of a card souvenir with a
devotedly
clining years. The deceased enlisted in the
Civil War in 1863 and served until the close. i photo of Belfast on one side and on the reHe was in a hospital at Augusta many weeks, verse side the list of dances.
Fred G. Spinney
having been transferred from a field hospital will be the floor director and will have an
in tho cniith
Hp ivmc a mpmhpr r»f fi!
M Ril_

lings post of Monroe and for many years a
constant attendant of the meetings.
Mr.
Clements was a good citizen, industrious and
devoted to his family and for many years was
present whenever buildings were to be moved
in the community, at which business he was an
expert. He is survived by one brother, Eben
Clements of Hermon, and two sisters, Mrs.
Anna White and Mrs. Augusta Whitney, both

|

street.

12

|

Aldermen.

The Churches.
The Baptist Sunday school will have a picnic at the Park Saturday afternoon, July 13th.
Rev. John W. Moore of Bellows Falls, Vt,

i will occupy the Baptist pulpit next Sunday
Weather permitting, Belfast will have
!
and evening.
today morning
the best and biggest celebration in its
The Episcopal Mission will hold a service in
history.
The events for the day are briefly
summarized 1 the North Church vestry next Sunday afteras follows:
| noon at 4 o’clock. Mr. Orlando Titherington
6 a.m. Sunrise guns from the
warship lay reader.
The sessions of the First Parish (Unitarian)
8.30 a. m. Concert by the Belfaat Band
in
poHtoffice square.
Sunday school will be discontinued for July
9.30 a. m. Street parade, forming on Hirh
and August and resumed the first Sunday in

for two runs.
4 p.m.
I
These two runs looked good foi the most of the
6 p. m.
game. The Easterns picked up a run in the sixth
on a sizzling drive for two bags, down the alley,
7 p. m.
by McLellan, who went to third on a wild pitch
and scored on a slip-up by Lathrop, after two
were dowrn.
Hard luck for James. Glover got
8 p. m.
into a hole in the seventh when Brown walked,
Lathrop singled, both pulling off a double
steal.
Fahey was passed making three on and
Matinees and evening entertainments of
none out.
Classy work by Pendleton who scooped a hot pictures, vaudeville and drama at the Colonial
one from James and whipped it home, cut off
Theatre and Belfast Opera House. Ball at
a run after Dickey had fanned and the best
Seaside Grange hall.
Holmes could do was an ea3y one to Glover.
The big street parade will form on High
Hackett opened the eighth for Belfast with
a single but was doubled at second by Glover
street, right resting across Main, and the line
on Cunningham’s ground hit.
The Easterns of march will be as follows: Down
High to
went to the bat in the last half of the eighth on
Church to Elm; up Elm
the wrong end of a 2-1 score. James put orf j Northport avenue; up
to Cedar; over Cedar to Franklin; down Franksteam and fanned Dunn and McLellan neatly.
Pendleton hit up a little Texas leaguer back of lin to Court; over Court to Grove; down
Grove
first that should have been asy, but no one
to Church; up Church to Market; down Marseemed to go after it and it dropped into the ;
and
ket
to
over
High;
High,
south
grass. This seemed to throw James off his
of Main street. Many of the merchants will
hooks, and Baker, Burke and Glover
out clean singles in rapid succession before have trade floats and
others will enter their
James pulled himself together and fanned
Soucie.
All resulted in three runs which put delivery wagons in the parade. Canton Palthe Easterns to the good.
las, P. M., I. O. O. F., of this city will turn out
Belfast started the ninth with a hit by Brown in a
body and will be joined by the two Canwho went to second on Lathrop’s out Fahey
of Camden and Vinalhaven, both of which
fanned and the game ended when Brown was tons
caught out in deep wTater on a quick jab, will make excursions to the city. A. E. Clark
Glover to Pendleton. Berry, the Belfast cenCamp, Sons of Veterans, will appear in the
ter fielder, turned in a great one-handed catch
line, accompanied by the Bangor and Brewer
that robbed Glover of a hit.
Arno Cayting did a fine job of umpiring at Camps, which will come by special excursions.
the plate, Darby of Belfast officiating on the The latter camp will
bring the Brewer band
bases. The score:
and the Vinalhaven band will accompany the
EASTERNS.
Vinalhaven Canton. Many of the fraternal
was

port.

I
|

Cunningham

basted the ball

BELFAST.

Everybody Will be Welcomed on Inde
pendence Day. The City Will be in Gala
Attire, and Something Will be Doing
from Morn Till Night.

The Belfast team played the Easterns in
South Brewer last Saturday afternoon, with
James in the box, and were defeated by a score
of 4 to 2. The following report is from the
Bangor News:
For seven innings it looked as though the
visitors were to carry home the ball, but
the “break" came in the eighth with two
men out, when Hackett’s men made a great
batting rally and bunched four sharp singles.
It was a good game all the way and the most
fussy fan had no kick coming. The Belfast
team, with one of two weak spots strengthened, would be a snappy and dangerous outfit.
They seemed to have no trouble to hit the
ball, but there were many three-old-cat plays,
Glover having no less than ten assists. But
three hits were charged up to Bill, but one of
these loomed up big, for in the second inning

^.dine

j

COME TO

Base Ball.

Government... .News of

iv
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Miss

W'aldo

County Hospital,

Mrs. B. R. Batchelder returned to her home
Saturday, after a w’eek's visit
with Mrs. Jesse Webber, Court street.

Dr. F. E. Brown has returned to Bangor from
London, where he took post graduate work in
London hospitals for the past six weeks.

Mr. and MrB. Maynard S. Bird of Rockland
attended the commencement exercises at
Philips-Exeter academy last week, their son,
Milton, being a member of the graduating

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wiggin of Portland arrived Monday to visit relatives making the
trip with Mr. Charles Marshall in his touring

class.

car.

Dean Harold S. Boardman of the University
of Maine is to be married today to Miss Nellie

Mr.

Mann, formerly of Brewer. Dean Boardman
spoke at a Board of Trade banquet in Belfast
this spring.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kent of New York and

and Mrs. L. A. Savage of Bangor were
week-end guests of Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at Bay-

airlp

Misses Anna T. and Jennie Wilson of New
superintendent of the York city arrived Wednesday morning to
Methodist churches of the Bangor district, left
‘spend the summer with their uncle, Rev. D. L.
June 26th for Chicago to attend a meeting of Wilson.
the national Sunday school board of the MethoMr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Mitchell and little
dist church.
son Claude of Roslindale, Mass., will arrive
Miss Florence Libby has finished her course
this, Thursday, morning to visit Mr. and Mrs
at Miss Pierce’s school of shorthand in Boston
L. C. Putnam.
and will spend the summer with her uncle and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie have returned
aunt, Hon. and Mrs. L. T. Shales in Belfast from an auto trip to Lewiston. They were acand at The Battery.
Miss Louise A.
who is
nev.

j.

w.

natch,

companied by

At Colby Commencement June 26th Maurice
Lord and Russell Hinckley Lord of
Brooksville received the degree of B. A. and
Thomas Scott Grindell of South Penobscot the
degree of B. S.
Edwin

Mr. W. T. Cochran of Brigadier’s
IsIandF
Searsport, made The Journal a pleasant call
last Saturday afternoon. His retentive memory of other days brought back several interesting anecdotes.

their

Temple,

guest.

Whitney

Miss Ava

of

Bucksport,

who has

guest of her mother, Mrs. Thomas
Cannon, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Albert S
Hall, Jr., in Camden.
been the

Mr. Ira M. Cobe will arrive this Thursday,
morning from Chicago to spend the summer at
Bayside. Five of his driving horses will come
on

the

same

boat.

Levi Harriman of Cambridge, Mass., and a
party of friends arrived in his car Saturday to

Gov. Burleigh went to Aroostook last week
business, making the trip in his Packard spend a few days at the Harriman bungalow at
ham.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Burleigh,
car.
Little River, ami then go to Sandypoint for a
Prof. William F. Schoppe of Orono was in his son, Lewis A. Burleigh,and wife, his daughstay.
town yesterday, en route for Storrs, Conn., ters, Mrs. R. J. Martin and Mrs. Joseph WilMr. Edw. W. Goodwin, Traveling Passenger
where he will lecture before the Connecticut liamson, Mrs. R. Stubbs, and Burleigh Martin
Agent, Boston and Albany Railroad, made a
Jr.
Lewis
and
Burleigh,
State College Summer School, now in session
short visit in the city Tuesday, spending the
there.
W. W. Perry of Camden was in Waterville
night at “Flowanah,” the Burgess cottage on
Thomas E. Hacker and party, who were en last week to attend the 40th reunion of his the East Side.
There
in
were
class
but
route for Fort Fairfiejd in Mr. Hacker’s car,
Colby college.
eight
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt, Mrs. Parley
after attending Commencement at Bowdoin, who graduated and the eight are all alive, in
D. Stanley and little son Sherwin, Miss Lucie
had
and
life
were guests of Rev. and
agreed to be present.
He
Mrs%D. L. Wilson acti”?
Leavitt and Miss Jessie Hart returned Monday
has prepared a history of the eight men, to be
last week.
from a motor trip which included visits to
in the July Alumnus.
James W. and W. S. Roberts of Reading, published
Clinton, Waterville, Shawmutt and Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Horton and their
to
Mass., arrived last Sunday
on

1

the

season as

usual

on

the

morning

spend

North Shore.

John

|

Tuesday morning.
Miss Gertrude Shuman of Roxbury, Mass.,
arrived Monday to visit her sister, Mrs. O. K.
Ryder. She will also visit her other sisters,
Mrs. H. S.

Cunningham

at

Bayside

and Mrs.

R. T. Cross in Morrill.
Wilson Ellis arrived home

day morning and
the City National

been in the West
in Greeley, Colo.

He has
two

by boat last Sun-

entered upon his dut.es at
Bank last Monday morning.
seven

years, the

past

Friends of Miss S. M. Smart, formerly of
Camden, who has been principal of the DeLancy school for girls in Geneva, N. Y., may be
interested to learn that she has resigned and
will make her home in Concord, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace F. Morton have arrived
their Belmont home for the summer and
will make a long season. They have a “Davis"

at

touring
first

car

this season,

of that make to be

which is
here.

one

of the

seen

and Mrs. F. P. Sholes of Holbrook, Mass.,
a short vacation with relatives
in Belfast. Miss Hattie L. Furbish of Meriden, Conn., will spend her vacation with Mrs.
Mr.

are

spending

Sholes in

Holbrook, arriving

there

July

17th.

Mr. and Mrs. William N. Todd of Portland
and Miss Bertha I. Bird ,of Auburn, Mass.,
are to come over from Portland in their car to
spend the Fourth with friends in Belfast, later
going on to Rockland to visit rslatives for
several days.

Trowbridge

and Holton of White

Plains,

Y., will arrive this, Thursday, morning,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sherman. Mr.
Horton was for several years the treasurer and
manager of the Duplex Roller Bushing Co.,and
with Mrs. Horton has many friends here.
N.

Roberts and family of Reading, ariived

A.

sons

j

Belfast friends of Miss Charlotte Perkins of Melrose, Mass., who has been the guest
of her sister, Mrs. Howard L. W hitten, were
interested to learn of the recent announcment
of her engagement to Mr. Nathaniel Tyler.
The

marriage will probably take place next
winter, and they are to reside in western
The

Massachusetts.
j.iie

many

uuianu luenub ui

mist

early fall, where she has

a

position

to teach.

Wallace is an excellent teacher, a graduate of Farmington State Normal school, and
holds a life certificate.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, who spent
the winter in New York, arrived l?st Saturday
morning by boat. They came to Boston in
their car, accompanied by Mrs. Jack Grant of
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., who is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick F. Dawes at their cottage
on the North Shore. Mr. Grant will come later
in the season.

Li.

an

family of Caribou are
trip in their Ford auto,

Pitcher and
extended

visiting Montreal, Quebec, the White Mountains, Portland, and will arrive in Belfast this
week, to visit his mother, Mrs. H. C. Pitcher.
Mrs. G. E. Evans of Stamford, Conn., one of
Belfast’s most enthusiastic admirers, and who
has many friends here, writes: "I take much
pleasure in reading your most valuable paper
and nothing could make up for the loss of it.’’
Hon. and Mrs. Charles S. Hichborn have returned from a wedding trip to Marblehead and
vicinity. Mr. Hichborn, who had been living
at the Augusta House previous to his marriage,
has opened his house on Winthrop street.—

iMeunor

Wescott, will be very pleased to hear of her
Among the honorary degrees conferred by
marriage on Wednesday, in Northport, to Carl Colby College were the following; George
H. Stevens, M. D., of Northport, who has been
Horace Lorimer of Philadelphia, author and
an instructor in Bowdoin college the past year.
Miss Wescott will be remembered for her editor, Litt. D., George Walter Hinckley of
valuable services in this city as a tuberculosis Good Will Farm, educator, A. M
Mr. Lorimer
nurse,—Portland Express.
! is the editor of the Saturday Evening Post.
Dr. Stevens, who, during the past year has
Mrs. Mather A. Abbott, daughters Gwynne
been Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology,
: and Elizabeth, and two maids, of Groton, Mass.,
was recently elected Instructor in Physiology
arrived at Point Comfort, North Islesboro,
Mrs. Mary E. Hall, her daughter, Miss Grace
June 26th, for the summer, Prof. Abbott and
and
H. Hall,
son, Virgil L. Hall, left June 26tl
Mr. Seth Lowe of Brooklyn, N. Y., who gradufor Boston in the latter’s Speedwell car. Mist
ated in June froip the Groton School, came as
Hall, who is assistant librarian in the Belfasl far as Castine in their auto.
Mr. Lowe spent
Free Library will take a six weeks’ specia
a week at the Point.
course in the Harvard summer school in the
Mrs. Wm. R. Marshall of Winchester, Mass.,
interest of her library work. Miss Edna D
accompanied by Mrs. J. Dwight Palmer of
Crawford, salutatorian of the class of 1912
| New York, arrived last Tuesday to spend the
Belfast High school, is substituting in the lisummer at the A. A. Howes cottage, North
for
Miss
Hall.
brary
Shore, Northport. Mrs. Palmer is the sister of
t he late Mrs. Wm. C. Marshall and mother of
Johnson Knight of Boston, formerly of Camden, was the guest of his sister, Mrs. J. H 1 Mrs. M. T. Mai shall of New York. Master
Montgomery, Elm street, Camden, last week ; Charles R. Marshall,accompanied by his cousin,
Frederick W. Conant of Santa Barbara, Calif.,
Mr. Knight has many fri.nds in Camden anc

friends were pleased to receive last
dainty cards announcing the birth, June
15th, at Mayaguez, P. R., of Katherine Esmond, the seven-pound daughter of Mr. and those he had time to call upon, were glad tc
M rs. C. C. Pineo, previous news of whose ar- greet him.
He has been away from Camder
rival had been received by cable.
about thirteen years and the short visit he was
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Lutz and sons, Robert able to make gave him great pleasure. He
has lost nothing in attractiveand Roger, arrived Tuesday morning from thinks Camden
ness during the years of his absence.
and
left
in
the
for
Newton, Mass.,
evening
Pitcher’s Pond where they will spend the sumThe champion prize winner of Maine in this
mer in the Randall cottage.
While in Belfast year’s graduates seems to be Henry L. F. Krethey were the guests of Miss Maude E. Barker. ger of Fairfield, son of Capt. and Mrs. W. R
honored at Phillips-Exeter Academy
Mrs. Bertna Wallace, who resigned her po- Kreger,
where he graduated this week with sever
sition in the Pitcher school after a successful
prizes as follows: Merrill prize in English comyear’s work, will go to Tacoma, Wash., in the
Belfast

week

Ralph

making

position, $50; the “Hubert E. Teschemacher’
scholarship, which gives $250 a year for foui
years; first prize for general excellence, $50
first prize in Greek books, $25; first prize ir
Latin, $25; first prize in Latin composition, $15
He

was

also

one

of the honor

men

every tern

during the two years that he has been at tha
school, and also had honorable mention ir
Greek, Latin, History and French every year
He was also elected to the AlpI a Delta Tai
This is something which n<
fraternity.
scholar ever did before at Phillips-Exete:
*
Academy.

arrived

Tuesday

in

the

Marshall auto.

Mr.

Marshall will spend the 4th of July and Sundays at the cottage.
THE

GENTNER DIVORCE CASE.

Providence, July 1. One of the most intercases before the Superior Court was
heard today by Judge Rathlun, when Mrs.
Fostenia R. Gentner testified as to her charge
of non-supiort against her husband, Leonard
L. Gentner. The parties came to Providence
from Belfast, Me.
Gentner is the proprietor of the “Home
Cafe” on Eddy street. Mr. and Mrs. Gentner
were married December 24, 1898. She testified
that for several years he ran the Windsor
Hotel and an open barroom in Belfast, Me.,
and made $7000 or $8000 a year. Since he went
into business here he made not less than $200
per week, she testified he told her. Both parties to the divorce proceedings have been married before.
In addition to being a hotel owner and liquor
dealer, Gentner is widely known on the New
England race tracks and has owned some fast
trotters. It was shown that his saloon here
cost $22,000. Mrs. Gentner wants alimony of
$60,000.

esting

TAFT AND SHERMAN CHOSEN;
T. R.’$ NAME IS WITHHELD

WHAT THEY SAY.
TAFT.
txptct to be re-elected, Just as I
expected to be renominated. From
the beginning I believed 1 had law
I

and order with

The

Only Successful Treatment
It Destroys the
Cravin?
No Nausea or

I did not make
hysterical appeal to the people
for support. I did not try to coerce
my delegates. The victory came to
me. I believe, honestly.
me.

a

Sickness

No Confinement
No Prostration or

SHERMAN.

President’s Forces
Firm All Through.

Collap^

I am pleased to have been renominated. The honor is the more deeply appreciated because I did not
seek

it.

General

I

think the level headed
of the country will supregular ticket.
I

Republicans
port the

health improves Jr )rri
Healthful s
beginning.
ings, skilled physicians, r-d.
tional and honest methods
and a comfortable home

■

ROOSEVELT.

THE KEELEY

The nominations were secured by
theft There is no question about
that. The decisions in the contested cases were given by a packed
jury. Neither the national committee nor the credentials committee

CONVENTION RESUME.

^

BELFAST

unbiased. How could it decide
any other way than it did? And Its
decisions ruled the convention. The
contested cases formed the balance
of power.

Personally Nominated
by Own Delegates.

Nomination

Lauds the President

=0

REPUBLICAN TICKET.
President,

For
WILLIAM

HOWARD

BURNHAM
and after June 26, 1912, trains
conning at Burnham and Waterville w ith thr
trains for and from Bangor, Water
land and Boston will run as follows:

tlent as Abraham Lincoln, as modest and
dauntless as U. S. Grant, as temperate
and peace loving as Rutherford B. Hayes,
as patriotic and intellectual as Jemes A.
Garfield, as courtly and generous as Chester A. Arthur, as learned in the law as
Benjamin Harrison, as sympathetic and
brave as William McKinley, as progressive as his predecessor with moral stamina, breadth of view and sturdy manhood
all his own.
Rejoicing in the gratifying record of
things done, confident of the forward
movement to the things we are pledged
to do. mindful of the spirit of the time
and the requirement of poise and patience. glad of the new hopes and higher
aspirations of our people and their faith
in national progress and the harmony of
his purpose, therewith reassuring his capacity by the exactions of experience,
testing his patriotism by every demand
of honesty, courage and justice; knowing
his devotion to his country and jts people
on behalf of Ohio and for 100,000.000 of
Americans, I name for renomination our
great president—William Howard Taft.

Speech

r

AMI

On

PLAFFORM IS CONSERVATIVE.

Hardings

TAFT.

For Vice President,

ic«» >i

MAN.

Chicago,

June

Colonel

23.—The

split

V\

innecook.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton..
Benton..
Bangor.
YVaterviile.
Portland.
Boston.

I■

Republican national convention. He directed his delegates to remain in the
convention, but not vote. He was indorsed by his followers to lead a third
party.
It was a bolt, yet not a bolt. Claiming the convention roll had not been
purged of alleged illegally seated Taft
delegates, the colonel would have nothing to do with it
President Taft was renominated,
with Vice President Sherman.
Roosevelt's action in tossing his hat
into the 'Ting" against his former
friend, the president, made the primary campaign remarkable. His withdrawal of his delegates from voting,
when his last hope was gone, and his
announcement of leading a third party
of progressives was still more remarkable In (he annals of Republican conpeutions.

1

Photo

copyright by Moffett Studio.

Taft Controlled Ail Through.
Several test votes were taken during
the five days the convention was in
session, the first over the temporary
chairmanship and the others over the
contested delegates. In all Taft maintained a small majority. The first test
-stood: Taft, 558; Roosevelt, 502.
The
necessary majority of the convention
for choice was 540.
The highest test
Tote for Taft was 005.
Barring Roosevelt no Republican aspirant for the presidency since Lincoln
has elicited such enthusiasm from his
supporters ns James G. Blaine. He
secured the nomination in 1884, only
to be defeated at the polls. He refused
to be considered as a candidate in 1888.
but in 1892 tried for the nomination.
But the crowds in the galleries could
not vote, and the delegates on the floor
when the storm of cheering had passed
named Harrison for the presidency.
Since 1892 the Republican conventions have not been memorable for
hard fought contests. McKinley at St.
Louis In 1899 overcame all opposition
on the first ballot.
He was renominated without a contest at the Phlladel
phia convention in 1900, when Roosevelt was chosen to fill second place on
the ticket. The latter’s nomination In
1904 was a foregone conclusion, and
the perfectly oiled machinery of the
1908 convention accomplished the nomination of Taft without a jar.
It will be recalled that Roosevelt,
then the sponsor for Taft, had a bit
to do with the machinery.

8e

co n

Mr. Taft is the twenty-seventh president of the United States
He is fiftv-flve
years old. He was elected in IAS by a popular vote of T.«7S 90S. a
popular plurality of
over William J. Bryan.
Born in Cincinnati. Mr. Taft was graduated from
Yale in 1878, the second in class of 121. Admitted to Ohio bar in 1880
He was Unite*
States circuit court Judge, Sixth Judicial
circuit, 1892-1900: first civil governor of Philippine Islands. 1901-04; secretary of war in President Roosevelt's cabinet. 1904-08.

y2U9.804
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PRINCIPAL FACTS OF THE CONVENTION.

ASSESSED $1500.

PRICE $1000.

126 acres, overlooking the broad Atlantic; 40
machine-worked fields; brook watered
pasture; 2-story, 8-room house worth $2000; 40
xEO ft. barn; low price for immediate sale to
settle estate; a wonderful bargain in a shore
farm, for all details and traveling instructions,
2w26
write Box 7, Belfast P. O.
acres

being
of

-t

'i
a
i; itiv<- of Utica. N
Utica 1SM-nC> Nc-.v York

a.

Bangor.
Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

Upholds Authority of Courts.
That the courts, both federal and state,
may bear the heavy burden laid upon
them to the complete satisfaction of public opinion we favor legislation to prevent
long delays and the tedious and costly
appeals which have so often amounted to
a denial of Justice in civil cases and to a
failure to protect the public at large In
criminal cases.
Since the responsibility of the judiciary
Is so great the standards of judicial action must be always and everywhere
While we
above suspicion and reproach.
regard the recall of judges as unnecessary and unwise, we favor such action
as may be necessary to simplify this process by
which any Judge who may be
found to be derelict in his duty may be
removed from office.
Together with peaceful and orderly development at home the Republican party
earnestly favors all measures for the establishment and protection of the peace
of the world and the development of
closer relations between the various nations of the earth
The Republican party is opposed to special privilege and to monopoly. It placed
upon the statute book the interstate commerce
act of 1887 and the important
amendments thereto and the anti-trust
of
act
1890, and it has consistently and
successfully enforced the provisions of
It will take no backward
these laws
step to permit the re-establlshment in
any degree of conditions which were intolerable.

Argument took up entire day on motion of Governor Hadley of Missouri (Roosevelt floor leader) that seventy-eight Roosevelt delegates be
placed on temporary roll instead of Taft men seated by national committee. Matter left to credentials committee after hour’s demonstration
for Roosevelt.

THURSDAY.
r#o action by convention while credentials committee considered
tested cases.

con-

FRIDAY.
Several test votes taken by convention on reports of credentials committee over contested cases, showing Taft gaining strength over the first
test vote on the opening day.

SATURDAY.
President Taft and Vice President Sherman renominated.

HARDING'S SPEECH.

salaver

It

is not pretence

nor

prejudice.
It

Riddling Opposition.
Chicago, June 23.—Warren G. Harding of Ohio in his speech nominating
President Taft said:

People Have Always Ruled,

j

standards that marked the end of the
world’s march yesterday and planting
them on new advanced heights today.
Tested by such a standard President Taft
is the greatest progressive of the age.
It is needless to magnify and needless
to belittle the crisis of this eventful year.
Representative democracy has come .to
the crucial test, and we know
a
pure democracy has never been secure.
Whatever is uttered now through ambition. misunderstanding or falsehood, matters little except to warn and sober us.
There Is a call for a sober and righteous
leadership and a need of Justice unfailingjustice to the least of them, Justice to the
greatest men. If no other motive impelled
in the very name of Justice, the Justice of
a party, a people and a nation; the Justice done and justice hoped for to sustain
our
faith, this Republican convention
would enlist again under the Just leadership of President Taft.

Opposition Without Reason.
Opposition to his renomination Is as
nearly without precedent as it is without
reason or excuse.
This opposition was
born of expediency, but a triumphant Republican party is not one of expediency.
While
!

fr

power.
The same people, a plain people and an
honest people, ruled in the awakening of
the American conscience that marks a
hew era in our national life.
They are
ruling today shielded by the law’s supremacy and safeguarded by understanding. And they are ruling with unwavering faith and increased confidence in that
fine embodiment of honesty, that fearless
executor of the law, that inspiring personification of courage, that matchless
•xemplar of justice, that glorious apostle
af peace and amity, William Howard
Taft.
Noting his stalwart greatness In the
stress of passing events I believe him the
finest example of lofty patience since the
Immortal Lincoln bore the scourge of
vengeful tones without a murmur.
Sirs, I have heard men arrogate to
themselves the title of "Progressive Reseemingly forgetting that
publicans.’’
progression is the first essential to Rea

a

that*

The American people literally began to
rule In 1776 and there has not keen and
will be any suspension of that
never

publican fellowship.
Progression Is not

perturbation of

on

people
passion wrought nor a promise proposed
progression is
everlasting lifting the

Nominates President Taft In Address

The first utterance of the first Republican national convention ever assembled
in resolution declared “that the maintenance of the principles promulgated In the
declaration of independence and embodied in the federal constitution is essential
to the preservation of our Republican institutions." Fifty-six years have not altered that truth.
Much of the contention between disputing schools of American politics has related to means of development. Until very
recently there was never serious question
about the wisdom of representative democracy, because surpassing results in human
advancement made it unassailable.
You've heard much lately about the people’s rule. The people’s rule is no new
discovery to a sovereign American people.
Nor is demagogic employment of the term
new to the world’s hearing. Through such
demagogic employment centuries ago republics tottered and fell and republican
liberties were lost in the sway of empires
in their stead. Human rights and their defence are as old as civilization, but, more
important to us, the founders wrote the
right of the people to rule into the constitution.

is not the

play

we

have gone

on

to successive vic-

tories, holding measures above men and
principles above personality and aims
above animosity, we have been so committed to abiding principles that every utterance of fifty years is in consonance with
our declaration of today.
The common
enemy has been the party of expediency,
catching up ephemeral whims, paramountlng new troubles, bellying the sails of Its
ship of state to the winds of new grievances or the recrudescent old—and rarely
reaching port. And, sirs, Ohio proudly
reminds you

that one of her six Rewho have borne the party’s
national banner never trailed it defeated.
The record of the present Republican
administration Is not only proof of the
conscience and the wisdom of our party
declarations and an Impassable barrier
to self repudiation, but the record is Impregnable to Democratic assault. Moreover. except for the attack of disloyalty
In our own ranks, the record would rate
In current criticism aa It will In history,
the marvel of the progressive accomplishment in one administration.

publican

now

sons

Eulogy For Taft.
The sum total of things done le far too
ixtended for detailed enumeration now.
I present to you today a leader who fa
composite of the virtues of all those deservedly enshrined In our party pantheon

proclamation of

—William Howard Taft—aa wide and pa-
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favors

the

enactment

We reaffirm our belief in a protective
tariff.
The Republican tariff policy has
been of the greatest benefit to the country. developing our resources, diversifying our industries and protecting our
workmen against competition with cheaper labor abroad, thus establishing for our
wage earners the American standard of
living. The protective tarifT Is so woven
Into the fabric of our agricultural life
that to have a tariff that would destroy
many Industries would throw millions of
our people out of employment.
The products of the farm and of the mlpe should
receive the same measure of protection.
We hold that the Import duties should
be high enough, while yielding a sufficient
revenue, to protect adequately American
Industries and wages.
Bom* of the existing import duties are
too high and should be reduced.
Readjustment sheuld be made from time to
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the successful progress of Reare additional evidence of Its effectiveness.
We challenge successful criticism of the
sixteen years of Republican administration under Presidents McKinley, Roosevelt and Taft
We heartily reaffirm the
Indorsement of President McKinley contained in the platform of IfMO and of 1901
and that of President Roosevelt contained
In the platform of 1904 and 190S.
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SPECIALIST
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CORPORATION

canal, the establishment of a bureau
of mines, the institution of postal savings
banks, the increased provision made in
1912 for the aged and infirm soldiers and
sailors of the republic and for their widows and the vigorous administration of

previous political allegiance.
The Mississippi river Is the nation’*
drainage ditch. It* flood waters, gathered from thirty-one states and the Dominion of Canada, constitute an overpowering force which breaks the levees and
pours lie torrent* over many million

DR, E. H. BOYINGTOK

1

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

approaching completion of the Pa-

the laws
all mark

n

Portland, Ma;

nama

We favor such additional legislation as
may be needed more effectually to prohibit
from
corporations
contributing
funds, directly or indirectly, to campaigns
for the nomination or election of the president, the vice president, senators and
representatives In congress.
In the Interest of the general public, and
particularly of the agri cultural or rural
communities, we favor legislation looking
to the establishment, under proper regulations, of a parcels post, the postal rates
to be graduated under a zone system in
proportion to the length of carriage.
We approve the action taken by the
president and congress to secure with
Russia, as with other countries, a treaty
that will recognize the absolute right of
expatriation and that will prevent all discrimination of whatever kind between
American citizens, whether native born
or alien and regardless of race, religion or

The Tariff Problem.

It

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

For

the

are

MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President & General >'

Republican Accomplishment.

For Safe Banking Methods.

anti-trust act which will define as criminal offenses those specific acts that uniformly mark attempts to restrain and
monopolize to the end that all who obey
the law may have a guide for their action and that those who aim to violate
the law may the more surely be punished.
The same certainty should be given to
the law prohibiting combinations and
monopolies that characterize other provisions of commercial law, in order that
no part of the field of business may be
> sstricted by monopoly or combination;
that business success honorably achieved may not be converted into crime and
that the right of every man to acquire
commodities and particularly the necessaries of life in an open market uninfluenced by the manipulation of trust or
combination may be preserved.
In the enfbrcement and administration
of federal laws governing Interstate commerce and enterprises Impressed with a
public use engaged therein there is much
that may be committed to a federal trade
commission, thus placing In the hands of
an
administrative board many of the
functions now by necessity exercised by
courts.
the
This will promote promptness
in the adnlinistratlon of the law and
avoid delays and technicalities incident to
court procedure.
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$5.00 from Belfast and all stations
H. D. WALDRON, General Passeni

Union,
stopping malls, impeding commerce and
causing great loss of life and property.
These floods are national in scope, and
the disasters they produce seriously affect
the general welfare
The states unaided
cannot
cope with this giant problem;
hence we believe the federal government
should assume a fair proportion of the
burden of its control so as to prevent disasters from recurring floods

The Republican party has always stood
for a sound currency and for safe banking met nods. Tt is responsible for the re^
sumption of specie payments and for the
It is
establishment of the gold standard.
committed to the progressive development of our banking and currency system.
Our banking arrangements today
need further revision to meet the requirements of current conditions
We heed
measures which will prevent the recurrence r.f money panics and financial disturbances and which will promote the
prosperity of this country by producing
constant employment
It is of great importance to the social
and economic welfare of this country tb.it
its farmers have facilities for borrowing
It is imeasily and using the money
portant that financial machinery be pro
vided to supply the demand of farmers
for credit. Therefore we recommend and
an
authoritative Investigation of
urge
agricultural credit societies and corporations In other countries and the passage
of state and federal laws for the establishment and capable supervision of organizations having for their purpose the
loaning of funds to farmers.
The party stands committed to the maintenance, extension and enforcement of the
civil service law, and It favors the passage of legislation empowering the president to extend the competitive service as
far as practicable.
We favor legislation
to make possible the equitable retirement
of disabled and superannuated members
of the civil service In order that a higher
standard of efficiency may be maintained.
We favor the amendment of the federal
employees’ liability law so as to extend
Its provisions to all government employees
as well as to provide'a more liberal scale
of compensation for Injury and death.
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legislation supplementary to the existing

EYE
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[The platform is silent on the initiative and referendum and some of the
It was adopted by this vote: For. tiGii: against.
other progressive demands
53; not voting. 343. |

For Stronger Anti-trust Law.
The

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive.

case

time to conform to changing conditions
and to reduce excessive rates, but without injury to any American industry. To
accomplish this correct information is inThis information can best
dispensable.
be obtained by an expert commission, as
the large volume of useful facts contained
In the recent renorts of the tariff board
has demonstrate*
We condemn the Democratic tariff hills
passed by the house of representatives of
the Sixty-second congress as sectional, as
Injurious to the public credit and as destructive to
business
The
enterprise.
steady increase in the cost of living has
become a matter not only of national but
of worldwide concern. The fact, that it is j
not due to the protective tariff system is
evidenced by the existence of similar conj
ditions in countries which have a tariff
!
policy different from our own, as well as
by the .'act that the cost of living has
Increased while rates of duty have re- I
mained stationary or been reduced

i
A.M.

7 30

Waterville.

He was adcongressman

of corruptness.
For amendment to anti-trust law providing for criminal pun shment.
For protective tariff, but with “proper” reductions.
Federal trade commission to have administrative power over interstate affairs.
Law urged to aid farmers in loans.
Extension of federal civil service law recommended, with creation of
retirement list.

thers.
The Republican party looks back upon
Its record with pride and satisfaction and
forward to its new responsibilities with
hope and confidence.
The Republican party reaffirms Its Intention to uphold at all times the authority and integrity of the courts, both state
and federal, and it will ever Insist that
their power to enforce their process and
to protect life, liberty and property shall
be preserved Inviolate.
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Roosevelt's previous administrations r.do'~scd
Against recall of judges, but for simplification

tl 28
1 ;
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Unity.

tion, declares its unchanging faith in government of the people, by the people, for
the people
We renew our allegiance to
the principles of the Republican party
and our devotion to the cause of Republican Institutions established by the fa-
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Boston.

Mr. Sherman is fifty-seven years old.
mitted to the bar In 1880. He was mav
1887-91 and 1893-1909

United States Senator Elihu Boot of New York
(Taft man) elected
temporary chairman of convention over Governor Francis C. McGovern
of Wisconsin (Roosevelt man) by 558 to 502.
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Antique furniture
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FOR VCE FRESIDEM. JAMES S. SHERMAN

The Republican party, assembled by its
representatives in the national conven-

FOR PRESIDENT, WILLIAM H. TAFT

Nothing Like It Before.
Nothing like this had ever happened
since the time Fremont was chosen for
president in the first convention of the
Republican party, in 185G. in Phlladel
phia. After years of easy going success, broken by the Cleveland terms,
the G. O. P. now faces the critical period in its history.
What will Roose
relt's progressive bolt amount to?
What will the Democrats now do at
Baltimore? These are now the questions of the hour.
The Taft forces controlled the convention from the start through favorable decisions by the national committee and later by the credentials committee.
At no time did the Roosevelt
forces muster a majority of the l.dTS
delegates
The Rooseveltians shouted “Steam
roller!” throughout.
The president's forces shouted little,
but they elected their man. Their machine worked smoothly.
The convention was not uninteresting. Far from it. Everybody looked
for tlie bolt, tlie stampede, the strong
arm work at any moment.
Roosevelt
was in the limelight until the last day.
All the "hurrah” settled around him.
It was a fight to heat him more than
to nominate Taft.

Mill I' HI—IIn I III ill Hi

H—
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Chicago. June 23.—The platform on
which Taft and Sherman were nominated is in part as follows:
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Conservative Planks Form Groundwork, With Sop to Progressives.
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MISS EVIE HOLMES

The sole question submitted to the na
tional committee, to the committee or
credentials, and to t|ie convention in this
of
Columbia University case was, Are these two delega es en
jfnj Puller
^
tl,e W°r*c °f tha Chicago Con- titled to their seats, despite the pros up
visions of the California primary law?
raff’s Nomination Title Un; On that
n(i0„
question I have not an instant’s
Contests Fairly Decided—Only doubt. To deprive them of their seats
„
Had Any Basis—The Facts would mean not only that the Republican
ur j hat
National Convention is hereafter to esCommittee's Work.
Platform
the
,
tablish the unit rule, with all its shockaction
of
the
the
Chicago ing unfairness, but that Legislatures in
^ upon
Democratic
States shall have power to
in renominating President
dictate how the Republican Convention
m adopting a platform of con.,
shall be made up.
t, umi orderly progress as having
“By its action in the California case,
crisis which has con- I the convention served notice that, where
e greatest
American people since the i presidential preference primary laws are
declares President Nicholas enacted, they must not attempt to dev
prive separate congressional districts of
l.-r of Columbia University, the
right of representation to which
•view in the New York Times,
party law and party precedent entitled
them.”
was not only one of the deleNO STEAM ROLLER IN -CONVENTION.
1, invention from that county,

Great Crisis Met.

!

Around Cape Corsica.

ii
fisher folk.
We passed Morsiglia and saw
many
The carriage overtook us at the crossmore Genoese towers built in
the XVI ing of the Nebbio toad, and we all got
century, round and massive and forty- in
again for the last fifteen miles over
five feet in height. Lobsters and
cray the famous Col de Teghime, 1,765 Engfish are caught in great numbers here,
lish feet above the level of the sea, to
being sent away to the large centers on
Bastia, dinner and bed. The view from
the continent.
the Col is something unique. The two
It was at Morsiglia that Pierre first
seas spread out in sparkling radiance far
made us acquainted with the “Ameribelow us, the splendid Gulf of St. Florent
cans”. These are the persons who hav- on
one side, and the beauteous Tuscan
ing shipped as cabin boys qboard some Sea on the
other, with the Lake of Bisailing vessel, in the early days of the guglia
lying
just beyond the eastern side
last century, went to South America or
of Bastia, with the white city gleaming
the West Indies, and after many vicissia welcome
from tower and fortrees.
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of the Resolutions

inner

alerted to draft the first
,rty platform,

ilns crisis which has been
et?” was the query sugButler’s announcement,
really at stake,” he an-tly, “was the preservation

ntative form of Governprovision for the judicial
private rights, from an at-

in essence and principle
character. Had the forces
rderly progress been over.,t convention, we should
1: on the way toward estabi 'nited States an imperialIt is my own opinion,
,,f many delegates, that no
attack upon the governn
made, save in the docideation and Secession.”
especially concerned and
r the charges which have
the effect that the contests
rough t by the Roosevelt
justly decided.
tieen such crimination and
ration of charges by the
; porters,” explains the Co:it, ‘tthat those of us who

personal reputations
necessary to explain to the
that the majority of the
is not in reality composed
.r robbers.
Every contest
fairly and squarely by the
>r our

aim

ice,

m

laid

uy

credentials,

and
convention itself. The
mi to know and all Redependent voters who feel
support Mr. Taft ought to
.'.i at the facts are.
on
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TS OF THE CONTESTS.
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wal
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or
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that sixty-eight, or
ninety-two delegates
—

made at one
tn.r in some form—whose
should
utested
not be perpart in the organization
-ntion was preposterous.
: s ruling on this
point was
;d. not only with law and
:i with common sense.
Had
ra ise it would be within the
person or group to insti1
ntests, with or without
lsqualify a large part of
n and to turn it over to the
"
delegate whose seat was
a permitted to vote on his
any subsidiary motion rehereto.
t the so-called fraudulent
just this amount of justi"
more.
There were eon-

ggestions

were

Arizona, California,

cases:

Washington,

which

in

my

worthy of serious consid-

rt

either of the questions
law that were involved.
contests were
either
dig
impertinent. Most of them
! ed by artificial stimulation
gates had been elected, for
of influencing the public
her cs ates, as well as the
;:self.
.>
nng my vo‘e on the conm Arizona. Texas and Washed the most competent add'd from lawyers who had
lence and the arguments,
personal or partisan ini.atter, and I was guided
rment.”
the merits of the conDr. Butler
M’U refer?"
is,

■

■

t

■■■■

ji

seemed perfectly
reply. ‘‘The Texas case
■mauve of accepting a
under the auspices of
in accordance with his
based on Federal patItd. gation chosen by and
ans of the several coni'is of Texas.
It is not
id
the Norlh as it ought
exas convention consists
more than 250 coundiu of which there is
case

Republican organization.

half of these 100 rounMr. Lyon himself reUnder his
proxies.
publican vote in Texas
roin about 150,000 to less
! at his system of selectid a farce and a fraud on
the public was to me perds,
d-s

doubt than any other
While, with
> iisposal, I might have
rent conclusion, I felt on
atement of the two oppos"n
examining the briefs
I, that 1 should not be
1 lng to unseat the Taft
mt

considered.

'e-egates.

:i

alifornia was,in my judgst of all, although it is
which the greatest uproar
In the California case
t.-rial difference upon the
o-estion arising there is
ntw.
It is a rule of the
party, finally established
-truggle against the partirule in the convention
■

I

I
every Congressional dished States is entitled to
representation in the

In 1880 we did not
the entire vote of
against the protest of
lual districts although
■■ntion of Illinois had indo so.
Precisely the
arises this year in regard
on

ast

1

Dr. Butler calls attention to the fact
that the National Committee had in

1

Vl'ION IN CALIFORNIA.

iresidential primary law—
remembered, after the cal]
: Lon was
issued, at the
Str,*.
^ Legislature called
h Governn l0Ii
f
nson—had
provided foi
flect:o
adi'gatcs-at-large by genthe Republicans of the
Sisnr
district delegates by a
[Ntr.,.
KeP«blican electors in
lisiV.-t Vi"ere
would have been nc
®fficu
■a
■

1

Such a law would
me California
procedure
Hut wleat.as t0 district representasoever.

P
i"

was

done was quite dife
m l.,’1:**. attempted to submerge
'-istncts and their preferate majority. That maf,l,yr' pr:„ J
77-°00. and it carried
h 'i not <,ni
y the
I.1''1 the
delegates-at-large
of California, but the
I
in every congresdistrict
Tat, 'iU, one- In that one diaJ
received a maof more
than one hundred votes.
I
'i

I

I

b,e,

I
J?
S0,,sevelt i'e
15?181
^f.tes
I ,IC'.the
I

,rle8ates

Around

us

everywhere

the olive trees in

and many stately homes embowered in tropical bloom. The sweet notes
of the nightingale pierce the air as he

flower,

For

a sum

of money which would only

begin to purchase a moderate-sized dwelling for a man to house his family in the
city, he may purchase a good-sized farm
in many parts of Maine, with moderately good buildings, and in some cases with
the farm equipment and perhaps a little
farm stock thrown in, all ready to go
to work at farming.,'
The opportuni-

ties in Waldo county are not different perhaps than in other parts of
the State, but considering the general
character of the county, its farming and
its soil, together with the fact that it is
not isolated from any of the desirable
things in business or social advantages it
offers, I really believe, more than a good
many other parts of the State for the
man who wants to do
good farming and
make money at it. Farms can be
purchased there for almost any sort of a
price from a few hundred dollars up, and
a thousand dollars will
go a long way
toward putting a man in possession of a
fine property, while
really good places
have
been secured by
enterprising
farmers for even less than that. Prii-es
of this sort can be found all over the
State, it is true, but low prices are not
the only desirable things if one is looking for a new location, a new opportunity for establishment in farming. I
would seriously advise anybody who is
looking for such an opportunity to give
serious consideration to Waldo
county.

{Old Company's Lehigh j

|
•

S
S

humored than the

n -wspaper reports appear to represent. Most of the violent
attacks and angry threats were made by
those who were not delegates to the convention at all. The celebrated Mr. Flinn
of Pittsburgh subsided after a day or
two of ineffective vociferation when he
found that neither Chairman Rosewater
nor Senator Root nor the convention as a
whole was disposed to lie down and be
ridden over roughshod.
In fact, he
seemed pleased to find somebody that
could hold his own against him.”
Dr. Butler, as a member of the committee on resolutions and its most active
worker, describes the manner in which
the platform was finally drafted. He
explains that three working models were
submitted to the committee, one from
the Roosevelt faction, another from the
friends of Mr. Taft and a third from the
supporters of Senator La Follette. The
platform, as finally adopted, he declares,
embodied portions of all three models.

HADLEY HELPED MAKE PLATFORM.

“The

committee devoted long and
and discussion to every important matter that came before it,”
asserts Dr. Butler, “and the proceedings
were harmonious and friendly and helpful from beginning to end. Governor
Hadley contributed greatly to the final
drafting of the platform, both as to its
substance and as to its language, and the
entire Missouri delegation voted for its
adoption. Governor Hadley has since
issued a public statement that the platform is the most progressive declaration
ever made by the Republican party, and
he is entirely right.
“The attitude toward the platform of
the delegates from the great States of
Missouri and Illinois, taken together with
the proceedings in the committee on resolutions itself, makes it plain to me that
there is no very great difference of opinion among Republicans as to the policies
to be pressed and enacted into law. On
ninety-five per cent of the topics discussed in the committee on resolutions
the sentiment was unanimous; the only
differences were as to forms of expression. It is these facts that make it seem
clear that any so-called bolt from the Republican party or from Mr. Taft’s candidacy can have nothing but a purely personal issue to rest upon.
“No bolt was organized on such questions as workingmen’s compensation,

patient study

c

oca.

vioncu

£

tower and saw
“American” homes. The
and mournful. We drove

the next

many

more

bay is

wild

on

to

excellent

it

by

to Canari

paintings bequeathed

Cardinal
roadway continues along
the towering bluff above the sea-shore
and shows many curious rock formations
until the almost deserted little commune
of Albo is reached, literally smothered in
a wealth of Pancratium lilies in bloom,
which filled the air with most delicious
Fesch.

the

ever-generous

The

fragrance.

We

gathered

a

large bouquet

luncheon table.
Between Albo and Nonza the scenery
Words are
surpasses itself in grandeur.
to deck

our

too poor to do it

justice.

Nonza,

which has existed from earliest
times, is built on top of a perpendicular
rock five hundred feet above the level of
the sea. It counts 508 inhabitants and
has

a

strange history. St. Julia,

virgin

a

young
at Nonza

martyred
D., by the Vandals, who
tore away her breasts, and threw them
the ground.
on
Instantly, upon that
very spot, a spring of purest water
African

was

in 439 or 440 A.

We saw the fountain!
gushed forth.
Nonza is also the scene of an heroic incident. When the French subdued Corsica
in 1768, Nonza stubbornly held out. The
attack

was

it resisted.

fierce,
just as fiercely was
Finally the garrison agreed
but

surrender if allowed to walk out free,
and with all the honors of war.
This
was granted, and to the infinite
surprise
of the besiegers the old Captain Caseella
to

appeared alone, fairly bristling with
pistols and muskets. “Where is the
garrison?” thundered the French commander. the General of Grandmaison, “I
am
the garrison, Sir!” was the reply.
This noble episode suggested to the
public health, conservation, protection Italian romancer, Guerazzi, the idea of
of American citizenship, control of the his
thrilling tale “La Torra di Nonza.”
trusts, so that while wrongdoing will be
The road becomes now less wild and
punished, honest business will be free
from danger or alarm; revision of the for a while leaves the seacoast altogether
tariff downward where duties are too to traverse a fertile valley with a
tiny
high, the alleviation of the causes that river shaded by a luxuriant growth of
to
increase
the
cost
of
or
operate
living,
wild oleanders. The scene vividly recallany one of a dozen other topics, for the
reason that the whole Repuhliean party ed the grassy slopes of Capernaum by
has declared itsell in favor of just these the Sea of Galilee.
things. No bolt can be successfully orWhen we arrived at the Col de St. j
ganized on the question of whether or
Bernardina we branched off towards thb
not the people shall rule, because the
Republican party has declared itself in town of St. Florent, or San Fiorenzo, as j
favor of making ‘rule of the people’ as the Italians so
musically call it. It was 1
effective and potent as possible.
founded
in
1440 by Janus Campo Fregoso.
“In a word,” concludes Dr. Butler
j
earnestly, “nothing is left but a purely It has a line position, fronting on a mag- j
personal issue, and that in turn must in nificent bay, fully as large as that of j
large measure be based on perfectly Ajaccio, but this beautiful gulf is seldom
\
reckless allegations of fraud, none of
used except by the fishermen. Lobsters
which will stand any investigation what- I
ever, and all of which were gone into abound and are justly celebrated all over
with the greatest patience and care.”
A Pitcher Who Threw 88 Balls
inning Game.
In

an

article

on

in

a

the island.
Sp-

Napoleon said, “St. Florent has one of
happiest situations I know. It is the

the

favorable for commerce; it touches
France, and is adjacent to Italy;its land-

most

"How to Win Baseball

Games,” published in the July American ing places are secure and convenient and
its roads would receive whole fleets. I
Magazine, Hugh S. Fullerton says:
“It is possible for a pitcher to throw would have built a fine large town
there,
only twenty-seven balls in a nine-inning which would have been a
capital.’’
game. No accurate record of the smallBut alas and alack for St. Florent, Naest number of balls thrown in any game
exists, as no one counts every ball in poleon was already at St. Helena! Toevery game. I scored one game in which
it is, as H. Seton Merriman says in
Ed Walsh pitched only eighty-eight bails, day
“The Isle pf Unrest,” “A small place,
seven of which were fouls, which I regard as remarkable. I saw Coombs with Ichabod written large on its crumbpitch seventeen balls to one batter Iasi ling houses.
St. Florent is a wondersummer. The greatest number of pitchlittle place, with its landbeautiful
fully
ed balls I ever counted in a game was
211, George (Rube) Waddell being ths locked bay and its river gliding lazily
We were loath to
victim, and he weakened in the nintl i down to the sea.
and allowed five runs—showing that ths leave the
peace and quiet of its deserted
strain was too great even for a man oi
quays, the old world charm of its irreguhis marvelous power and endurance.”
lar houses and the genial welcome of its
kindly villagers.

Over

Half-Century.

Humphreys’
been used
satisfaction
years.

:J

by

the peopi •» with
for more t:i.m BO

Medical Book

No.

1
2
3
4
7
it

Specifics

have

sent

free.
Price

for

Fever*, Congestions, Inflammations.15
Worm*. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease .25
Folic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults. 25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
Halt llheum. Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
IS heumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.26
Fever and Ague. Malaria.25
Pile*. Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25

: (1
*3
11
! 5
10
17
19
20 Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.95
91 A*thma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.95
57 Kidney Disease.
--—.95
58 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
50 Urinary Incontinence. Wetting Bed.95
..95
54 Sore Throat. Qumsy
77 Grip, Hay Fever and Sumner Colds.25
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
—

—

..

HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE C0„ Cornel
Ann Street*.New York.

WWHvLand

As the horses rested under the shade
of the big plantain trees, beside “the

briny-smelling beach dotted with the
yellow horned poppy,” we walked out
over the level plain to the old Cathedral
of Nebbio, dating from the end of the
XII century, built on what was anciently
the very town of St. Florent itself, and
the capital of the Nebbio district.
St. Florent was besieged by Nelson in
1793, and has always had a stormy
It gave itself to the Bank of
Genoa in 1483, and as the worthy Grand
champs sums it up, “bestowed itself upon
Paul de Thermes in 1553, and was recognized by Andrea Doria in 1554. In 1731
Giaffori and Ceccaldi took possession of
it; in 1762 Paoli took it; and in 1794 the
French sustained a remarkable siege
career.

do County.
[From the Maine Farmer.]

morning early, amid enchanting

scenery, and halted a moment at Marinca
to visit the Pisau Church of the Assumption, built in 1468, which also contains
several

Farming Opportunities

The more I travel about the State of

Maine, the

more

:d that there

are

strongly

am

I persuad-

several sections of the

Aroostook and Washngton county which contain some of the
inest farming lands of New England. It
State in addition

to

IOWA WOMAN
WEIL AGAIN

Z

£
Z

£

encouragement

Shooting Pains,
Spinal Weakness, Dizziness,

The Coal strike is settled and the
prices for Coal have
have been fixed as follows:

Stove

and

Egg,
Chestnut Coal,
Peal Coal,

$7.75 per
8.00
6.50
7.25

511f».r*PSK.

against the Anglo-Paolists. In 1796 it
fell again into the power of the French.” cause land is
cheap. Land may be cheap
Farewell, tranquil little town of St. and yet difficult, because of its character
or isolated
Florent, shut out from the busy world The land in location, to make profitable.
W aldo
is not open to
amid scenes of Arcadian simplicity and these objections. county
The profitable farm-

“

satisfactory

that we are still selling the genuine Old
Company s Lehigh Coal exclusively that gave such compiste satisfaction the past year, and we hope to receive
your order for this splendid coal this year.
All orders
shall have our prompt and careful attention in
preparation and delivery.
see

S
9
9

9

9

9
9
#
9

9
9
9
9
w

Good wood of all kinds sold at reasonable
prices.

The

King of Vacuum Cleaners.

Endorsed and adopted by the U. S. Navy, The New
York Police Department, The New York and Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Co.’s, the leading Churches,

Hospitals, Schools, Theatres and Public Institutions
throughout the civilized world.
1-3
The Weight.

and nervous.
no

For

sickness, only

a

time there may be

general run-down,
weak state, but there is no real defence
a

against disease, and from such a condition spring numerous disorders, as
rheumatism, severe nervous diseases,
stomach trouble, amentia and chronic

headaches.
Mrs. J. D. Cline, of No. 139 East
Federal street, Youngstown, Ohio, says:
“I was all run down ami on the verge
of nervous prostration from overwork
and worry.
I was so nervous that the
least noise irritated ie and I wanted to
be alone and see no one.
My appetite
was very poor.
My stomach bloated
and distressed me after eating. I had
to vomit frequently. There were sharp,
quick pains in my hack as though
needles were being pricked into me.
On going up stairs or hurrying I became short of breath.
My feet would
become swollen if I was on them for
any length of time and the swelling was
noticeable in the morning. I often

very
had

3

Weight

Times the

Vacuum

Efficiency.

Cleaner.

Guaranteed for JO years.
Jtu (AA pay note,
it u
MAY pay less. But you CABB 07 yil anything to
EQUAL THE MONARCH. For sale by

C. R.

COOMBS, 72 Main Stret

ASK FOR

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND PRICES.

STATE OF MAINE.

S

A Mm <@Mis~wm

COUNTY OF WALDO SS,;

WEBSTER’S
NEW

j
This Treatment.
It is impossible to have thin, impure
blood and strong, healthy nerves and
muscles.
Instead, every part of the
body becomes weak. The stomach fails
in strength and the appetite becomes
The body does not obtain
poor.
enough nourishment from the food and
is actually starved.
Soon the nerves
begin to complain anil the person becomes irritable, despondent, wornout

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo on the
third Tuesday of September, in the year of
our Lord one thousand line hundred and
twelve.

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

A. HALL of Be!rm nt, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully
libels ar.tl gives this Honorable Court to l e informed that he was lawfully married t« josie
M. Hall of Bangor, in the County of Penobscot
and State of Maine, at \\ interport, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, on the
twelfth day of April, A. L). 1908, by Eliza
Clements, a Justice of the Peace duly authorized to solemnize marriages, and since said
marriage has conducted himself towards the
said Josie M. Hall as a faithful, true ami industrious husband; yet the said Josie M. Mali
on the 15th day of April, A. D. 1909, at said
Winterport, utterly deserted your libelant and
has continued such utter desertion to the piesent time, being more than three consecutive
Liyears next prior to the filing of this libel
belant avers that the residence of said 111 ellee
is not known to him and cannot, be ascertained
by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore your libelant prays that he may
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now existing between him and the said

JAMES

THE MERRIAIVI WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged die- j
tionary in many years.
]
Contains the pith and essence'
of an authoritative library, j
Covers every field of knowL.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the

I

New Divided Page.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly

;

half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most

I
remarkable single volume.
Write for sample
pages, full particulars etc.
Name
paper
we

libelee.
Dated this 11th day of June, A D. 1912.
JAMES A. HALL
(Signed)

this
and

will

STATE

send free
a set of
Pocket

WEAR

RUBBERS
This Winter

OF MAINE.

Waldo ss.
June 11, A. D. 1912.
Then personally appeared the above signed
James A. Hall and made oath that he does not
know the present residence of the above named
libelee and cannot ascertain the same by reasonable diligence.
Before me.
H. C. BI Z.ZELL,
Justice of the Peace.

Maps

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation.

fainting, suffocating spells, when

life seemed to leave me. I tried many
medicines without benefit and then decided to try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People upon a friend’s advice.
I was sick in bed when I began taking
the pills. After using them for a week I
commenced to get better.
I continued
their use for some time. My nervou*
trouble disappeared and I waB completely restored to health. I am sure
that Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
People will cure other nervous sufferers
as they have cured me.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are guaranteed by the manufacturers to contain
no opiate, narcotic or
anything that
could injure the most delicate system.
Send today for a copy of our booklet,
“Diseases of the Nervous System.” It
is free upon a postal card request.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or will be sent, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50 cents
per box; six
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. William*
»Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

|

The Feather

The Price.

^

Worn-out, Irritable, Despondent
Men and Women Should Try

i

No Noise,
No Vibration,

agricultural operations

It is very likely true that the man whc
has a moderate or small amount of
money
and who wishes to make a good start in
the farming business can find no more
favorable opportunities for investing his
money in the soil, with reasonable prospects of making a profit on the investment with ordinary good management
and reasonable industry, than right over
in Waldo county. This is not
simply be-

£
9
9

11

prices.

f
•

ton

These prices are subject to 25 cents
discount per
ton on all bills paid within 30 days from date of
delivery.
Discount not allowed on anything less than ton lots.
The
above prices are for coal put in cel'ars or on
street level
within city limits. Coal taken at plant 50c.
per ton less
than abo\e prices. Lpstairs 50c. more than above
prices.
1wo flights 15c. per ton additional
Special attention
given to delivering coal outside city limits at
You will

9

w

The Monarch
Vacuum Cleaner

but there are other sections of the counConsider Well This Advice.
ty where farming, with good machinery
No woman suffering from any form
and the necessary appliances for successof female troubles should lose hope unful work, must be a positive delight.
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham’s
There may be some satisfaction in wresta fair trial.
a
out
of
the
and
ing living
rough
rocky Vegetable Compound
This famous remedy, the medicinal inHillsides of some of the farms which we
are working and have been working in
gredients of which are derived from
the State of Maine for a century or native roots and herbs, has for
nearly
more; there may be satisfaction in sub- i
forty years proved to be a most valuaiuing the earth where it is necessary to I ble tonic and invigorator of the fease radical methods to compel it to promale
Women everywhere
Juce, Dut for real pleasure and satisfac- bear organism.
willing testimony to the wonderful
tion in farming the best opportunities
are offered by
those portions of the virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeta?arth which are best fitted to the grow- ble Compound.
If you want special advice write to
,ng of the things which we desire to
jrow there.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confiIf it is cultivated crops which we wish dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
to grow, then we naturally desire ground
tnat is readily cultivatable and which re- woman and held in strict coulidcuce.
sponds readily to the good effects of cultivation. If one would grow trees,there
are rougher, more rocky hillsides which
may be adapted to that purpose with

agitation.

Coal

Freed From

Pinkham’s
by Lydia
Vegetable Compound.

For every sort of a purpose that a
man may desire a farm in New England
none have chosen better nor wiser than
those who long ago settled upon the fine
farming lands in Waldo county. The
land in Waldo county is varied in character, but a good deal of it lays in broad
high fields which are easily worked, well
drained, well located as regards frost
limits and forming altogether a country
which is mostdelightful to live upon. And
there are many fine farms and good
farmers in Waldo county. It could not
be otherwise.
To be sure, there are probably some
poor farmers in that section of the State,
as there are poor farmers all over the
but
country,
apparently the better
farmers predominate. Waldo county is
one
of those sections of the State
where farming is progressive.
also
It has many
good Granges which
are
made up of successful and proThis is always an infarmers.
gressive
dication of a good farming community.
Strange as it may seem, in view of all
these conditions, there are a good many
opportunities in Waldo county for the
purchase of good farms for little money.
Although there is some of the best farming land in the State in that county, and
although there are good facilities for
transportation, large and well equipped
farms, good schools, the best of good
farmers and delightful communities in
which to live, there are many of these
fine farms with every opportunity for
the operation of a good business in'agriculture or stock raising, which can be
bought for very low prices.
These prices may not be generally
lower than the prices of similar offerings
in some other parts of the State, but
probably the values offered are superior
to the values offered in many sections.
Waldo county is more strictly an agricultural county than some sections of the
State and much more so than many sections of other New England States where
farm values have gone up to a much
higher level. Waldo is naturally a conservative section, and the low prices
which have been reached during the last
decade or more of agricultural decadence
have not recovered there so quickly as
in those sections of country which are
nearer the large cities, and which have
been boomed in the ‘‘back to the farm”

buy your

•

MMMMIMIIMMUMIIMM

the undoubted fact that Maine is the
E.
premier agricultural State of New England and that there is nothing in the east
that is superior to it. Its premier place
agriculturally in New England is not due
?ntirely to its size. More than size is
Ottumwa, Iowa. —“For years I was
the fact that the quality of the land and almost a constant
sufferer from female
the extent of the cultivatable areas offer
trouble in all its
opportunities for extensive operations in
dreadful forms;
farming, and for the convenient and easy
shooting pains all
handling of land of high fertility and proover my body, sick
ductive value.
not
be
difficult
for
will
It
any good
headache, spinal
farmer in Maine to think of some of the
weakness, dizziness,
fine farming sections of the State where
depression, and
Lhe land seems to be made and laid out
everything that was
for convenient farming and for good
horrid. I tried many
farming, where the land lays level, or
doctors in different
nearly so, and is free from stones, where
parts of the United
large fields may be readily cultivated. A
States, but Lydia E.
,arge part of Waldo county is just such a
section of farming country as that, and
Pinkham’s Vegetait is not strange, therefore, that Waldo ble Compound has done more for me than
county should be one of the good farm- all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell
ing counties of the State.
you these facts. My heart is full of
Certainly there are some sections of i gratitude to Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeWaldo county which are rough and rocky,
table Compound for my health.”—Mrs.
and there are some sections where the I
Harriet E. Wampler, 524 S. Ransom
soil is not such as to offer the greatest
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.
to
is

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

{Coke,

cue

Genoese

First
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COAL!

We shall appreciate it
very much if you
oi the

patriotically back to Cape Corsica to
many instances dismissed unanimously spend, and incidentally to end their
days calls tenderly to his waiting mate.
the very contests over which the RooseX
velt supporters are now questioning the in peace in the home-land, leaving their
The hush of night descends on our
•
action of the convention, and that in the descendants to imitate their example, i
well-beloved Isle of Honor, romantic
committee on credentials members op- J These houses have a prosperous, well- |
Z
Corsica sleeps, and the Universe is veiled
posed to President Taft’s renomination kept air, are painted white, and have i
in peace.
voted with his friends on some of the
small flower gardens in front.
We could
blatters in dispute,
Grace C. D. Favre,
“Mr. Taft's title to his nomination is thereafter easily pick out the abode of
Corsica, May 11, 1912.
Cape
just as clear as any man’s could be,” as- any “American” in every subsequent!
serts Dr. Butler. “It is the result of the
Corsican village we passed through! !
WHAT MAKES A WOMAN ?
different methods of procedure in differ- Cape
One hundred and twenty pounds, more or
From Morsiglia to Pino we drove along
ent parts of the country that the public
A Word to the Wise.
9
at large has been led to believe that con- a fine bit of coast with rocky indentations [ess, of bone and muscle don’t make a woman.
Put into it health and
Its
a good foundation.
tests were decided unfairly in his favor.
9
along the beautiful Gulf of Aliso. It
If
are
a
dealer
in
rubber footwear
you
and she may rule a kingdom. But
“Moreover, the majority of the con- was dusk as we drove in to Pino
we
and to strength
wish to call Hub Rubbers to your 9
vention was scrupulously fair to the
that’s just what Electric Bitters give her. attention.
are
a
the
comfortable
Celestori
of the
inn.
They
There Thousands bkss them for overcoming
minority. At every point ample time
fainting Boston Rubber Shoe product
*
;
we had a little difficulty about
Company, the
was given for the consideration of every
lodgings, ind dizzy spells and for dispelling weakness, quality of which
you well know is withdisputed question, and a roll call was had as w'e had not thought it necessary to ! tervousness, backache and tired, listless, worn- I out
question.
every time it was asked for. It is a
ahead. But a Belgian professor Jut feeling. “Electr.e Bitters have done me a j
An ample advertising campaign that
mistake to think that a convention of telegraph
cannot
fail to fully inform the public of
us his double- ! world of
W
good,” writes Eliza Pool, Depew,
1,078 men can be turned into a rubber kindly consented to give
these goods has already been contracted
Senator Root’s rulings were bedded room in exchange for ours of Gkla., ’’and I thank you, with all my heart, for
stamp.
9
for.
models
of
clearness, fairness and single solitude.
Pino is a thoroughly ; risking such a good medicine.” Only 50c.
This is a word to the wise—act on it
a
cogency. Nobody dreamed of appealing
little village, 1000 feet above Guaranteed by all druggists.
; and your customers will be satisfied.
charming
from any of them.
Z
iiiierior' UI H
“The
convention was more good ;
in Wal-

1

!'

tudes and hardships saved enough
money
to engage in coffee and sugar
planting,
amassed large fortunes which they came

»

of varied nature which is being done
beauty, happy in its primitive hospitality ing
there now is sufficient testimony to that
and the gentle greetings of -its humble fact.

Waldo ss.
Belfast, June 17, A. D. 1912.
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel, it is ordered by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the Libelee by

publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order thereon, three weeks successively in The Republiin
can Journal, a newspaper printed in
the County of Waldo, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the next term of
said Court, to be holoen at Belfast, w ithin and
for said County, on the third Tuesday of September next, that shi may then and there appear in said Court and answer thereto, if she

Beif^t,

Announces that he has limit*ci his practice
to

diseases of the

Eye, Ear, Nose and lhroal

see

AND RURACTICN.
Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

thereon.

m

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephcn connccticn.

fit.;

A true

WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,

Justice Supreme Judicial Court,
of the Libel and Order of Court
3w26
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

Copy

William Lincoln West

2Etf

Lx-YfliriiiBry Inspector Bureau uf Animal
liidn^lij t. 8. Department of Agriculture.

For

Sale

Very desirable house lots cn Northport Avenue, commanding a fine view of the bay.
ApP. D. H. CARTER,Hr
ly to
114 Waldo Avenue, Belfast Me.,
Or GEORGE P. CARTER, Searsport, Me.
17tf

TREATS

AIL

DISEASES OF

AMMA19

Hospital, 1 liaimncy aud Office,
SPRING STRLKT,

BELFAST* MAINE

Hospital N«xer doled.

I

Phones—Hospital 69-18.;

Residence 69-11

THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CON-

f avorite.views he declared them to be unequaled anywhere. There are, of course,
some of our own people who with less
t ELF AST. THURSDAY. JULY 4. 1912.
opportunities for observation in other
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
lands nave recognized and enjoyed the
beauties of nature here at home; and it
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

Republican Journal

The

CHARLES A. P1LSBURY. t

Manager

ADVERTISING Terms. For one square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
•ml 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
In advance, $2.00 a
StifSCRIPTiON Terms.
y it; $1.00 for six months: 50 cents for three
ninths.

There hat (been a good detfl of crimination and recrimination in the Democratic
convention at Baltimore, and at times indications of a genera) rough and tumble

fight;

but

Monday everybody in

vention, and out of it, put

on

the cona

broad

upon scenes that

will,

mpel

c

admiration.

Chamberlain

This is an error.

Colfax

was

was

evanescent.

the

interview with President Butler

of Columbia

University on the Chicago
convention, printed on another page, he
takes up the claim of the third-termers
that delegates whose seats are contested
should not be allowed to take part in the

364 1-2; Colfax,
nor since has there been such

be necessary, he says, “to institute
enough contests with or without basis to

disqualify

a

anrl tnm if

large part

nvpr tn

of the contests at

whatever.

tion

without

even

of the convention

the rrrinnrittr

Chicago

had

no

Mur,,,

founda-

Some were withdrawn
being heard and others

were disposed of by an unanimous vote
of the national committee, which included a number of Roosevelt men. In the

demon-

stration of the power of the press, and
we wish that some one of the active participants in the movement might write it
up in detail. It is
in American

chapter

Edward

organization of the convention. It would

only

a

certainly a notable
journalism.
Stan wood in his “History of

Presidential Elections” says of the Republican National Convention of 1872:
Mr. foliax had given offence to certain
of the

fraternity of Washington
spondents and they determined to

corre-

all
their power to defeat his nomination.
They were assisted in their work by the
use

presentation of the name of Mr. Henry
by the Republicans of Massachusetts as a candidate. Considering the

Wilson

Congressional contests the one
prima facie right to the seat is
sworn in and continues to perform the
duties and draw the salary of the office
until the case is decided; when, if it is

closeness of the vote it is not too much
to say that Mr. Wilson owed his nomina-

adverse, he steps down and cut and the

Exercises in the High and Grade

of

case

having

a

contestant is seated.
We recall one case
where on the last night’s session of a
Congress the sitting member was unseated and the contestant sworn in and thus
became entitled to the two years’
salary
and allowances, which the one
occupying
the seat had already enjoyed.
A recent walk about the
city warrants
the assertion that Belfast never
looked
better than it does
today. There has
heer, a constant improvement
year byyear in pri\ ate grounds, and on
every

hand

are seen

velvety lawns, neat driveways, flowering vines, foliage
plants,
flowers and shrubbery. Trees set out
in
comparatively recent years have attained

a wonderful
growth, while the magnificent elms on Church and

High

are

streets

the admiration of all
visitors. The
on the streets this
year has

work done

contributed very materially
tractive appearance of

the

to

the at-

city.

The

ditches have been cleaned
out, the grass
and weeds on the sides
removed-and
removed is the proper
word, as instead of
being thrown into the middle of the
etreet as heretofore
they have been carted off.
Everybody should be interested
in maintaining this
condition and should
refrain from
throwing rubbish into the
streets. There is an ordinance
forbidding it. but it has not been generally observed or enforced in the
past. Now we
believe there is a public sentiment
back

Of It. a
of the

growing pride
city, that will

in the appearance
ensure a continuance of the
good work that is making
Belfast more and more beautiful,
In estimating the resources and
assets
of Maine the item of
scenery should not
be overlooked. Take Mt. Desert for an

illustration.

It is within the
memory of
some of our readers-the writer included
—when that island was
occupied only by
two or three fishing villages. A few of
our

own

rough

people

it for

a

used to go there and
time in the summer. Then

tion to these correspondents.”

The
Closing

Schools of

Unit>.

Schools.
The closing exercises of the Primary and
Intermediate village schools, Unity, were held
last Friday night. The Primary grades, taught

by Miss Sibley, gave the following program:
Vocal Duet,Esther Truworthy, Doris Thompson
Dialogue, “The Sick Doll,”
May, the Mother,
Virginia Pilsbury
Susie, the Friend,
Leola Whitney
Everett Vickery
Jack, the doctor.
Piano Solo,
Virginia Woods
Exercise, “Paul Revere,” Edith Norton, Leola
Whitney, Virginia Woods.
Drill. “Little Mothers,” Garnet Giles, Geneva
McNelly, Verna Carleton, Beatrice Soule,
Leola
Venetta Whitehouse,
Whitney,
Doris Thompson, Clarissa Whitney, Idella
Esther
McNelly,
Truworthy.
Piano

Solo,

Virginia Pilsbury
MOTHER

GOOSE’S TARTY.

Mother Goose,
Peter Piper,

Aurilla Jackson
Carrol Gannett
Marie Libby
Bo-Peep,
Ding-Dong-Bell-Boy,
Sidney Graffam
Jack Horner,
Linwood Graffam
Caroline Parkhurst
Contrary Mary,
Mother Hubbard;
Lizzie Morgan
Jack and Jill, Silas Reynolds,
Beatrice Soule
Arthur Pillsbury
Tommy Tucker,
Bun Boy.
Ralph Roilins
Milton McNelly
King Cole,
Fred
Maurice
Fiddlers,
Fuller,
Reynolds
Raymond Murch

Humpty Dumpty,

Benj.

Hunt

Howard Cornforth
Harold Jones
Mabel Larrabee
Virginia Woods
Thomas Hebert
The Intermediate Grades gave the following
exercises connected with the graduation of the
Ninth Grade:
Piano Solo,
Robert Rolfe Whitehouse
Boy Blue,

Simple Simon,
Miss Muffet,
Maiden, all Forlorn,
Tom the Piper,

articles was the one “Woman Suffrage” by
Miss Clifford. Miss Roseland used the. class
motto as the subject of her article, “He Who
Endures Conquers,” which by the way applies
not only to the class but to its menibers in more
ways than one.
The hall was beautifully decorated with the
class colors, pink and silver, potted plants and
quantities of evergreen and other greens. The
motto “Vincit Qui Patetur,” in silver letters
on a pink background, was
suspended from the
middle of the stage.

WEDDING BELLS.
Hills-Salisbury.

A very pretty wedding
Wednesday evening, June 26th,
at the home of Mrs. Tena
Salisbury, Sand
Street, Camden, when her daughter, Mi's
Myrtle B. Salisbury,was united in marriage with
Mr. Irving O. Hills of Northport. The bridal
pair entered the parlor to the strains of Lohengrin’s wedding march played by Miss Pearl
Dickins.
The ceremony was performed by
Rev. Howard A. Corey, pastor of the Methodist church, of which the bride is a member,
j The single ring ceremony was used. The
bride was attired in a becoming gown of white
voile with trimmings of silk fringe and baby
| Irish lace and the full length veil was caught
was

celebrated

j

back with bridal

j

roses.
The home was tastedecorated with evergreen and roses, with
an arch under which the
ceremony was performed.
A large company of friends and

fully

I

relatives was present, and among the guests,
from out of town were Mr. Melville B. Hills of
Northport, father of the groom, Mr. Milton B.
Hills of Northport, brother of the groom, Miss
Anna B. Hills of Rockland, cousin of the
groom, Mr. George
of the bride, Mrs.

of

Charles Francis Ames

Benediction.
Piano Solo,

married

Much credit is to be given Miss Farrer, the
Intermediate teacher, for the work done by
the

seventh, eighth,

sixth and fifth

grades

in

the following sketch:
"ROYALTY
Chief

IN OLD

VIRGINIA.”

WOODROW

I

1fe—Two

Conley-Knight.

A

hope of

daisies and

an

arch

After the

Barcror.
—

Marriner-Lawry. Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Marriner, who were married in Belfast June
24th by Rev. A. A. Blair at his home in Constreet, are spending their honeymoon in
Boston and Providence and on their return will
live in Belmont at the home of the groom. The
bride, Etta Louise, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Lawry of Searsmont and is a
graduate of the Eastern State Normal schoo

gress

a.

Horribles!

TRADES’

Sports!

PROCESSION

Special Rates

|

I

COME

AND

SEE
EVER

|

on

We need

more

GREATEST CELEBRATION
SEEN IN MAINE.

fancy hennery eggs!

CHAPIN

We’ve establish-

St ADAMS

IN 36 HOURS

j

j

net Mrs.
to

Kinney

are

much

pleased

to have her

live_June 29th, Mr.
Frank Miles and Miss Bernice Hunt, both of
this town, were married in Pittsfield. Congratulations are also in rder in this marriage.
iome

!

Burnham

Mr. Miles is
j

to

the eldest

son

of

Mr. Andrew

and has always lived here. Mrs. Miles
daughter of Edward Hunt of Winnecook.
They are both well known and popular young
people-Mrs. B. A. Spencer of Belfast spent
last week in town at Hon. G. E. Bryant’s_
Ethel Allen of the Pittsfield Advertiser force
is home for the summer-Mrs. Augusta
Mudgett. widow of Franklin Mudgett, died at
her home on the Pittsfield road last week. She
Miles

is the

j

leaves two

sons

and

a

daughter—Fred, the

son

she lived, Geo. Jewell of Burnham,
and Mrs. Inez Goodwin of Bangor.... Miss
Blanche Merrithew has been very ill with inflammation of the stomach and partial sunstroke, but is able to be up again at this writing, her friends will be glad to hear_O. B.
McKechnie was in Dover Monday on business.

with whom

TROY.
Mr. and

Mrs. Fred Carter arrived from Vermont Monday, called to Troy by the serious illness of her father, Lewis B. Harding.... Walter
Hillman was called to Rumford last week
by

1

•*•••■•

CO.,

DRINK HABIT
by the N1
be overcome
TREATMENT. N bvr -derm
absolutely certain Gall ii- ii, a
The Neal Institute, Oft Flea-a
Portland, Me. Tel. 1216.

—

OPPORTUNITY

WEST WINTERPORT.

fast

A

pretty,

quiet welding took place

but

AT YOUR, DOOK.

at

ConW. T-. Hall at 2 p. m., Satur- Boston Globa's $10,030 Boo’clovers’l
si no Intense Interest all Over
is
Aron
test
Etta
Miss
his
sister,
only
day, June 22nd,
New England.
Louise, was united in marriage to Mr. Albert
was j
The splendid sum of $10,090 in c ish prizes is
Wing of Hermon. The single ring service
as awards in its
impressively performed in the presence of the ; offered by the Boston Globe
Bookluvers’ Contest, which began in the
immediate families and a few friends. Miss great
Globe July 1st. The first prize is $2,000 in
Therese, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alger O. \ cash, the second prize is $1,500 in cash, and the
Hall of Albion, acting as ring bearer. The bride third prize is $1,000 in cash, with seven other
i
main prizes of generous cash sums and 125
was becomingly gowned in a lovely white crea- j
of $10 in cash each and 500 prizes of $5
suit. prizes
the
conventional
wore
and
the
tion,
groom
each.
You can enter the Boston Globe’s contest toRefreshments were served and the happy
or at any time w’hile it is in progress. The j
couple left at once for their home in Hermon, day.
contest consists of a series of 77 pictures, to
accompanied by showers of rice and good be published in the Globe, one each day, the
wishes_A private whist party was given in first having appeared on July 1st. Each of
the O. Gardner Hall recently by Mrs. L. E. these pictures represents the title of a book, I
not the contents of the book, but merely its
White and Mrs. F. T. Bussey-Mrs. Sherman

:

Drug Habits Specially
with Great Success.

the home of Mr.

when

j

M. R. Knowl ton for btr
city and farm property

j

title.
All that contestants have to do is to begin I
saving the pictures and the coupons attached
to them. In the coupons they fill in the name ;
of the book they believe the drawing repre- ;
sents, their own name and address, and save I
them until they have all 77 pictures. When
they have the 77 pictures solved,the contestant ;
sends in to the Booklovers’ Contest Editor,
Boston Globe, Boston, Mass., all 77 pictures
and their answers in one flat package, and the
board of judges, made up of well-known Bos1
ton men, will decide the names of the winners.
Every picture is drawn to accurately represent the title of the book it is meant for. There
are no catches, no subterfuges.
The contest
calls for no soliciting or canvassing. It is
a
most
that
really
you can
enjoyable game
play in your own home, and by doing so win
of
the
one
many splendid prizes.
If you have not already entered the contest,
you can obtain back pictures at the office of
the Boston Globe.

of Corinnais visiting at the home of her
Miss
parents, Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Bussey....
Winnifred Bussey, who is recovering from an
operation in the Eastern Maine General HosBrown

pital
her

WANTED
A

j

Bangor, spent several days here with
family, and left on Saturday's boat for
in

Belfast, where she will visit her sister, Mrs.
Charles M. Welch, who was here on a flyiag
trip one day last week... .There will be a dance
on the evening of July 4th at the K. of P. hall
at Ellingwood's Corner... Mrs. Edward Weed

man

to assist in shirt

cu

Must have some experience.
THE ESTABROOJx'S
SHIRT MANUFACTl
Belfast, June 27. 1912. 2w26
—

WAN TE >
Pupil Nurses

at

the Waldo C

Hospital. Belfast,
Superintendent of

Maine.

Api

Nurses.

ar.d two children of Dover are visiting her
j
|
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Fields-Mr. Roy
taught
last
was
to
East
Millinocket
Chandler
called
The
very successfully.
groom is one of BelA second-hand set of false t.
the illness of his brother, Alphonso, who has
Saturday morning on account of the illness of j
mont’s most progressive young farmers and is
be uppers.
many friends in Troy, his old home and native his wife-Mrs. George English Jof ’DorchesAptly to
I
highly respected.
town-Mrs. Caro Thompson of Lewiston, who ter, Mass., with her two children are at the
j
E. C. MAI.
!
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Daniel Shaw, home of her
_|
Howard-Fenwick. Loren Howard of Mont*
father, Mr. G. H. Clement
Swan I ..
ville and Miss Gertrude Fenwick of Waldo returned home last week_Mr. and Mrs. Several new telephones have been installed:
SWANVILLE CENTER.
Austin Lara of Auburn are visiting his old
The 23d to 25th of June the thermometer ;
Charles Clements, 38, ring 21; Sumner Fisher, !
were united in marriage
Wednesday evening,
June 26th, at the home of the officiating clergy- neighbors and friends at the Center_Mrs. 38, ring 22, and Mrs. M. Ward, 38, ring 5- I was 90 in the shade-Mr. E. H. Littlefield reM. F. Roundy, who spent the winter in Pea- Mrs. Eliza Curtis and son Chauncey visited her I cently bought a fine piano_Mr. Fred Little- !
man, Rev. A. A. Blair, in Congress street, Belfast. They were unattended and left at once body, Mass., has been visiting relatives at the sister, Mrs. Elvira Newcomb, at the home of field of Waldo has bought an auto ..The en- j
for Montville, where they will make their Center the past week and calling on old neigh- Ernest Colson last Sunday.Mr. George L. ! tertainment, supper and sale given by the L.
She will pass the summer with her
home. The bride wore a dark blue traveling bors.
Clarice has a fine position as chauffeur at Prout’s A. S. last Thursday evening was very successdaughter, Mrs. Ezra Bickmore, in Detroit.... Neck, near Portland_The many friends here ful and was enjoyed by all present... .Mr. and
■ait with hat to match.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Dyer of Pittsfield at- of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Richardson, (the
Mrs. H. P. White entertained, June 29th, Mr.
tended the family reunion at the home of WalUNITY.
latter formerly Miss Edith F. Miller) of Lynn, and Mrs. John Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. David
Mrs. Edwina Bradford was a week-end guest ter Knights Sunday... Mrs. Ella Danforth enMass., are extending congratulations on the Wingate and son of Monroe and Mr. and Mrs. I
of her sister, Mrs. C. M. Whitney, last week.... tertained a family party of eighteen at her
to the fact that v
cottage at Windermere last Sunday, including birth, June 25th, of a daughter, Barbara
E. A. Robertson-The son of Yvm. Eastman Owing
Miss LeVa Taylor is the guest of her grandSidney Danforth and family of Randolph, who Mrs. Frank Learned and daughter Doris and of Monroe while riding a horse that was drawnearly double the amoun'
mother for the summer-Miss Annie Bryant, arrived Saturday by auto and were accomMrs. Bertha Quinp of Old Town were guests ing a cultivator was thrown from the horse
who has been visiting relatives, has returned panied on their return trip by his mother, Mrs.
per that we usually carry
Ella Danforth, and granddaughter. Miss Mar- of Mrs. Chester Curtis Sunday-Mr. and
One
of
and the cultivator went over his body.
home... .Dr. E. M. Soule and family have movthe papers very low.
guerite-W. L. Gray and family are enjoying Mrs. Edward Evans of Waldo were guests of the teeth penetrated an ankle and he was
ed to their summer residence at the Park.... his fine, new touring car.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dyer Sunday... .Augustus badly bruised, but is doing as well as could be are selling
many 12 l-2e. a
Mrs. Vaughan is in Auburn for a week's visit.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White spent
Campbell and Mr. John Fields, who have both expected....
-Mrs. Joseph Sawyer was the guest of her
been seriously ill for several weeks, are con- Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. papers
mother last week.... Miss Edna Whitten is a
valescent-Mrs. Emmie B. Dyer and two Small in Monroe.Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Clements, son and daughter of Winterport
visitor at Wilber Lowell’s....Mrs. Bert Adams
sons, Donald and Daniel, spent Saturday with
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Barden and son,
relatives in Monroe.... Mr. Raymond Clark, rehas opened an attractive ice cream parlor at
in their new Ford auto_Mr. and
coming
Limestone, spent Saturday and Suncentlyjjof
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield served a salmon dinner
her home
Mrs. J. R. Tabor is a visitor in
day with his cousin, Mrs. Ada Dyer Curtis.
And of 5c. Patterns we
to
23 invited guests. The guests were
Mr. Clark left on the B. & A. Monday morning Sunday
Portland... .Mrs. Myra Lothrop, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Marden and daughter of or more.
Other prices up
for Caribou, where he has a position in Dreamvisiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Libby,
Meriden, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littleland, the moving picture theatre, as pianist.
-returned home last Monday with her daughter
We would be pleased to
field, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Littlefield and son,
upon
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Littlefield and two children
Ruth....Mr. Phillip Grant, who was a member
INSECT BITE COSTS LEG.
of Waldo; Mr. Fred Curtis of Monroe, Miss YOU the line.
your condition.
of the class of 1912, Bangor High school, reA' Boston man lost his leg from the bite of Nellie Marr and Miss Louise Cunningham.
Yours very truly.
turned home last week, accompanied by his
Scott’s Emulsion
Pictures were taken of the autos, team horses
an insect two years before.
To avert such
and driver, also the fancy oxen and fine cows
aunt, Mrs. Robert Cookson, who will spend the
and sustains
calamities from stings and bites of insects use of which Mr. L. is the owner. A
picture was
summer at her cottage at the Park.... Miss
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve promptly to kill the taken of the buildings and a group picture of
robust health. ABDrugguu.
Fiances Golden of Indiana is visiting Mrs. Fred
thoae
It
was
a
to be represent.
day
long
poison and prevent inflammation, swelling and
Jones....Mr. Will Myrick’s new residence is
membered, as it included nearly all of the
Scott ft Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J
12-8
pain. Heals burns, boils, ulcers, piles, eczema, family mod the grandchildren of Mr. and Mra.
nearly completed.
Joshua Littlefield.
cuts, bruises. Only 25 cents at all druggists.
2 Stores, Belfast, Main«■
in the class of 1904.

Since then she has

<i

I drank steadily for years five, t
quarts of wliiskev dail\.
m,
discharged me after six weeks
ter 30 hours <*f tlm N.al treatih*Have worked lmrdc\.
was gone
a genuine letter among the
vou, proving absolutely that the
two

can

married in Bel-

*

CRAVINC CONE

ed a reputation for “prompt” returns at ‘top prices’.
Send us your eggs. Ask your neighbor who may be shipping us, what he thinks about us.

Mr. Harry Kinney of this town and Miss
June 26th. They left on the noon train
Massachusetts and best wishes follow them
for a long happy life. Those here who have

|

THE

Egg Shippers: Notice!

ad-

for

1

Trains and Boats.

5URNHAM.
were

f

FIREWORKS

35 South Mi’ket Street, Boston, Mass.

ithel Vose of Freedom

Sports

M--

NOMINATED.

convention

-------———

SHOOTING MATCH!
FANCY SHOOTING
FIRE DEPARTMENT EXHIBITION

nearly every ballot up
dropped out coming in

the

Balloon
—

1

2

Wednesday

m.

iourned.

all.

quiet wedding occurred

of evergreen.

1.56

§
Ascensions 1

Horribles!

1

!

BALL GAMES

j§
I

to the 30th, when he
again on the 41st for 1 and on the 42d for 4.
Sulzer got 2 on 1st and 2nd.
Thomas J. Marshall of Indiana was named
for Vice President on the second ballot, and at

in Winterport at 2 p. m., June 22nd, when their
sister, Etta Louise Hall, was united in marriage with Albert Henry W'ing of Hermon.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. A. J-

py and prosperous life is the

or

|

_____

CONCERTS—FIVE BANDS

|

ballots.

1

iM

m--—____

990; Clark, 84.
Marshall received 31 and 30 until the 28th
ballot, when he dropped out.
Kern received from 1 to 4 during nearly all

Wing-Hall.
A very pretty wedding took
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. WT. S. Halj

Lockhart in the presence of the immediate
relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Wing left at once for
Hermon where they will reside.
Mrs. Wing’s
many friends regret her departure and wish
her much happiness in her new home. Mr. Wing
has made many friends during his
frequent
visits here.
That they may have a long, hap-

A™
1--—^—”—r
1

1 BAND

Wilson of New Jersey
was nominated for the presidency on the 46th
ballot. After the 45th ballot Alabama withdrew Underwood’s name and this was taken to
mean the sure nomination of Wilson, and the
nomination came on the next ballot. Wilson,

Bryan received

*

| BATTLESHIPS, AND STREET PARADE 1

Tuesday Woodrow

happiness.

j

BIGGEST, BEST AND BUSIEST

|

and 11 for Wilson.

WILSON

|
|
^

|

campaign managers.
William Jennings Bryan at the afternoon
session had attacked Clark and said he would
vote for no r. an willing to accept the nomina-

for Clark

fl

I BELFAST’S!

his

one

g

1

convention adjourned at night,
Speaker Clark was hurrying to Baltimore from
Washington in response to an urgent call from

stood

1

|

managers.
Wh n the

vote

East Maine Conference seminary at Bucksport
in the class of 1907. For two years
past she
has been a stenographer in the Bangor &
Aroostook railway offices in Bangor.
Mr.
Demers also graduated from the
Bucksport
institution in the same class and is a private
secretary in the office of the Hollingsworth &
Whitney Paper Co. He was transferred to
Waterville from Greenville about a year ago.
His home was formerly in Boston.
Mr. and
Mrs. Demers will have the best wishes of a
laige number of friends for a long life of

in

William Grant

Baldwin and Woodrow Wilson were before the
convention. At 6.43 a. m., the first ballot was
taken, resulting as follows: Sulzer, New York,
2, Clark 440i, Wilson 324, Underwood 117.^,
Harmon 148,‘Marshall of Indiana 31, Baldwin
22, Bryan 1. Necessary to a choice, 728. The
convention then took a recess to 4 p. m.
The vote of the Maine delegation was, 9 for
Wilson, 2 for Underwood and 1 for Clark—
Bryan voted for Clark.
The results of the roll calls up to the 9th
were
discouraging]}7 similar. None of the
leading candidates made any material gains or
losses. There was no change of more than
six votes in the totals up to that time.
The
steady gain of the Wilson vote had culminated
in a count of 354 on the sixth ballot.
On the
seventh Wilson lost M votes.
Bryan, Kern, Ollie James and Mayor Gaynor
of New York, each received one or two votes
in the course of the balloting.
Harmon lost
slowly, but steadily from his 148 of the first
ballot.
The heat in the hall was stifling and
the proceedings dragged heavily.
The long predicted “break” in the New York
delegation came on the iOth ballot when leader
Murphy announced 81 of 90 votes from that
State for Clark.
He got no further when a
great demonstration broke out among the
speaker’s delegates and friends
While it was in progress there were several
fisticuffs on the floor.
Those who claimed to
be in the confidence of the New York delegates predicted there would be a switchaway
from Clark on subsequent ballots.
Murphy later announced that the New York
delegation showed 81 for Clark, 8 for Wilson
and 1 for Underwood, but under the unit rule
gave all its 90 votes to Clark.
With Governor Woodrow Wilson gaining on
each ballot and Speaker Champ Clark constantly losing ground in the race for the presidential nomination, the Democratic national
convention at 11.05 o’clock Saturday night
adjourned until Monday morning at 11 o’clock.
Twenty-six ballots had been taken since the
first call of the States and there was no hope
of a final verdict that night. It is against all
political precedent for a national convention to
sit on
Sunday, but it was a day of important conferences among the party leaders and a day of hard work for the
campaign

i
I

•

a

a

Robert Wyne Rollins
Country,
Beatrice May Foster ceremony the couple departed in an auto for a
Valedictory,
Presentation of Diplomas.
trip to Portland. They will make their home
Life in the

i

Boston, brother
Cora Ulmer of Rockland, tion at the hands of Murphy or Tammany
It was Ihe plan of Mr. Clark to appear
Mrs. Lovia McKenney of Lincolnville, and the Hall.
before the convention and make answer.
In
j Camden grade teachers from Thomaston. The this way his managers hoped to bolster the
bride and groom were the recipients of a large falling vote.
j
The ballots Saturday ran from the 13th to the
! number of beautiful presents of cut
glass
-jou.5 rtllU CllUtU Ul
china, silver, linen, etc.
Following the cere- a net gain of 51ucrgttu
votes.
! niony an informal reception was held, after
Speaker Clark began at 554 and fell to 4634,
! which the happy couple left by auto amid a loss of 904 votes. The anti-Clark leaders in
the
called attention to the fact
j showers of rice, confetti, good wishes and that convention
this almost exactly offset the
ninety
laiewens, xor a uriei weaaing trip.
They will votes given to Clark by the New York delegaI make their home in Northport. The b-ide has tion.
The deadlock in the Democratic national
j for several years been a popular and success- convention
over a presidential nominee seem; fill teacher in the Camden public schools. The
ed
more complete than ever when
adjourn-;
1
groom is a most estimable young man, a thrifty ment was taken at 12.43 a.
m., until noon Tuesfarmer and industrious merchant. Both
young day. Woodrow Wilson had made steady gains
people have a host of friends who wish them during Monday’s balloting until he reached a
high water mark of 5014 votes on the 39th
many years of happiness and prosperity.
ballot. He remained stationary on the 40th
ballot and then began to lose ground. The last
Demers-Gould.
Charles M. Demer^ of ballot was the 42nd, when Governor Wilson
Winslow and Miss M. E. Gould of Bucksport polled 494 votes. Speaker Champ Clark reached the lowest ebb of his candidacy on the balwere married at 489 Hammond
street, Bangor, lot where Wilson reached a crest. He went
at 4 p m., June 26th, by Rev. George A. Sar- down to 422 votes at
that time, but immediategent in the presence of a few relatives and ly began to pick up and had gone to 4.30, when
was
taken.
friends. The bride was attractively gowned in adjournment
The Maine delegates Monday on the 27th to
a travelling suit.
Mr. and Mrs. Demers left the 33rd
ballots, inclusive, gave one vote to
on the 8 o'clock train Wednesday
nine to Wilson and two to Underwood.
for
Clark,
evening
Waterville, where they will make their home On the 34th ballot, Maine voted solidly for
in the future. The bride graduated from the Wilson. On the succeeding ballots, the Maine
Varney

Monday evening, June 24th, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Knight, Camden, when
Prayer.
their second daughter, Marian, was united in
Salutatory,
Hugh Donald Chase marriage to Philip Arthur
Conley of Topsfield,
Grandest Character in American History,
The officiating minister was Rev. L.
Beatricp \Iav FTiator Mass.
and
Discovery
Exploration,
D. Evans, who used the single ring ceremony.
Albert Dexter Jackson
The bride was prettily gowned in white and
Our Country,
Hattie Ella Rines
Solo, (Selected),
Mary E. Rollins her traveling suit was of dark blue. The
One of the Greatest Feats of the Age,
room was decorated with
evergreen ropes and

Powhatan,
Henry Kelly Adams
Beatrice May Foster
Pocahontas,
John
Charles
Francis Ames
Capt.
Smith,
Prescto,
Hugh Chase
attractions produced by the
juxtaposi- Highgate,
Robert Rollins
tion of sea and mountain. The fame of John Rolfe, friend of Smith,
Robert Whitehouse
Mt. Desert spread. -More artists went Jane
Mildred Berry
Brewster,
there, and in their train flocked the sum- Katherine Wills,
A. lone Cook
English
Gentlemen,
mer visitors year after
year in increasing
Preble Hatch, Ralph Murch
numbers. At first they shared the homes Colonial Ladies,
Mary Rollins, Marian Wiggin,
and homely fare of the residents; then
lone Cook, Mildred Berry.
hotels sprang up, crude affairs, with none English Soldiers,
Wallace
of the conveniences and elegancies found
Reynolds, Vinal Thompson,
Wallace Berry Fogg, Cecil Bacon,
in the hostelrys of today.
Then the
Clarence Hebert.
cottagers began to come in, and land Indian Braves,
Woodford West, Albert Jackson,
values increased a thousand fold. What
Sam Farwell, William Grant.
Mt. Desert is today all the world knows. Indian Squaws,
Hattie Rines, Luella Ward,
To come nearer home, there are scenic
Marguerite Soule Jennie Walton,
beauties in this immediate vicinity that,
Kathleen Brown.
Gov. Dale,
James Haskell Hebert
are beginning to make
an impression
The first class ever
from Unity
even qp many of our own
people to whom High school held theirgraduated
exercises in Odd Felthey had remained unrevealed for years, lows Hall the
night of June 12th, and the
Passing visitors had expressed their ad- participants in the
following program can be
miration of scenes that had come to their
given the highest praise:
notice, mainly of the land-locked bay; Music
but it was not until travelled people, to Prayer
Music
whom the far corners of the globe were "The Rebellion in
China,”
Charles Herbert Bartlett
familiar made their summer homes here
the Alps Lieth Thine Italy,”
"Beyond
and explored the surrounding country,
Mildred Annola Rollins
first by team, then by automobile, that Music
"Woman
Suffrage,”
Gladys Maude Clifford
it was realized how liberally Nature had
"He Conquers Who Endures,”
endowed us. Last year the writer was
Emily Mae Roseland
taken by friends who have traveled much Music
Presentation of Diplomas
abroad to see a favorite view from an Music
eminence at the head of Swan Lake. Benediction
Music
The other day an auto ride was enjoyed
Mr. Bartlett, the first speaker, handled hie
in another direction with a gentleman to
subject in an interesting and able way.
whom the beauty spots of the world
Miss Rollins used the well known essay title
are familiar and who has the eye of an "Beyond the Alps Lie Italy” in a commendable
artist, and in pointing out some of his manner. Perhaps one of the most praiseworthy

the artists drifted down that
way, and
their paintings advertised the scenic

appetite,

today in usuhl liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*

candi-

a

creates an

Get it

date before the convention and was defeated by the concerted action of the

Washington correspondents of that
The Boston Transcript says of the day, while representing newspapers of
different shades of political opinion, were
presidential campaign of 1872:
unanimous in their
The campaign ended in a gale of laugh- personally practically
ter, notwithstanding that Greeley had estimates of public men and measures,
delivered a series of speeches that merit- and they arrayed themselves as one man
ed the respect of those who could not
against Colfax. No political campaign
applaud his sentiments.
was ever better organized than theirs.
Tiie series of speeches made in that
The work was carefully planned out. A
campaign by Horace Greeley w'ere undelegation went to Philadelphia, where
equaled in many respects. Most cam- the convention assembled June
5, 1872,
make
paign speakers
practically the same and others were detailed to
pull the
speech in each place visited. Mr. Greewires in Washington. They decided upley often spoke two or three times a day,
on Henry
Wilson of Massachusetts—aleach time making a different speech, all
a good friend of the newspaper
ways
pertinent, terse and vigorous. The carimen—as their candidate, and secured his
caturists made sport of the man, but hi3
The vote was: Wilson,
nomination.
speeches were beyond criticism.
321 1-2.
Neither before
an

aids
relieves that tired
digestion,
j
feeling, gives vigor and vim.

ion,

Schuyler Colfax, who was elected vice
president on the ticket with General
Grant in 1868, might have been and probably would have been renominated except for public announcement some
months before the convention that, because of ill health, he should not be a
candidate. —Bangor Commercial.

the

over

In

Sarsaparilla

Cures all blood humors, all
eruptions, clears the complex-

your

Washington correspondents. The newsproposition of the Maine papers made Colfax by keeping his name
and Oregon delegations to put up as a
constantly before the public, and to encompromise ticket Gov.Plaisted of Maine sure this he was always courting theii
for president and Senator Chamberlain favor. But when
he attained the office
of Oregon for vice president. The con- of vice
president he had no further use
vention did not take the proposition serifor them and kicked down the ladder by
ously and the boom for Plaisted and which he had attained eminence. Now
grin

Hood’s

is safe to say that you cannot go far in
any direction from Belfast without com-

ing

VENTION.
[Continued from 7th page.]
At an early hour Friday morning the convention was still in session endeavoring to
reach a first ballot in the fight to nominate a
After six hours of
presidential candidate.
oratory and noisy demonstrations the names of
Oscar W. Underwood, Champ Clark, Simeon E.

~~
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20,000 Rolls
Wall Paper
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For 1912 in Stock.
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efficiency depends
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builds,

strengthens
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SILK

sale of food and aprons in
Friday afternoon, July

n
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season-

j

Bayside, will be
Monday, July 8th, with a ban-

,pi.rt Hotel,

v
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Seaside Chautauqua Circle
Wednesday, June 26th, at the
lyn Frost at Northport, A
mature of the day.

(
!

the house

bought

imslie Harmon and occupied
will move there from the
treet, owned by Mrs. True C.

|

j

for

with them you get
an absolute Guarantee of
service. For instance:

who is at home from Philmy for the summer vacation*
ative tennis court laid out at
,\. C. Burgess residence on

|
j

I
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3

Plu treal

pairs of Men’s, in all colors,

0®' tt*

_

band concert of the

iir

j
|

j mg

on

,\a=

High street, and
rendered. There

but not

!

The July meeting of the Woman’s Hospital
Aid will be held with Mrs. S. W. Johnson Fri-

an exwas a

day, July 5th,

large as if the
schoolhouse com-

at 2.30 p.

m.

regular meeting of Thomas H.
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., will be
held the first Tuesday in August.
The next

Marshall

|

typographical

itsurd

|
i

There will be a grand ball at Seaside Grange
hall this, Thursday evening, with music by
Keyes’ orchestra. Everybody is invited.

say the Pennington
Nine Miles from a Yeast

de
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error

us

Belfast and

“from

-stant

everyone familiar
of the vicinity know that

Work

course
v

r.‘

of the

Star, Capt. Ellis Gray
marine railway last week

repairs.
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It
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maiuie

rendered at the time
a ledge at Hewes Point,
settled.

n

J

N >>rthport
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the door

in
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notice any

not
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aples

The material in the Langiil printing ffice on
Main street, bought some weeks ago by
Ne.well White, were taken to Halidale last
Saturday for use in his printing office there.

on.

broken
all-out

the

Don’t forget the matinee to-day of moving
pictures and vaudeville at the Colonial. The
price is 10 cents. Take your visiting friends
to see our new theatre.
Pictures start at 2
o’clock.

completed

eleven
No. 1
>.-t office June 29th.
He is
1 War and is now nearly
He has missed very few

|

rrier

|

l
i

by

on

rural route

by the post office clerks
faithful carrier, and is very

l

|

who

.Tons,

He

us.

are

glad

was one

appointed

to

greet
of the first

in the

j

of

county

city, who is chairratic County committee of !
the following telegram to
Baltimore, on Thursday:
of this

|
■

|

|

-enator Obadiah Gardner of
•nan who best represents that
sincere in Maine Democracy.
preferable to Wall Street.”
vas the only Maine man who
and Wilson in favor of not
her serve as temporary chairis »n is a great admirer of Mr.
iiis methods, s sent the telemorning to Mr. Bryan,expressand that of the entire com'or. Bangor Commercial.

jdace

this

in

week.

st

city

James L.

or

vi-

Marri-

tta La wry of Searsmont,
Lronk Llmer Bramhall and

Stantial, both of Belfast
Charles
Townsend and
dlett. of Belfast, at 11.30
Larry K. Kinney* of Burn-

;

Yose of

s:av

Freedom,

in

relational parsonage,
Carl H. Stevens of
L manor G. Wescott of
m’s home in Northport,
D:

K.

and

Howard of
rude Fenwick of Waldo, in
•n,

Loren

evening.
following automobiles
were registered at the
iary of state during the past

\

;>

|

The

|

|

crt

J. Hamlin, Brooks;

run-

22^;

pre-

horse power,

ner;
*r

gray.

Daggett, Morrill; runabout;
power, 14; predominating

rso

Porter, Searsport; touring

j

The

Twenty-five friends of

j

Miss Edna

Hopkins

lawn party at the residence of Mr.
Benjamin Robertson, Cross street, June 26th,
in honor of her birthday. The lawn was decorated with Japanese lanterns. There was an
gave her

herd

|

j

exciting peanut hunt and other games, with
music interspersed. Ice cream and cake were
served.

j

■

inquests. Inquests were held by the
city government Monday evening on the fires
Monday with the following results: G. C.
Lower's building, occupied by H. G. Smalley
cause of fire unknown.
Estimated value of
wooden building, $200; total loss; no insurance.
Estimated cost of contents, $1,000; damage,
$1,000; insurance, $700. Wooden building
owned by Charles R. Coombs, valued at $1,000;
damage,$500;insurance,$1,000. Contents owned
byM.A.Sanborn;estimated value $1,TOO,damage,
$1,000; insurance,$800- Wooden building owned
by S. W. Mathews heirs, estimated value, $3-,
500; damage, $500; insurance, $700. Contents
owned by Fred Timm; estimated value, $5,000; damage, $5,000; insurance, $4,700. Wooden building owned by the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., value, $500; contents owned by Orlando Titherington, $2,000; no damage, and no insurance.
Cause of fire unknown.
r IRE

Stevens as a lunch room, and only the
was scorched.
The building occupied by
Smalley was owned by G. C. Lower, the upH. L.

capable, middle aged
do

■

I
■

tamily

general houseof three.

Must
Wages five

8""d cook.

1

P. O. Box 4,
Belfast, Me.

I

holsterer, who had no insurance. Mr. Smalley was insured for $700. The building occupied by Fred Timm was owned by Mrs. S. W.
Mathews and is a total loss, as was Mr.
Timm s stock of boots and
shoes, estimated at $5,000 to $6,000.
Part of a large
fall rubbers, about $800 worth, had
been received but were not
unpacked. Mr.
Timm saved his ledger and was
partly insured,
but the loss is a heavy one to him. M. A. San-

order for

born,

who

occupied

what is

known

New Advertisements.
12

Frank
Lancaster store, now owned
by Charles R.
Coombs, got out most of his stock of groceries
in

less

a more or

were

Nison

damaged

stored in the John

as

the

condition and

they

W. Jones store op-

posite. The building was considerably damaged
by fire and water; the roofing, which was
claimed to be fire proof, burning
likf tarred
paper. This building originally stood where
the

postoffice

now

to the site of the

stands and was first moved
Opera House block, and in

I
■

1

&ny
2

s'*e and

records,

Pi.00

with

for

Down

SGc. per week at

I

B

& JONES’,
Maine.

Main street

a

fine

You

showing

will find at
of men’s

and

boys’ clothing, hats, caps and furnishings, at
prices that will save you many dollars.
Special this week, 25 per cent, discount on all
straw hats. Ralph D Southworth, proprietor.
-Monarch Mixed uaint is made to paint
houses with. Sold by Mitchell & Trussell_
The Holeproof silk stockings are sold with a
guarantee and are the real thing. Sold only at
The Dinsmore Store... .Clarence E. Gurney
and family publish a card of thanks_Good,
capable, middle-aged woman wanted to do
general housework in a family of three. Must
be a good cook. W ages $5 per week_For
camp, cottage and yacht supplies go to A. A,
Howes & Co., Odd Fellows block. Everything
in staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.... Pupil nurses wanted at the Waldo
County hospital. Apply to superintendent of

its present location, where for 50 years
^
late Frank M. Lancaster carried on a
groeery business. Mrs. Orrin Dean, who occupied
j
the tenement over the Dutch Bro's
store,
moved her effects out,but the building was not
injured. The all-out was sounded about 12
o clock, and at 4
p. m. there was a second i
alarm from box 23. A fire had started in some
rubbish in the rear of the building on Front nurses-Small furnished tenement to rent at
23 Miller street, in the Frye block... .Stitchers
street occupied by Orlando
Titherington as a
machine shop and when discovered had set fire wanted by the Estabrooks Shirt Mfg. Co_
Wanted, a second-hand set of false teeth.
to the building, but was
quickly extinguished
and no damage was done. The building is one
1865 to

the

■

Those

J. O. Patterson.

front

■

cows.

Gun Club Shoot. As previously anArrival ok the Battleship. The battlenounced there will be a shoot on the grounds !
ship Utah arrived about 6 p. m. Monday, a day
of the Belfast Gun Club today at three
m.
i
p.
earlier than expected, and anchored in the
Clarence E. Read has received a letter from !
lower harbor to remain until Saturday. The
W. G. Hill, the expert shot, in which he
i
says: Utah is a first rate
battleship of 21,825 tons.
“I see by your letter that you are to have
Her length on water line is 450 feet, extreme
somewhat of a time on July 4th.
My dates width 80
feet, 2 1-2 inches, mean draft, 28 feet,
were booked for that time some time
ago, but j 6 inches. She was built at
Camden, N. J., in
in view of the above, and the kind invitation
1908-11, has two cage masts, is a turbine with
you have extended me, I am going to cancel all
28.000 horse power, a speed of 20 75 knots, and
previous engagements and will be with you at
carries 60 officers and 888 men. She was open
Belfast on the 4th. I will have my full
equip- to visitors Tuesday and
Wednesday from 3 to
ment of guns along and will be glad to
give 5
p. m., and will receive visitors today from 9
club
an
exhibition
of shooting during the
your
a. m. to 5 p. m.
Some of the men and petty
afternoon in connection with your trap shoot.
officers were on shore Tuesday and WednesA Fire on Main Street. The alarm from
day. Tuesday morning a delegation of citibox 25 at 11.15 a. m. Monday was for a fire in
zens went on board and extended the freedom
Horace B. Smalley’s shoe repairing shop in
of the city, and in the afternoon 500 sailors
the G. C. Lower building on Main street. It
were given shore leave and made business
is said to have originated from a lamp used in
lively. Yesterday the officers were given auconnection with the stitching
machine, and tomobile rides about the city and suburbs.

-ph Tyler,

[Wanted

thoroughbred Jersey

The

horse power, 20; predomi- I spread rapidly, destroying the
building in
which it originated and setting fire to the adBelfast; touring
wthorse power, 30; predomi- joining buildings—the store below occupied by
Fred Timm and the one above
occupied by«M.
Shibles, Knox; touring car; A. Sanborn. The fire department was
prompt"rse power, 26;
predominating ly on hand and had plenty of
water, but there
L
was so much inflammable material that it
Johnson, Belfast; touring
was
v**r; horse power, 22&; pre- difficult to get the fire under control. It
wa*
black.
stunned, however at tLo
i_

■r.
reer..

of

present were Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlefield,
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Marden and daughter Ollie,
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Littlefield and son J^mes,
Mr. ar.d Mrs. F. E. Littlefield, son Roy and
daughter Annie, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Littlefield
and sons Russell, Elmer and Clinton, Miss
Louise Cunningham, Miss Nellie Marr and Mr.

a

occupied for many years by Daniel Lane as an
office and is owned by the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. Mr. Titherington was at work in The
Dinsmore Store when the alarm was given.
This fire is thought to have originated from a
match or cigar stub which when thrown down
fell

on some

waste

paper.

Wanted
Stitchers
Estabrooks Shirt Manufacturing

Company*

Optical Company

mr svcc/ALrsT

Odd, Fellows’ Block, Up Stairs,
Belfast, Maine.
7

..

MURRAY STOCK COMPANY.

with their’s.

The

only

and

original

Murray and his
excellent company will open a three days’ en
gagement at the Colonial theatre
Thursday"
July 4th. Mr. Murray is well known and is

Resolved. That a page in our record book
shall be set apart for these resolutions, a copy
I shall be sent to the widow and daughter, and
j copies shall be sent to the county papers.
Rev. Elwin A. Dinslow, / Committee on
Bertha A. Dinslow,
f Resolutions.

Pete

I

BENEFIT LAWN PARTY
...

AT THE

Home for

I

|

«—

Articles, Cooked Food, HomeMade Candy, Ice Cream and Cake will be

on

a

very

in

able

speaker

himself his talk

was

very

supported by the clever little actress, Mabel
Grande, Mr. Murray carries six big vaudeville
acts with his company. There is
something
doing every minute. Tickets are now on sale

business
;

paper
much

..

family and their guests, Miss Marion and
Master Joseph Johnson of Bangor.
Early
in the evening other young people arrived
and the early hours were spent on the
her

Later whist

joyed

amusement.
were

at this

hospitable home.J. W.

Jew-

Bartlett

..

on

Twelve, with
delightfully entertained by

escorts,
the “Jolly Twelve Ciub” at O. Gardner hall,
West Winterport, on the evening of June 26th.
Other guests were present, making about 70
to enjoy the festivities. The hall was beautifully decorated wiih festoons of crepe paper,
potted plants and wild flowers. The stage was
were

bower of foliage and blossoms; in front of it
stood the members of the club attired in white
to receive the guests as they marched in to the
music of the orchestra. Twelve tables were
arranged for whist, at which pastime an hour
w’as spent.
Dainty souvenirs were awarded
the winning ories.
Then delicious refreshments of ice cream and assorted cake were
served and dancing was in order. Nothing was
left undone which would contribute to the enof the guests and it was an occasion

j long

to

be remembered.

Miss

| friends

Mabel

Townsend of

in town last

Saturday

Sunday_j

at the
always
home-coming of our
i students, Misses Minnie Paine, Helen and
Mary Cobb and Harold Cobb ...Mrs. Cora
| Chase of New Bedford, Mass., is spending the
summer with her aunt, Mrs. V. Poland, who
has rented the John Luce house for the summer
Mrs. Lillian Goodwin Tregaskis of OakCalifornia, is looking up old friends in
j land,
town after an absence of forty years....J. F.
Googins has a small pond back of his house in
which pond lilies have sprung up. Last year

! We

are

...

|

Always keep

a box of Ayer’s Pills in the
Just one pill at bedtime, now and
will ward off many an attack of

then,
biliousness, indigestion, sick-headache.
How many years has your doctor known
these pills? Ask him all about them.

they began blossoming

the 15th of

July

and

blossomed until the mi idle of August. This
! year they began to bloom the 26th of June,
early for pond lilies in this lojI whitfh is very Frank
cality....Mr.
Bryant has bought Bert
| Crie’s team and will do trucking for V. A. Sim; mons & Co-Dr. Simmons has a new touring
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BRAMHALL & CO.

OFTHE RIGHT

MATERIALS

m

lead/ZINC

AND

LINSEED OIL

NOTHING EISE.

We carry full lines of this
paint, as
well as painters'
supplies of all kinds.

ALSO

STOVES,
RANGES,
FURNACES

j !

UULY 4, 5 and 6,
THREE DAYS AND SATURDAY MATINEE

Murray Stock Co.

Supported by the well known Comedian

PETER MURRAY
AND

MABEL GRANDE.
All New Plays and High Class Vaudeville Acts.

Camp

OPENING PLAY—"THE MARRIAGE
OF MARIE.”

Cottage

Prices—10, 20, 30 Cents.
SEATS NOW SELLING.

Cfias.R. Coombs
UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.

iND

Everything

Home

Telephone 48-3

Office

48-4

Fancy Crackers, Pickles,
and Sauces.

Fruits and

Vegetables.
A.A.Howes&Co.,
Groceries, Drugs
and Medicines.

CARD OF THANKS

To RENT

Furnished or unfurnished for season or
year round, large farm house near city, with
or without land.
For terms and particulars

apply

Manufacturing
Company.

at

THE JOUKNAL OFFICE.
2w26

TO LET

Stitchers
Eatabrooks Shirt

and

Canned and Bottled Goods.

Anytime

\V anted

Staple

Groceries.

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to
our friends who so kindly assisted us in the
sickness of our wife and mother.
CLARENCE E. GURNEY
AND FAMILY.

in

Fancy

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.

Yacht

Supplies.

0=0

You want an automobile ride,
just call up Donald Clark, telephone 211-4, or 6-22.
Reasonable prices and careful driver.

I Mackerel, Bluefish, Butterflsh,

RIGHT
BECAuae
IT IS MADE
RIGHT and

*
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^ITS!

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

! SEARSMONT.
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(MONARCH MIXED PAINT

...

.The Ladies’ Club of

their

joyment

N'i

Evening

...

enjoyed,

business Frid. y and returned Sunday... B. C. Ames and family of
Fort Fairfield were dinner guests of C. H. Libby Saturday and spent Saturday evening and
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. N.

|

“Very,very frequently.”
Then ask him about Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla as a strong and

Mass.

other games

ett went to Jackson

j

swer,

AYEB CO., Lowell,

ana

for

j Lemonade and fancy crackers were passed
during the evening and ice cream and cake
were served at the close.
The young guests
departed feeling that this occasion lost nothing
in comparison with other similar festivities en-

|

Ask your doctor how often
he prescribes an alcoholic
stimulant for children. He
will probably say, “Very,
very ra ely.” Ask him how
often he prescribes a tonic for
them. He will probably an-

the J. C.

croquet

a

Stimulate
Children ?

by

with

lawn,

.Miss Lena Rose visited relatives and
friends in Belfast last week-Mr. Conant
Brewer of Newton Center, Mass., is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ladd-Miss Blanche
Foster of Burnham is visiting her sister, Mrs.
M. R. Trim.

Made

a

..

Ryder...

house.

which

read by Mrs. Jewett that afforded
pleasure. Ice-cream and cake were

was

served at the close of a very enjoyable meeting.Lyndon and Guy Nealey spent the
week-end with their uncle, Walter Smith, in
Mrs. C. M. Conant entertained
Newbu'rg
last Friday evening for the young members of

..

safe tonic for the young.
a drop of alcohol in

followed, during

session

JBERTY.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peck of Concord, N. H.f
irrived last week and are at their cottage at
Millstone Isiand. They have with them as
quests, Mr.|Rexford, one of tne masters in St.
Paul’s school, and Miss Pratt of Concord....
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Maloney have returned from
has had a
Cumberland, where Mr.
position as teacher. He was graduated from
Bowdoin College last week
Mrs. R. S. Brier
ji Winter Hill, Mass., who is at her summer
home in Belfast, was the guest of her niece,
Mrs. C. M. Hurd, for a few days the past week.
Miss Susie Copp is passing a few weeks in
Augusta, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Melville
Smith, Winthrop street ...Mrs Walter Ordway, who has been teaching in Searsmont, tinished her school last week and returned home.
.Miss Dazie Lowell of Auburn is in town,
the guest of Mrs. Ada Batchelor.... Harold
Donnell, principal of the High school in Jonesport, is passing a few weeks with Mrs. Donnell
at the Ayer home.... Miss Sue M. Partridge of
Belfast was in town for a few days last week
on
business connected with The Republican
Journal.... Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Hurd and son,
Mark Hurd, of Pittsfield are here for a week’s
stay with relatives and friends ...Hon. L. C.
Morse was a business visitor in Lewiston for a
lew days last week_Mrs. Alton White of
Augusta is passing a few weeks with her
Bister, Mrs. Robert Peck, at the Peck cottage
on Millstone Island_The home of the late
Fred Gilman was sold last Saturday to Mr.
Wentworth of Augusta, who will take possession in a few weeks ...Ralph I. Morse of Belfast spent Sunday in town with his parents.
....Ralph Reynolds of Freedom was in town
Sunday for a few hours’ stay

Maldney

..

service, especially Mr. Hanson, who
far and spoke free gratis.

Heal, who have
positions as teachers in Massachusetts, arrived
June 28th to spend their vacation with their
.Mr. Frank
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Heal
Heal and family of Dedham, Mass., are at their
cottage for the remainder of the summer....
Mr. Charles Freeman and daughter Feme are
guests of his mother, Mrs. Martha Freeman.
-Prof. Abbott and family of Groton, Mass.,
are occupying the Warren
cottage at Point
Comfort
.Mr. Freeman Coombs arrived Sunday tor a visit with his aunt, Mrs.£ Helen

CORNER, (White, port.)

•..

being
Knight
interesting and

NORTH 1SLESBORO
The Misses Caro and Nettie

WHITE’S

Prices ll, 20 and 30 cents.

children
Fairfield arrived in town June 26th to
visit the family of Albert Wellman. They
came in their touring car, and before
returning
home w7ill motor to Rockland and adjoining
towns
Mrs. Elizabeth Robbins, mother of
Mrs. Ames, will accompany them on this trip.
.R. L. Clements and family were guests of
Mrs. Belle Borden and son Fred in South Monroe Sunday
Mrs. Abbie Jewett entertained
the Ladies’ Club of Twelve last Thursday
afternoon. There were invited guests so that
four tables of whist were arranged and the
game played for about two hours. A short

their

came so

office.

Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Ames and three

touching.

for this

at the box

of Fort

a

The Knights and Sisters, all did
parts exceedingly well. A chorus composed of W. H. Ginn, Mrs. Lester Dow, Mrs.
Emery Calderwood, Mrs. Murch Clark, Mrs.
Lester Harriman, Mrs. Rufus Harriman and
Mrs. Anna C. Harriman rendered two selections: “ft hen the Saints are Marching In,” and
“God be with You Till we Meet Again”; Mrs.
Anna Harriman sung a solo, “What Shall the
Harvest Be?” with W. H. Ginn, Mrs. Rufus
Harriman and Mrs. Lester Harriman in the
chorus. Miss Anzelia Harriman presided at
the piano. The Knights and Sisters wish to
thank every one wrho helped them in any way

in the

MABEL GRANDE.

the

and

sale.

A Concert Will Be Given

K. of P. hall Sunday, June
30th, was largely attended. Hon. Edgar F.
Hansen of Belfast gave a very eloquent address to the Knights and Sisters. Mr. Hanson
is

held

*

Fancy

Evelyn

vices

Aged Women

Wednesday, July 24th.

..

following letters J youngest son Ephie at Swanville Center, June
to celebrate his 33rd birthday. A bountiremained uncalled for in the Belfast
post of- 1 30th,
fice for the week ending July 2nd. Ladies— ful salmon dinner was served, after which
;
Mrs C. L. Townsend. Gentlemen—James G. songs were sung and stories told. Miss Ollie
Cook, Fred Gilbert, Arthur W. Hooper, Lew- j Marden with her camera took many pictures of
is V. Jones, Arthur W. Jackson, J. F. Morrill, ! the party. Ephraim takes great pleasure in
J. D. Morrill, Bert Wentworth.
showing his fine horses, oxen, and extra fine
Advertised Letters.

Belfast

Whereas death has taken from us our young
Brother Roy Fogg, who died April 23, 1912;
j therefore, be it
j Resolved, That we will honor him for his
Mrs. Harry McKenney, who with her hus- | good qualities, believing that a promising
band keeps an ice cream parlor in the Flan- | young man has been taken from us.
Resolved, That our sorrow shall mingle with
ders block on Church street, was
painfully | the sorrow of his home.
scalded Tuesday about the face and shoulders.
Resolved, That a page in our record book
She was going down stairs with a can of shall be set apart for these resolutions, a copy
and copies shall be
shall be sent to his
scalding hot cream and lost her balance. To j sent to the county parents,
papers.
avoid striking upon the ice crusher she
Rev. Elwin A. Dinslow, Committee on
dropBertha A. Dinslow.
ped the can and the hot cream drenohpd Y>t>r
f Resolutions.
head and shoulders, inflicting painful burns.
PROSPECT
FERRY.
Although badly hurt and shaken up attending
I
Mrs. Inez Libby of Frankfort and Miss Ora
physicians believe that there will be no more
Libby of Prospect were guests of Mrs. E. W.
serious results.
Grindle June 25th_Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ladd
Search and Seizure.
Deputy Sheriffs and baby of Brewer visited Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Edgecomb and White searched the Commer- Grindle last week ...Mr. and Mrs. Evander
cial House, Winterport, G. H. Dunton, proGinn and daughter Catherine of Atlanta, Ga.,
prietor, last Tuesday morning. They found 2 and Miss Addie Ginn of Worcester, Mass., arof
1
1-2
of
rum,
3
gallons
gallons
gin, 1-2 gal- rived June 25th for an extended visit with
lons of whiskey and a bottle partly full of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Ginn.
wine. Mr. Dunton was arrested and was tried Mrs.
Fred Goodwin and Mrs. Clara Turner and
before Judge Knowlton of the municipal court
daughter Margaret of Hallowell visited at the
Wednesday forenoon. He plead not guilty and homes of George and Bryan Avery last week.
waived examination. Judge Knowlton found
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Clifford of Winthrop
probable cause and sentenced him to pay a fine were in town last week, the
guests of Mrs. C’s
of $200 and costs and serve 60 days in jail, and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Avery_Miss
in default of payment 60 days additional. He
Ruth Goode of Boston arrived on last Sunday’s
appealed to the September term of the Su- boat and will visit Mrs. Jessie Harding two
preme Judicial Court under a bo.id of $200 weeks
.Chester Harrison was at home from
with James S. Harriman and Hollis M. PayStockton and spent Sunday with his mother,
son as sureties.
Mrs.
Harrison-The memorial ser-

J* F. Wilson marketed the first green peas
of the season at Foggs’ market June 29th.
S A Family Reunion and Birthday Party.
The peas were fully
developed. Mr. Wilson Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlefield, their daughter,
has other green stuff
coming on, and hiR straw- Mrs. H. C. Marden, and sons, Ross and Fred,
berries are the best ever.
with their families, met at the home of their

>

5

;

Basil H. Newell has been appointed telegraph
operator of the Belfast office during the summer.
On account of illness the manager, Miss j
R. T. Newell will not resume work
during j
the summer months.

of sickness and

reason

Rocks.

thermometer indicated 10 above.
Sunday night it was not quite as cold.

one near

was

iceted before

|

Plymouth

A. Swift’s

and Allyn
People living

their windows and

re at

■

prize

white

reported the mercury at only 8
above freezing last Sunday morning, and W.

avenue

afternoon.

within an egg, both perfectly formlatest freak presented at this office.
produced by one of Mr. John R. Water-

A milkman

sounded from box 14

was

church will be white and the basement

was

man’s

vices
:i

Tuesday preparatory to
church. The body

Universalist

An egg
ed, is the

The steamer

oiiuw

me

the

gray.

iver

mnor

begun

was

painting

DR. NORRIS
Of the University of Pennsylvania says
“In all eye examinations POISONOUS
DROPS should be AVOIDED.” They are
DANGEROUS and are used ONLY by
men UNSKILLED in modern methods of
eye examination. I DO NOT USE DROPS,
it is DANGEROUS; but I have the most
modern equipment in Waldo County and
guarantee my glasses TO FIT JUST
RIGHT, because I grind my lenses and
know.

cottage.

Mrs. James Roberts entertained a few
friends at her home at the Head of the Tide
last Monday evening in honor of her
guest.
Frank Tucker of Malden, Mass.
A most delicious lunch of shrimp salad, cucumbers, hot
roll9, assorted cake and fruit punch was served. Mrs. Roberts’ daughter, Mrs. G. Merton
Knowlton, assisted in serving. A fine musical
program was rendered.

rear

as

on

given

sea-

at the

Thursday evening

guest of

ber, arrived in post office square Tuesday afSouth Montville Grange, No. 271, P. of H.,
ternoon. There were five
fantastically covered teams and several men on horseback. The i has adopted the following resolutions:
women in typical costumes began
Whereas, death has tiken from us our esimmediately j| teemed
Brother Charles F. Conner, who died
to make a tour of the stores,
telling fortunes. May 6th; therefore, be it
There were a number of very small children
Resolved. That we will cherish his memory,
with them. They were in Rockland
Sunday for we believe that his character benefitted all
and on arrival here were making inquiries who knew him,
Resolved, That we will not forget the wife
about the distance to Dixmont.
and daughter, and our sorrow shall mingle

t, Mass., subscriber writes:
ader for nearly 40 years, and
and persons have changed
,-ew
up as a boy in Waldo
niss the weekly visits of The

s

a

F. M. Staples returned last Monday night
from South Hancock, Bangor and Ellsworth,
where he had been visiting relatives for a few
weeks.

a

tors of the

Be sure your money pays
for the original Holeproof,
only to be found at

CSS.

su1

Mr. W. H. Friend of Etna, Me., is
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pierce.

meeting Tuesday evening of the DirecHome f-r Aged Women, Miss Sue
M. Partridge, chairman of the lawn
party to be
given July 24th, reported the decorating comMiss Isabelle Towle arrived on last Wednesmittee as follows: Misses Evelyn P.
Morison,
Katherine C. Quimby, Frances Howes, Marian day’s boat from Danbury, Conn., where she is
Hazeltine, Margaret White, Ralph I. Morse and a teacher in the public schools and will spend
Morris L. Slugg. The lighting committee will the summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Towle.
be Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hopkins.
A band of Portuguese gypsies,
in
numforty
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
At

3 pairs of Women’s, Guaranteed
for Three Months,
$3.00

members of the Universalist
Penobscot park last Thursday
..mi buckboards and enjoyed a
ideal day and the outing

Mary Woodbury
Farnsworth in Islesboro.

noon.

Guaranteed for 3 Months, $2.00

et

Mr. Howard Mason, who has been quite ill,
is able to be out of doors.
is* visiting Miss Annie
Miss

In unpacking fireworks Tuesday
morning at
The Ladies’ Aid of Trinity church met at
I.L.Perry's market on Main street, preparatory the church last Thursday and cleaned the
them
on
to*placing
sale.ignition took place and church
throughout.
the box was at once thrown into the street.
Mrs. Wm. Downes of Chestnut Hill, Mass.,
There was no damage except to the fireworks.
is visiting her brother, Roscoe Black, and
The Arts and Crafts will open their room
wife, on Searsport avenue.
afternoon
2
from
to 5.30 o’clock for the
every
Miss Flora A. Burgess and nephew, Stuart
sale of fancy articles, basketry,
embroidery, Goodwin of Arlington ^eights, Mass arrived
leather goods, china, etc. There will be a sale
last Friday morning to spend toe summer at
of food every Wednesday and
Saturday after- her

holeproof

Peach

on

EAST BELFAST.

The city authorities offer a reward of
$25 for
evidence that will lead to the arrest of the
guilty party or .parties who turned in a false
alarm of fire from box 14, at the foot of the
square about 3 o’clock Sunday afternoon.

stockings used to be considered an extravagance,
and they are today unless
you buy the right kind.
The right kind are

.f East Millinocket has acLilian as pitcher on the Belfast
,-

!

A few rfpe blueberries were
reported Sunnone have been brought into
the markets.

day, but

small furnished tenement at 23 Miller
street, in the Frye block. Apply to Mrs. Charles
Hammons for key, and to Mrs. Sarah F. Bridges
of Stockton Springs for terms.
27tf
A

they to show for it? Have they
abolished any useless offices? Certainly.
How many? At least one. There was
one lone perching roost—the assistant
attorney general, which was abolished,
and put out of business for good, let it
be hoped; and Maine saved some $1,800 a
year by the abolition.
Where else has a fat office been abolished, a salary reduced or a cent saved
for Maine?
As a matter of fact, has not “Fernaid
extravagance” been continued and intensified until it has become Maine Dem-

FOR PRESIDENT,:

WILLIAM H. TAFT.
OF

OHIO.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

JAMES S. SHERMAN,
OF NEW YORK.

FOR U. S. SENATOR,

EDWIN C.
OF

BURLEIGH,

AUGUSTA.

FOR GOVERNOR.

WILLIAM T. HAINES
OF

WATERVILLE.

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,

FORREST GOODWIN
OF

SKOWHEGAN.

WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.
For Senator,
of Winterport.
Charles M. Conant,
For Sheriff,
of Montville.
Frank A. Cushman,
For County Attorney,
of Belfast.
Carleton Doak,
For Judge of Probate,
of Belfast.
George E. Johnson,
For Register of Probate,
of Belfast.
Charles P. Hazeltine,
For County Commissioner,
of Waldo.
Edward Evans,
For County Treasurer,
of Belfast
Clifford J. Patiee

able unless the Democratic convention
now sitting or Mr. Roosevelt's movements in the near future shall alter the
But assume for the sake of
situation.
looking ahead that, the Republican nomiDoes it by any
nee will not be elected.
means follow that the mission of the Republican party is ended, or that indeed it
is not to be congratulated on the position in which it will be left and the stand
which it has taken in its recent convention? It has nominated a tried and true
man, who in himself and in his four years
of honest administration is an earnest
of the sanest and safest government.
Its platform is a striking advance from
the conservative views of a generation
ago and yet represents the progressive
conservatism of the present day. Its
organization is efficient. An enlightened
and influential press all over the Union
sustains it. Its prestige and its record
of achievements, continuously responsive to public sentiment, are fundaIf there
mental factors in its strength.
is just now a discontented element in it,
that element represents not so much a
variant policy as a personal distraction.
This, as in all such cases, will from its
very nature by transient and Will end by
merging itself in one or both of the old

No

new

party

GET

TOGETHER

And Redeem the State from Rum Rule.

can

It is necessary always in party matpredilection for an individual. Tariff, currency or slavery can ters, to concede something, to consent
make a party, but Henry Clay or James to some degree of compromise in order

TO BOOST

that the average
tive. This is a

1

the national election the next best thing
is perhaps all the more assured, and that
i.- this. For 12 years it has been under
incessant and searching criticism, not
only' by its old opponent, but by its own
members. All the evils of fire and flood,
of high cost of living, of panic and business fluctuation, of extravagance and
departmental misconduct, have been attributed to it. Is it altogether a poor
‘asset to lie low a while and watch some
other fellow, whether a Democrat or
run the machine?
a bolter of its own,
Everybody knows that not a man, woman
or child will be a bit better off, and that
the cost of living depends not at ali en
any probable political interference with
the implacable laws of demand and supply. It is a capital campaign cry to denounce the accumulations of capital that
are really essential to our industrial activities and on the whole reduce prices in
such stapies as sugar, kerosene; even
meat, terribly high as it is, is probably
cheaper than if we depended on the inBut there
dividual butcher or farmer.
is not an intelligent man who does not
know that the wages and salaries of
every laborer and clerk are as much
bound up in and dependent on these as is
the income of the capitalist, and that the
requisite is regulation, not suppression,
and thai this regulation under Mr.Roosevelt or Mr. Wilson or Mr. Bryan will not
be a whit more effective than under Mr.
Taft who has given himself heart and
hand to the work. Evervbodv knows
that our very national life rests on our
constitutional foundations, and in whose
hands have these been and will they be
safest?
The duty of the Republican party is tc
make the^good fight and keep the faith,
to maintain its organization whole and,
if it gets the purging of defeat, see that
it is only a purging, confident that the
country will in due time again entrust tc
its hands the responsibilities which, as
the immutable facts show, it has foi
more than half a century so soundly ant
so progressively
discharged.—John D
Long, in the Boston Herald.
BEGIN

1

ued popularity.
In particular is the
Do dreams “come true?”
July issue of the right sort, every page
The slow,
breathing a spirit in harmony with recre- strange alchemy of the generations has
ation days.
The never-failing complete evolved a race of dreamers having the
novel is a diverting one from H. de Vere
who wrote “The Blue Lagoon,” “The Crimson Azaleas*” and
other books of pleasing memory. His
new
story, “Molly Beamish,” deals with
high life in England a century or more
ago. In color, in life, in daintiness, and
in charm it can be compared only with
“Beaucaire”—and it does not suffer in
the comparison.

judgment
campaign

may be effecfraught with

vital consequences in the State of Maine.
All Republicans, and as we beiieve many
who have not been

affiliated with that

party in the past, fe“l that the two years’
experience under the administration of
Governor Plaisted, has been humiliating
to

the State.

His party has unanimous-

ly placed Mr. Plaisted in nomination
again. The first hope of the Republi-

of the other citizens who have
Republicans, is that the State
may be redeemed from this humiliating
experience, and that a broad, able and
patriotic citizen may be elevated to the
position of Governor of the Slate; one
for whom we shall not have to apologize,
a man who will be a Governor to rank
among the most notable men who have
Such a candiever held that high office.
date the Republican party presents in
! the person of Hon. William T. Haines of
Waterville, and to accomplish his election and to give to him a Legislature
that will enforce the Republican policies
and carry out the Governor’s ideas, is
the important duty which Republicans
and their allies will have to perform in
cans, and
not been

Sentemher.

To that end factionalism in the Republican party must be subordinated, and to
that end all necessary compromise must
To redeem the State of
! be accepted.
Maine from the iu e of the men who are
now in control, is the important task tor
|
the patriotic citizens of the State, and all
I other political considerations must be
of in the one supreme endeavj lost sight
or. The party slogan from now until the
second Monday in September must be,
Get together and work for the good
name and welfare of the State of Maine.
Purely local issues and local differences
can be left to the future for settlement,
while the Republican party, together
with those who will act with it this year,
turn attention to the one important political duty of the hour. -Portland Express.

:

j

THE FIRST CONSIDERATION.

HAINES.

Whatever the outcome of the national
convention, one thing must be done in
Maine next September.
The reign of lawlessness as set up and
maintained by Plaistedism must be ended.
Plaisted promised to enforce the laws.
He has broken his solemn promise. For
this reason alone, he should be repudiated by the voters of Maine, irrespective
of party. —Lewiston Journal,
This is a platform on which all Maine
Republicans can stand. To many of
them the outcome of the national convention has been disappointing, but that
has little to do with our State election.
The State election comes in September,
and it will turn on local issues. We do
not elect a President now—that comes in
November—but a governor and legislature and county officers. These are matters having no relation to the tariff, banking and currency, interstate commerce,
the curbing of monopoly, conservation,
control of the Mi sissippi, or other national questions. They have got to be
tried out in another field. What is now
to engage our immediate attention is our
own affairs.
The government of the
State for the next two years is in issue.
The present Democratic State government has to a great extent made its
record. A Democratic legislature in twc
How
sessions has shown its quality.
does the record stand? Has the government fulfilled its trust? Have its promises been kept? Has it done its duty?
Has it enforced the laws? Has it promoted wise legislation? Or has it broker
its promis s, nullified the laws, dodged
responsibility and done unwise things?

No matter if the political season is
still young in months, regardless of the
fact that the wild field strawberries ari
just now getting ripe, and althougl :
Maine promises to have the greatest ha;
[
crop on record this very summer, it ii 1
none too early to begin and make plan
|
for the election of William T. Haines o
Waterville as Governor of Maine nex
September. No uncertainty as to hi; 1
choice by the Republican primaries ex
j
ists. It was a fair field, and a friend!; :
and generous rivalry among three worth; ;
candidates. The winner was Haines- :
“Bill” Haines of Waterville—“our” Bil
Haines, whom we ad know and trust am
earnestly desire to support.
The danger lies more in taking th !
election of the Waterville man for grant
ed, and showing a lack of personal in
terest in the size of the majority whicl 1
the candidate shall receive, than in an;
lack of merit in the candidate or in th !
cause.
The Maine Democrats have en
joyed two years of “free swing” at th J
Maine offices, and at the Maine treasury
They have decapitated many good men
and filled the vacancies with spoilsme;
and place-hunters. They have settle J
back into their leather-lined chairs am 1J
smoked their pipes and cigars, as if th 1
spoils of Maine were theirs by right. Ii 1
years thev have complained mos 1
itterly about how much it costs to cor
duct the affairs of Maine; they hav
promised radical reforms, a reduction c f
salaries—practical economy when the f
could get in; and now they are in, an 1 These are the
questions which will have
have had full swing for two years, wha t to be answered.—Portland Press.

j
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East

~

will to work out, with hand and brain a
order of ideal but practical
conceptions, and that their dreams are being
realized eyery day of the year the successive numbers of Popular Mechanics
Magazine bear ample witness. In the
July issue appear 265 articles and ,'!09
illustrations, not nly covering the new
and unusual in science and mechanics
but also forecasting some of the marvels
of an age to come.
Among these latter
rank Sir William Ramsay’s scheme for
coal
unmined
into gas; Victor
converting
Lougheed’s streamline theory discus-

Stacpoole,

new

I

A bright-eyed, gaily-toqued Bathing
Girl adorns the cover of the National
Magazine for July, and suggests the
seasonable summer stories inside. The
! sion; Forest Ray Moulton’s exposition of
array of fiction is particularly tempting, the
principle of the cat’s ability to turn
and the half dozen wholesome short !
itself over in midair, and H. H. Wimistories of this issue have just the spirit ;
and sentiment that appeal to the sum- ! sor’s editorial on economically handling
the flood problem of the
mer reader.
Mississippi
The continued chapters on
! Valley. The “Titanic” disaster, as pre
“Henry Holman’s Pilgrimage,” M. dieted
in
the
June
Popular Mechanics
R. Umberhind’s pleasant
serial, are
rich in
and reminiscence. Magazine, resulted in numerous suggesinterest
tions
for
promoting
safety in ocean
‘In Affairs at Washington” Joe Mitchtravel. Five
of the'July issue
ell
Chappie reviews the month’s are devoted to pages
pictures of various safety
evpnts at the national capital in the
more or less practical, but aii of
breezy, colloquial manner which shows devices,
them
“The First
very interesting.
his intimate,
personal contact with
the men who are on the firing line. i American Aero Show” is described, wi h
James
I
many
R. Quirk,
illustrations, by
There is the usual chat in the Publishers
and Home departments, and numerous who declares that “real progress in the
other features which will appeal to the art of aviation is being worked out in this
country by American brains.”
Wilbur
summer reader.
Wright’s untimely death is marked by
an
An interesting and well illustrated j
appropriate memorial page.
article on the New York Yacht Club is
the principal feature of the July Strand.
A complete history of the club from its
foundation in 1844 down to the present ! WEAR
day is given by Wendell Phillips Dodge
and the new information relative to the
__
America’s Cup should interest yachtsmen.
Another article of considerable
interest is Coulson Kernahan’s “Edward
Whymper as I knew him.” A scientific

I
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SOLD fcY ALL C-htiClRS.
MAINE

WILL

TAFT.

SUPPORT

discussion of American

on a

•■■G. Blaine or Abraham Lincoln, idols of
the people, cannot.
If the Republican party fails to win

has no problems to solve,
continued stories to hinder, and it cipal contributors of fiction are;
Kathleen
appeals to you just when you most want Norris, Eleanor H. Porter,
Frederick M
it—all of whi h helps to explain the
Smith, Mary Brecht Pulver and MaryJ
reason for its fifty-some years of continHeaton Vorse.

To the Editor of the Herald: It is
a humiliating spectacle to the loyal Republicans of the Old Pine Tree State to
know that the Maine delegation to the
Republican national convention at Chicago, cared more for the personal ambition of a man who has proven false to article, fully illustrated, entitled “Sun,
hi6 party and friends, than to stand by Wind, and Wave,” seeks to prove how
the principles Maine’s honored eons have ! these forces may provide the power of
the future.
Hairdressing as a Fine
helped to establish.
At every Republican national conven- i Art” should interest women just as
tion since the formation of the party i “The Best Dog I Ever Saw” should atshift of hostlers.
tract the men.
The fiction is supplied
It is surely high time to send forth a Maine’s prestige has been undisputed,
by Richard Marsh, Florence Warcjen,
rallying cry from Aroostook to the sea and in the coming contest, with a “Pro- Pleydell North, Arthur Morrison and
to clean out those filthy Democratic gressive Candidate” opposing the regu- other
well-known authors.
stables of Maine; to let in the fresh air ! lar nominee, does any sane voter doubt,
of heaven, to use soap and water and for one instant, that Maine will fail in
Mary Johnston, who contributes the
opening article to the July Atlantic, has
scrubbing brushes and mops, to cast her loyalty to President Taft?
Ward J. Wells.
clean and bright sunlight into the dark
painted a picture of Gettysburg as vivid
Stockton Springs, Me.
and as terrible as the famous work of
and noisome corners—to have a thorough
house cleaning.
Stephen Crane. Better than any formal
In the nation at large, political affairs
argument against war is this imaginaMAIL CARRIERS WILL FLY.
tive and compelling description. Politics
have become so badly muddled and so
This is an age of great discoveries. Progis
uppermost in the country at present,
hopelessly confused in both parties, that ress rides on the air. Soon we may see Undo
and
the Atlantic, under the general
one who interferes on either side stands
Sam’s mail carriers flying in all directions,
in danger of getting tarred with the inheading, The State -of the Nation,
artistic brush from one side or the other transporting mail. People take a wonderful publishes three important papers dealinterest in a discovery that benefits them. ing with leading issues,— Francis Lynde
—or from all; but here at home—in the
land of big apples and profitable potato That’s why Dr. King’s New Discovery for Stetson on ‘The Government and the
growing, there, is still hope for clean Coughs, Colds and other throat and lung dis- Corporations,’ Evans Woollen on what
men who desire the welfare of the pubmay be fairly callid the failure of the
eases is the must popular medicine in Amerifor Direct Primaries,
lic.
ca.
“It cured me of a dreadful cough,’’ writes present machinery
and Karl T. Frederick on ‘The Recall of
Let us rally around “Farmer” Haines;
Mrs. J. F. Davis, Stickney, Corner, Me., “after Judicial Decisions’
The fiction in this
let us go to hear him speak; let us make
doctor’s treatment and all other remedies had issue includes
‘The Ingredients,
careful note of the facts and figures,
by
For coughs, colds or any bronchial Henry Kitchell Webster, 'The
which he has to give out; let us help to failed.
Weapons
purify Maine from the taint of graft, affection its unequaled. Price 50c. and iH.00. of Religion,’ by Margaret Lynn, and
‘The Last Night of the Revival,’ by
boast, bluster and illicit rum. Let us Trial bottle free at all druggists.
Elizabeth Carter. There are poems by
get down to a sensible understanding of
“where we are at,” and whither we are
Amy Lowell and Hermann Hagedorn,
SMALL BOYS WORKING FOR GOOD and a
pleasant Contributor’s Club, the
going.— Bangor News.
ROADS.
leading article of which is a suggestive

Nobody can forecast the result of the
presidential election. Undoubtedly the
Republican chance is not especially favor-

Books” by Jeannette L. Gilder, and a
number of valuable articles in the
regular Household, Fashion, Home Decoration and other departments.
The prin-

Lippincott’s

At times it seems as if Hercules
Haines was specially called to lead Maine
in cleaning out the festering and molding and most offensive stable of the
Maine Democracy. The ancient accumulations of the Maine Republicans remain
untouched.
There remain the former
festering heaps, much larger than of old,
more noisome than of old—deeper and
more putrid, with no change whatever—
except in a change of stable hands—a

THE TASK BEFORE REPUBLICANS

political parties.

News and Notes.

no

ocratic extravagance? Has not a new
bond issue, amounting to millions—millions at 5 per cent interest—been authorized? Is it not an admitted fact that the
$5,000,000 bonded loan for highway improvement is not more than a bite into
How shall
the apple of Maine roads?
Maine raise the great amount needed?
Not from extra taxation upon the automobiles, for certain. The owners are
now protesting about the severity of the
license they are compelled to pay—even
now, when not more than ten per cent of
the total indebtedness has been contractThere is neither statesmanship nor
i ed.
high finance in contracting interest-bearup to the “limit” for the
j ing debtsofclose
better roads. It is the spendbuilding
thrift who contracts debts—the wise and
: conservative who retrench.
One of the most moving tales which
has come down to us from the remote
past is that ol Hercules and his labor!
in clearing out the Augean stables. The
task of cleaning and purifying stables is
familiar to most of us. It is a kind of
work which requires no craft or skilled
labor—just stern bone and muscle work.
1
That Hercules, a demigod, should come
down to strenuous endeavor and toil, and
I sweat among the packed heaps of dressing in the stable pf an ancient and untidy king, shows that he was not afraid
of work. He sought no soft job or favor
from anybody.

Legislative Nominations,
of Belfast.
Frank R. Keene,
of Unity.
Edwin T. Reynolds,
of Searsport.
Frank I. Pendleton.
of Liberty.
Charles M. Howes,
of Prospect.
Washington D. Harriman,

sustain itself

Literary

have

RtPUBLICAN NOMINA IlON't

manners.

In Farm and Fireside appears a report 1
The leading feature in the July Ameriof efforts being made in Iowa by boys,
can Magazine is a new story by Rudyard
particularly in Page county, to improve
entitled “The Benefactors.” It
the condition of the roads. Any boy un- Kipling
is a story founded on the coal strike in
der twenty-one may enter the contest.
and is interesting because it
He “elite's” a half-mile of road, which England
with great power the reactionis duly recorded and approved by the presents
view of the thing.
It is really a
township trustees, who have given their ary’s
to labor. A remarkable article
official sanction and approval to the plan. warning
of the magazine is the story
The boy then received two signs, ohe for in this issue
each end of his half-mile. These signs of Carola Woerishoft'er by Ida M. Tarbell. Carola Woerishoffer was a rich
read:
York girl who declined to live a life
“The half-mile of road of which this New
of luxury, and threw herself into certain
marks the-end is entered in the'
useful activities with resultant interestPAGE COUNTY
ing experiences and adventures which
BOYS’ GOOD-ROADS CONTEST
Miss Tarbell describes intimately and
by-, age-.
entertainingly. Ray Stannard Baker,
Prizes are awarded for the best half- Senator La Follette, Walter Prichard
miles of road kept by boys in the town- Eaton and
Hugh S. Ful.erton contribute
ships and the county.
other articles. Notable fiction is contriWATCH THIS HALF-MILE ! IT MAY buted
Kathleen
Norris, Olive Higgens
by
WIN ! IT IS SURE TO GROW
Juliet Wiibor Tompkins and H.
Prouty,
THE
BETTER.
BOYS
G. Wells. Abe Martin, Indiana’s funny
OF PAGE
man, writes a piece about the old-fashCOUNTY FOR BETTER ROADS !”
ioned Fourth of July, and F. P. Dunne
The boys do all the work on their half- writes an amazingly able and moving
miles and do it with the road-drag and editorial on the Titanic disaster.
ordinary farm tools. There is a law in
The Wide World Magazine for July
Iowa by which they are paid for their
contains stories and articles dealing with
to
a
certain
limit.
Of
dragging up
Wyoming, Patagonia, British East
course, the boys who have this goodthe Yukon,
roads fever will drag much more than Africa, Austria, Holland,
Burma, Saskatchewan, Ohio, Bolivia,
they are paid for—just in order to get Sierra Leone, Algiers, Ceylon, New
the fever out of their systems.
A
and a score of other places.
In the fall—on a date which the con- Zealand,
of this astonishing magatestants do not know—there will be a steady perusal
zine is a liberal geographical education
committee of disinterested men, mostly
in itself. The stories are intensely intertownship trustees, who will go into each
arid in every instance are not only
township and judge the half-miles en- esting
founded on fact, but are narratives of
tered. The farmers in each township
actual experience.
Count Charles Manare offering prizes of $5 for the best
zoni tells the romantic story of his life
half-mile, $3 for the second best and $2 in the wilds of
Patagonia, where
for the third best. Then a sweepstakes
he remained for twenty years.
W. E.
will be awarded to the

boy having

trophy

1

the very best half-mile in the county.
was

By

Threes.

Three paths that lead but to the grave
allopath, homeopath and osteopath.
Three motions that rush us, push us
and delight us—locomotion, promotion
and motion pictures.
Three creams that cool 11s, fool us
and rule us—ice cream, face cream, and
cream of society.
Three milks that we get and givehalf milk, all milk and the milk of
human kindness.
Three sights that are great—foresight,
hind sight and out-of sight.
Three ships that are more or less uncertain-friendship, courtship, and air-

j

Three days that are universally rej
membered—birthday, holiday and hey- !

judge’s Library.

And So

Father

True, Too.

walking to Sunday-school
with little Johnny, and endeavoring to
improve the time by teaching Johnny his
Golden Text, the words of which were,
“Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap.” Johnny repeated it after
his father several times, and seemed to
have mastered the correct wording.
As they drew near the Sunday-school
the father gave Johnny his last rehearsal.
“Now, son,” he said, “let’s have
the Golden Text once more without any
help from me.”
This is what he got from Johnny:
was

“Whatsoever a man
—Harper’s Bazar.

sews

always rips.”

Don’t use harsh physics. The reaction weaktike bowels, leads to chronic constipation.
Get Doan’s Reguulets. They operate easily,
tone the stomach, cure constipation.
ens

YumiY

We have

a

great variety

Call at
see our

I

of the finest

for monumental work and
prepared to fill orders promptly

granites

are

our works on Front street and
finished work and get estimates
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At a lM«*bate Court held at Pelfast, within and
for the County of Wald .on the lltli day of
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and i
W
June. A. I». 1912
for the County of
a do. on the second Tuesday of June, *. I). 1912.
\RLKS M Howes, administrator of the es
) late of William H. He ner. late o Liberty,
a certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Leon \V. Wyman late in aid Countv >-t \V «ido, locoa-c. having pre
of Istesboro. in said County of Waldo, deceased |: seui'il a peri'ion p> av mg lor a license to seil at
having been presented for probate, with a peti- public or private sale and convey certain real «•*
late ol s ml deceased, described in said pet it i- n
tion pi ayii g that Austin E Wyman may he ap
pointed apmiuistrat >r of the estate of said deOrdered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
the
will
annexed.
ceased, with
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
10 he published three weeks successively in
order
That
notice
he
to
Ordered,
all persons
given
Tile Kepubiie.au Journal, a i.ewspaper puhiMted
I interested by causing a copy of this order to he
! at Hellast. Hut limy may appear at a Probate
three
weeks
in
published
the
Resuccessively
|
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they Court, 10 he b-lti hi ‘elfast, within ami lor said
! may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Couniv, on the 9th lay ot July, A. 1). 191/,
within
and
lor
said County, on the sec- at ten or the clock before coon, .uni show cause,
Belfast,
ot July m xt. at ten of the 1 if any they have, why the prayer of said petiond Tuesday
tiouei should not be granted.
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
OLu. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
have, v\hy the same should not he proved, apA true copy,
\ttest:
I proved and allowed.
(mas 1* H azk it IM*:, Register.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
| A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazki.tin k, Register.
At a 1 rebate Court fn-M at I'-el fust, within and
i
for the Countv of Waldo on the lltli day of
June. A. 1). 11 12
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
( Y A Jvi KsON. widow of Alfred s Jacktor tlie County of Waldo, on the second Tims
I Rella-t. in
aid County of Waldo,
son, laie
day of June, A. D. 1912.
deceas'd having presented a pe iI ion praying
i certain instrument, purporting to lie the last
an a lowance out ol the personal
state of
for
.1 will and testament
of "aik T Dodge, late
said deceased.
: of
Troy, in said County of Waldo, d* ceased, havs
id
Or«h*re<l. Th.it tile
petitn ner give notice to
ing been presented for probate,
all la -sons n*crestt d by causing a copy of tins
Ordered, that notice he given to all persons in
i
terested by causing a copy of this order to he order I" be pnbhshed liitee weeks successively
published three weeks successively in Tim Re ! in I be lie pub l.c. mi Journal, a ewspaper published at Relfast, Cm they may appear at a Pro: publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
bate CoiiT. to be hem ,ai He! ast. w if hill and for
may appear at a Prohat*. Court, to he held at Belfa-t, within and for said County, on the second said County, on the 9th day of Julv, a. I).
| Tuesday ot July next, at ten of the clock 1912, at len of tin* clock hei re noon, and show
vvi
the piayer of said
cause, if a"> tln v bavbefore noon, and show cause, if any they have
why the same should not he proved, approved petilitmer should md b grant. .,
1
C lb »R<■ E E JOHNSON. Judge.
and allowed.
A true copy. AT -I:
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
« mas
I I .v/ i-1 'i!> r lb gister.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
< iia-t, within and
i At a l‘rob>fe Comt. held at
for tin- County ot v-aldo, on the lltli day of
At a Probate Court held at iteitast, within and
I>.
1912,
June,
w
of
on
for tlm County
nldo.
tlie-second TuesSAP-ELL v P I H, widow ot lz a E. Patch,
day of June, A. 1>. 1912.
laf<■ of Kro-.ks. in said t.-untv ot Waulo.de
a certain instrument, purporting to lie the last
ceased, having presented a
pennon prayiny
will and testament ot Edward <> Tliotndike,
a
lor an allowance cut ol the personal estate of
of Waldo, tie
j lat* ot Belfast, in said Colin;y
said oeceased
ceased, haVilig been piesented lor probate.
Ordered. I'hat the said petitioner give notice to
t dueled. That notice In; given m all persons in
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
; terested by causing a copy id Hus order to hr
order
to be published three week* successive y
weeks
three
m
Tin*
Resuccessively
published
publican Journal, pubitshed at Belfast, that they in Tin Republican Journal, a new-paper publtshed at Hellast, that they may appear at a Probate
may appear at a Probate < unit, to he held at
Belfast, witlun and f r said ('ounty, on t lie second ( ourt, to be held at heifas't. withi;, and '<»i sai-t
Tuesday oi July next, at ten of the dock County, on the 9:h day of Ju'y. a. I> 19.2.
1 before noon,ami show cause.it
at ten ol the clock before noon, and -how cause,
any tit y have
why the same should not he proved, approved if any they have, why t ic prayet of said peti
lionet should not be granted
and allowed.
«EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Attest:
A true copy.
(.'HAS. P 11 AZIM.TINK, Register.
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
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(il.O. E. .IOII Vtrue copy. Attest:
('HAS P, HaZKI.TTM

A

I

LI'
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In Conn of cioi,
ALIK) ss
last, on the 11 th day 01 Jun,
M. Howes, a* imnistrator on tinflam II Benner, late ot l.iheit\, n
deceased, having pieseniMl his h;
administration ot said e.-late tor a
Ordered, that notice .then-of 1
weeks successively, in 11- Rep..
a nt wspaper published in Melta-t
that all peisons interested max attei
bate Court, to be held at Bella
day of .Inly next, and show rai
have, why thesanl account. slnni

\\
m

j

r’XMUTOK'S NOTIl’K. Till
gives notice that lie Ii
executor of the last \n.

•}

by
pointed

WILLI

AM

11. V<

c

I

LELLAN. i

in the

County of Waldo, decease-:
having demands against the esi

ti

ceAsed are desired to present i;
tleim lit, and ad indebted there!
to make payment immediately ti I
ton ol Bellast, Ale., mv aulhori/IlCOll H \
I exington, Mass.. A :iy 14, me.
4

D.MlMs I'li

1

TOR’S

I

I

NO I K

l\ scril er hereby gives none t
duly appointed administrator oi i1
James ii. bu xi.ey, late
in the County
of Waldo, dec.,

d

i
I

bonds as the law directs. All
demands agam-t the estate of
desin d to present the >ame for
all indebted thereto are r*#|n*• -t•
ment immediately.
ALTON
Belfast. June 11. 1U12.

t

f

DWIMS IKA Toll’s NOTH I
il SCI iber lie: el
-in
nolle
duly appointe adininistrat-M
CEoRHK W. FLANDERS, h i,
in the County of
Waldo, dee-bonus as the law directs, a 1:
demands against the estate of s.
desired to present the same t--i
all indebted thereto are request,
incut immediately
WILLIAM 1
N'orthport, June 11, 11*12.
I

4

DMINISTR

V

TOR’S

s

|
t.

;

l\

NOTH’

.4
senbet hereby gives noi «•••
duly appoini--d administrator -»
CHARLES E CON N Eli, !. t
in ihe County ot Waldo,-n-.v.,

bonds as the law directs,
a
demands against the estate ot
desired to present the salami all imiebted thereto are in-

are

\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
At a Prob te Court held at Relfast, wit bin and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuespayment immediately.
for tile County ot Waldo, on the 1 1th day of
CM ARM .>
day of June, A. 1), 1912.
June, v. I). 1912
4 certain instrument, purporting to he the lasl
Liberty, June 11, 15*12.
W. WARk’EX. exe titor of the la -1
A w ill and testament d Ellen K. Lowe, la:e<d
t will of Lenda P Warren, late of Hel'ast,
CUTRlX's N >T1< E. Tin
Winteiport, in said County ot Waldo, deceased
in said County of W ahlo, deceased, having preby gives nonce that she li:
having been presented tor probate
sented a petition praying that the actual market
pointed executrix of the last wi
Oi deled, That notice he given to ali persons invalue ot the propeity of said deceased now m
of
terested by causing a copy of this order to tu
his hands subject to the payment oi the collater
CAROL IN E S. P.x REMAN, labpublished three weeks successively in The Be
inheritance lax, the persons interested in the
al
that
they
publican Journal, published at Belfast,
in
the County of Waldo, <Ucea>of
thereto
atm
the
amount
tin*
tax
succession
may appear at a r rebate Court, to he held ai !
having demands against the emav be determined by tin* Judge of
Betiast, within and for said County, on the sec- thereon,
I
ceased
are oesired to present the
iiii'flir
ten of Hu
ond Tuesday of July next, at
ment, and ail indebted thereto
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
make
payment
immediately
he
proved, ap- I all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis
iiave, why the same should not
(»R x cE A
•rder*to be published three weeks successively
proved and allowed.
Lincolnville. June 11, 15)12.
GEO- E. JOHN.SON, Judge.
in The Republican .Journal, a newsp .per pub! lished at Bel fa
that they may appear at a ITo- 1
A true copy. Attest:
L'XECUTRIX’S NOTICE. Tini bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
Chas. P. Hazkltink. Register.
Lj
tiy gives lu-tice that she ha
! said County, on the 9th day of July. A. 1).
pointed executrix ol the last v\
At a Probate Court new at isenaM, wum-i aui
1912, at ten of the clock be lore noon, and show of
o
11th
on
the
if
the
of
said
the>
of
uay
have, why
for the County
Waldo,
cause,
any
prayer
THOMAS C. NICKERSON,
petitioner should not be granted.
June, A. D. 1912.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
in the County of Waldo, decra
A. KENNEY, late guardian of Benja
A true copy, Attest:
having dem.inds against the
mill J. Blood, late of Knox, in said Count]
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
ceased are desired to present c
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petitioi
be ap
tlenuent, and all indebted then t.
praying that orrin B. Woodbury may said
117 A EDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Beito make payment immediately
de
of
estate
of
the
administrator
pointed
V? fast, on the llth day of June 1912. ArMARY I.
ceased.
will
with
the
annex
thur
administrator,
Belfast, June 11, 191*
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice t( ed. onRitchie,
the
of
William
P.
late
of
estate
Jackson,
tlii;
of
a
copy
all persons interested by causing
Montvilie, m said County, deceased, having preorder to be published three weeks successive!]
I’b
NOTICE.
ECU TORS’
sented his first and final account *>f administrain The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub
hereby give not‘ce that tin ;>
of said estate fbr allowance.
tion
a
1
ro
at
lished at Belfast, that they may appear
of
Iasi
executors
the
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three appointed
bate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and foi
meut of
weeks successively, m The Republican Journal,
said County, on the 9th day of July, A. 1)
ANNIE M. GRIFFIN, late
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and shov
a Pro
attend
at
ol
sail
that
all
mfeiested
the
may
if
in
the County of Waldo, decent
persons
have,
prayer
they
why
|
any
cause,
! bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast, oil the 9th
having demands against the «**»(
petitioner should not be granted.
day of July next, and show cause, if any they
GKO. «.. JOHNSON. Judge.
ceased are desired to present
! have, why the said account should not he allowed. tlenient, and all indebted thei
A true copy. Attest:
GEO. E. oOHNSON, Judge.
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
to make payment imniediatelv
A true copy. Attest:
BLANCHE (i. A 1
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
LINCOLN W. \.
LDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
.June 11, 1912
1912
G
Portland,
Me.,
of
June,
fast, on the 11th day
H. Cargill, executor of the will of Ambrose I i ITT A L DO 88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel1912
Vi
the
of
deceased
llth
fast,on
June,
Wesley
of
in
said
late
County,
1
day
WX ECU TOR’S NOTICE
Cargill,
Liberty
Ei by gives notice that he luhaving presented his first and final account o I A. Nelson, administrator on the estate of I-mine
dew
administration of ^aid estate for allowance,
last
executor
of
the
j line Turner, late of Palermo, in said County,
| pointed
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thro | ceased, having presented his first and final ac- of
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, ; : count of administration of said estate for allowEMILY WOODS, late <d >
ance.
newspaper published in Re Hast, in said Com ty
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro ; j
in the County of Waldo, decease
that notice thereof he given, three
Ordered,
bale Court, to be hclu at Belfast, on the 9th da
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
having demands against the e >i
of July next, and show cause, it any they have | a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Conn
ceased are desired to present 11
attend
at
a
and all indebted tlieivi
all
why the said account should uot be allowed.
tlement.
that
interested
may
persons
ty.
I
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
to make payment imniediatelv
at Belfast, on the
I Probate Court, to be held
A true copy. Attest:
JOHNM !
Bill day ol July next, and show cause, if any
Chas. P. Hazeltink. Register.
Unity, June 11. 1912.
they have, why the said account should not be
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
allowed.
A true copy: Attest:
The sub
NOTICE
4 1)M IN 1ST it A TOR’S
NOTICE
Chas. P. Hazbktine, Register.
scriber hereby gives notice that he ha s
scriber hereby gives noli,
been duly appointed administrator of the estat
been duly appointed administra;*
of
»
SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bej
of
fast, on the llth day of June. 1912. Lydi^JOSEPH A. SPRAGUE, late of Islesboro,
CHARLES A. WHITTIER, labH. Farwell, administratrix on the estate of Mai
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and givei
S Ware, late of Thorndike, in said County, de
lu the County of Waldo, decent
All persons havini
bonds as the law directs.
ac
ceased, Having presented her first and final
bonds as the law directs. All |"
demands against the estate of said decease) l
count of administration of said estate for allow
demands against the estate of
art desired to present the same for settlement
ance.
are desired to present the sa nand all indebted thereto are requested to mak ;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three and all indebted thereto are n *i
payment immediately.
ERNEST L. SPRAGUE.
payment immediately,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
JAMES II
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
Islesboro, June 11,1912 —3wl6
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
Searspoit. June 11,1912.
Date Court 10 be held at Belfast, on the 9th
NOTICE. Thesubscrib
day of July next, and show cause, il any they
er hereby gives notice that he has been dul
have, why.the said account should uot be allowappointed administrator of the estate of
ed.
HENRY M.COLE, late of Burnham,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
Attest:
A true copy.
in the Couuty of Waldo, deceased, and give
Chas.
P. hazeltink, Register.
AH
d<
law
directs.
as
the
bonds
persons having
mauds agaiust the estate of said deceased are d<
sired to present the same for settlement, and a
indebted thereto are requested to make pay
* R elieves sour stomack.
»
ment immediately.
FRED A. MCALLISTER,
Telephone 64-3
felpitation of the heart Digests w oat you eat
Burnham, June 11,1912.—8w26
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An interesting feature of the Jub
Woman’s Home Companion is an article
entitled “The Fatal Penny” by Mari
Heaton Vorse, in which the author re
ports many startling facts about thi
dangers that children undergo who bu;

■

£v

FRED

tjiX

j

Wa

|

1

ADMINISTRATOR’S

WALDO

cheap candy, cheap ice cream, and othe:
impure sweets sold to youngsters foi

_

In the same number appea
dent.
letters descriptive of vacation: (
which won prizes in the “Real Vacation’
contest. Other interesting contribution!
“Thi >
to the July Companion are:
Spiritual Message of Nature,” a sermoi ,
Jefferson
E.
of
Broad
by Dr. Charles
way Tabernacle; “The Friendly Summe
Trees” by Frank A. Waugh of thi s

one

the

Agricultural College
Hot-Weather Dishes” b; \

Fannie Merritt Farmer; “Summer Tim

At

I bate may determine who are entitled to the bal
ance of the er-tate of said deceased, now in ins
bauds, their respective shares therein, and ordei
the same distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
to be published three weeks successive!)
j eider
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub
i ashed at Beitast, that they may appear at a Pro
| bate t ourt, to be held at Belfast, wiibin and for
on
the 9th day of July. a. D.
I said County,
1912. at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORtiE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(has. P. Hazkltink, Registei.

now, at this season of the year,
and seekers foi
rest and recreation are coming from al
of
into
the
world
New England.
parts
By the end of the season next autumn,
more than 700,000 will have come anc
This is a tremendous business
gone.
stimulus to New England. Where those
visitors are going, what they are doing,
why they have come here and what thej
are seeking—all this is told in a splendidly interesting fashion in the July num
her of The Resorter,—the bright new
magazine about New England’s resorts
—which is just out. Besides excellent
informative and descriptive articles or
New England’s beaches and mountains.
this number has a newsy letter fron
many of the more prominent resorts, to
gether with some wonderful surf-picturei
and lively snapshots of interesting soci
ety people, which are already causing
much favorable comment. Several page! ;
are also given to a woman’s departmen
that includes everything in dress anc
fancy that appeals to woman. On thi
newstanos, 15 cents the copy. Resortei
Pub. Co., Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass

“Tempting

*

Markers.

a Probate Court, held at Bel!a>.t, within ai>«i
tor the Count}’ Qf "aido, on the llthuay vi
June, A. D. 1912.
A U<*L’ST1NK F. H A HN. executor of the last
-t*
will of Marla D. Dean, late of l.ineo.nville,
;
j In said County of Waldo, deceased, having pi,*.
I sentt d a petition prating that tin* Judge m Pro.

j

a

Massachusetts

PROBATE NOTICES

!

Right

ship.

sweetheart.
Three times that we go by and stop by
—slow time, fast time and time to quit-

w

|

;

Monuments,
Headstones,

■

I

tourists, vacationists

—

day.
Three hearts that beat anything in
the world—big heat, warm heart and

>

|

voyage which he made down the Yukon
River. John Boyes continues his account
of “How I Became a King,” and “Jack
Thompson” describes his life in a Bolivian prison, where, at the present mo
ment, he is lying under sentence oi
death.
This is but a small selection of
the many remarkable features in the
July Wide World.

burned terribly about the
face, neck and chest. I applied Dr. Thomas’
Eclectic Oil. The pain ceased and the child
sank into a restful sleep.”—Mrs. Nancy M.
Hanson, Hamburg, N. Y.

“My child

nowtj

ucov-iiuco

Boston, Mass.

■

s

ADMINISTRATOR’S

DR. E. S.

WEBBE*

DENTIST

K rtrinH01, inaigestionT Poom 5,

Masonic

1^*

i'1’

Vational Democratic Convention.

1-

When I Sailed Under the

CHILD CULTURE

lish

Flag.

a permit to fire a salute the next day
at 12 m. The gunboats lay only a short
! distance from us, and we were complete! ly enveloped in smoke from the guns.
The next morning we hove snort, then
i we made sail, in order to get out before
I the sea breeze came in. Before we got
our anchor, the land breeze died out and
we dropped anchor again to keep from
drifting foul of other vessels. Just then
a boat
off from one of the gunboats

Eng

must deal first with the body.
Without a
caid and Done at Baltimore.
[Written for The Ellsworth American K,
healthy body all is hopeless. The watchful
*
M. V. Babbidge of Gott’s
ssion of the Democratic mother soon knows the first indications of ill- Capt.
Island.]
In
I
June
December,
was
at
1864,
Baltimore,
-ition
ness, indigestion, a cold, or any of the sicktc
Boston from Smyrna, Asia returning
As previous- nesses of children.
Minor, in the
.., ,n disorder.
I bark Race Horse, with a cargo of
fig*
Here’s what mothers say of “L. F.” At- I and raisins. I was
Hr can carried his fight
one of the
eight men

fl0'

if'-1"1

temporary chairman wood's Medicine:
“We have used many bottles of your Mediand his candidate, ;
cine in our family of four children, and think
to
offered
it
a most valuable remedy for all disorders of
stand,
lining
in behalf of the pro- the stomach and liver
.,
Mrs. Ira Foland, Athens, Me
.if tli- party. The vote
“I have so much faith in “L. F.” Atwood’s
510.
A
Boston
Bryan,
Medicine that I am always telling its praise to
other mothers for their children that are suffering from attacks of worms, and grieve to
igs Bryan went under
see .the little tots so sick when only a few
■.
iny. He stood square- doses of “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine will reand the man with the lieve them. This is my experience.”
Mrs. Fred L. McComb, Foxcroft, Me.
ry at Chicago was not
earning of its coming.
Price 35 cents at all dealers.
.... so much confusion that
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
tell at times whether
aiing ahead or backing
:l5

|
it
i!

only got in the way of

t

but he jumped into
tossed about and
He
the bulls and bears.
contest between Ryan
-; by 69 votes.
was

It
s1
H

IK-ALL FIGHT.
and the

,u

scenes

atmosphere
were

,s

..

lead-

heavy
fighting

was

in

a

rudeness and
by the flashes of
the hubbub at Chicago,
-makers were plain
ly more bent on disings than enjoying
of a National con-

played

t;

a

much rowdy
of it was more
Barleycorn than by

niably

j1

-ome

mocratic party
i. tight throughout

1

a

hours. There was
Kern of Indiana
■r peace, but he had

•nr

.’

reigned

m

supreme

spectators sections,

to read
for and against
that the convention
lisorder and adjourn

appeared

i<er
nr

.\*omncr

MNE DELEGATION.

v

uf the 85 New

■'

oi

Eng-

:t,;uel W. Gould of
I'm- Col. Rrvan, but
,,tes were for Parker.
..erick W. Plaisted,
C Johnson and Obadiah
-small Daniel J. MeGilliH. Strickland. John S.
Thurlow, Merton L.
cues M. Sleeper, Dr.
nuth and Robert E. Harii g as alternate for
who was detained in
th of his law partner,
>; Judge Parker inBryan because the
having an important

■

its hands, is strong
tlung to avoid a row
is
the attitude of the
rhey concluded, all save
.1 i, mat the best way
ing was to elect the
carnal Committee. Havjffices, Maine is conrss tends to conservayou netd the votes
-s of the opposite party
n

■

ml i happens to be the
Clark man in the deleProgressive before he
the Speaker for Presimembers of the delegabetween Wilson and
session Judge Parker
from which the
are made:

speech
>

CAESAR’S.”

LIKE

:

lining of our consti>
urged iiy delegates

ifetj required a con■■f the period of
hold tlie office of
aimed them of the
insatiable lust of

t

-ie

n-uming as Caesar’s,
his love of country,

to the pessiit h the establishWashington, Jef-

veil
v.
•>
■

i-ssors.

Indeed,

who has not either
unwritten lawforu
s, and if any one
as to seek further
y the wrath of papeople ?
sit Ids party at Chis ihe third-term tradg- ! its application
the eve of his triThe wise custom
mdent to two terms
and not the form,
an stances will I be a
pt another nomina1

ur of grace, he was
■dventure he was hona

may have

Anyone,

j

little girl,
make

the

New Per/ection
Oil Cook-stove

bum Her fingers either, if
the New Perfection Toaster.

bOll

|

11

roast)

For fry

broil

11

—

bake

]

§

_

Poultry

j

__—

Notice!!
|Special
}
i

i

The Belfast Fuel &

nj

|

they
following
city delivery

f

|

Hay Co. i
^

0

informing
prepared

j

I

l

|I

|

Pea,
$6.50
8.00
Chestnut,
Stove,.7.75
Egg,.7.75
Franklin Chestnut,
8.50
Franklin Egg.
8.25

I

S

|

|
|

\
l

l
f

|
0

|

For SALE

PUBLIC AUTO.

Dr. W, C. L1BBEY.
DENTIST,

|§

I

-4 YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION^-

8

1

th#» UPtion

rvf

tho

natinnul

nnmmitroo

lKm|Pl1Jp''n f"'1

envv°untr-y
,,,y

Toaster

—

WS°*

SlAy ItEAD
THE DANGER.’
mi*y read the danger
ruled by such
Mex'co her 30 years
life
Pi'icinitio war the divorce
'Pitated, the end of which

J Perfection

For toast

■

wh0- by

I

toast,

con-

and by unnumsought to batter down
1
Constitutional safe-

New

RAISING.

Charles H. Eddy of Petersham. Mass.,
answers a question in the Boston Globe
on goat raising as follows:
The climate
must be high, dry and warm.
The ideal
is found west from S n Antonio to

will
she

President may be
sordid devices and

'lra!uSt'fthe
acts,

GOAT

j

The

In the crew was
! before the mast.
put,
one
came under our bow, and passing up
William Conway, a fine
fellow, whom I and
the end-of a large hawser, they sang out
liked exceedingly well.
•
What does it cost to keep
to us, “Make that fast 'round your fore- Oregon
A few days before we arrived in
i
Bosheave away on your anchor." As goats? Where cheap land and cheao labor
ton he asked me which way I
intended fc mast,
anxious
were
for
can
be
had, as in that location, the cost
I told him I had we had their mail they
j co for the next voyage.
out
J per goat is from 75 cents to $1 per year,
thought nothing about it. He said- us to be on the way. They steamei
Are goats profitable?
As a source of
I “Let’s you and I ship in the bark Spring- over the bar, and we were ready to catch
income in New England, no. As pets,
even a
the sea breeze as it came in.
Ibok.” He said he had been in her
the
In one week we got a pilot olf High to use clearing brush in small pastures,
voyage before, and that she was a fine
can
first
question he perhaps they might pay.
Their flesh is
vessel, and had the best man for a cap- light, Cape Cod, and the
asked as he came over the rail was: “Did I the purest meat sold in any market, as
tain he ever sailed under. She ran as
toast
on
a
Lincoln was as- they will not eat or drink anything not
j packet between Boston and Cape Haitien l you hear that President
*
sassinated?" You may imagine our great absolutely clean.
on the island of Hayti.
They do not bear confinement well.
When we arrived in Boston, we went j consternation on learning the facts.
We were soon in Boston, and after : Cold and wet weather is fatal to them
j to the office of the owners of the Springcoffee—-and I anywhere. Unless sheared they shed their
bok, A. S. & G. W. Lewis, on the south our cargo of logwood and
add, centipedes and scorpions— hair in February and March, and 60
no min may prophesy?
The way to pre. ! side of Rowe’s wharf, to ascertain where might
was
no freight years of breeding have been unable to
as
there
was discharged,
I the vessel was, and when she was
due.
vent a life series of terms is to preven
to ship, it was thought best to lay change this fact.
This alone precludes
The
ready
owners told us that she was due in
one will not bum the
the present attempt to capture the office
and she
off a while. Our mate was discharged any profit from them in New England.
one week.
for a third term. One of our opportuniwhile
we
intoxicated
are
for
delicate
when
beastly
They
very
getting
Will Conway, as we called him, benot
young
ties in this campaign is to lead the fight
I was to keep and do npt increase
in Newburyport. He told me to were in Cape Haitien, and
rapidly, even under !
against a third term. That opportunity longed
uses
More than threeand tell the captain that he wanted a ship while she was lyinar by waiting for the best conditions.
should appeal to every drop of patriotic go
been
had
making I fourths of all the mohair in the United
chance for the pair of us. I was to write freight. My wife and I
blood flowing in our veins.
and
as
I
had
to
States
is
!
produced west of San Antonio,
him when the bark arrived and when she our home in Charlestown,
t >ere is no other stove that is as
“Unquestionably, we have been wrong
This should be proof that they do
be on board as ship-keeper, my wife vol- Tex.
or
in assuming that tradition against a third would be ready to sail, in time for him to unteered to
me.
best
with
quick and as handy as the New
there, although the Angora goat is
stay
as he desired, and had
,
,
her.
I
did
join
a
term constitutes
sufficient safeguard
We well remember the beautiful ship, found in nearly every State in the
r or
Perfection Oil Cook -i ove
or
no difficulty in getting a berth for each
the
ambition
for
unagainst unscrupulous
Charles Luling, mentioned by Capt. Rich- Union. But the only States that make a
convenient
stove for all purposes,
!
tti
e>
\
We need a definite con- of us.
limited power.
of Deer Isle, in his correspond- business of goits are Texas, New Mexardson,
I
was somewhat surprised to learn that
or
aii the year round.
stitutional limitation which shall prevent
a few’ weeks ago,
ico, Arizona, California and Oregon, in
the captain, both mates, the stewards ence to The American
imperialistic souls fro forcing personal and one
the order named,
as she lay just across the dock from us.
Four million pounds
man before the mast were Norcontinuation in office for long periods or
Every dealer has it. Handsomely finished in nickel, with cabinet
The officers were all musicians, and near- of mohair is raised and used in this
for life and the personal selection of a wegians. The vessel looked to me to be I iy
top, drop shelves, towel racks, etc. Long chimneys, enameled turevery evening would render some very country, and Texas raises 1,500,000
what
sailors
would
call
a diving bell—288
And the constitusuccessor in office.
which we enjoyed very much. pounds of it.
quoise-blue. Made with I, 2 and 3 burners. Free Cook-Book with
tons burden, British register; was under fine music,
tional provision should go one step furAfter a while the vessel was chartered
Cook-Book also given to anyone sending 5 cents to cover
the English flag, hailing from Turk’s
every stove.
thur titan our recently assailed tradition.
au Prince, and as I did
I looked her thoroughly over, to load for Port
PILES DEFY THE KNIFE.
mailing cost.
“The provision should be limited to a island.
in
the
middle
not w’ant to be dowrn there
and
I
1
learned
that
she
was built in Fal
single term. Then will the occupants of
of the summer, I told the captain that he file
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
for a yacht, witli any
Cause; of Their Formation Still
I the office have before them but the one mouth, Eng.,
must get a new man to take my place.
amount of brass work to be kept shining.
«
NEW YORK CITY
!
BUFFALO, NY
Remains.
ambition, so to fulfill the great trust reIn a short time a new mate was shipped,
&
ALBANY. N. Y.BOSTON, MASS.
3
She had been fitted out by parties in
posed in them that upon retirement they
and
was not needed as ship-keeper.
I
One place where surgery fails to
bring perfcwwvuw 1
shall hear from a grateful people the England for a blockade-runner with a Then I bid Capt. Larsen goodby, but 1 manent
--o—an-a mil
relief
is
in
the treatment of piles, befull cargo of contraband of war, and was
commendation, ‘Well done, thou good
must say that some of the most pleasant cause even
when the evil tumors are cut
captured off the Eleuthera island by the
away,
and faithful servant.’
of my sea life was w7hen I
experiences
the
cause of their
gunboat Sanorna, under command of
formation still remains' SB
the English flag.
CANADIAN RECIPROCITY FAVORED.
Rear-Admiral Charles Wilkes, when she sailed under
That cause is poor circulation.
Dr, Leonhardt’s
“The temporary fai'ure, owing to the
tvj ga
imu
duhic
nuuuinn
HEM-ROID is the tablet remedy that is taken
action of the electorate of Canada, of port. A prize crew was put on board,
Points.
inwardly and gets right to the INSIDE cause.
the effort to effectuate reciprocity with and she was sent to New York and conHEM-ROID is sold for $1 by VVm. O. Poor &
that country is regrettable. The agree- fiscated, but through some
technicality From the Current Issue of Farm and Son and all
ment proposed was in the interest of the she was still
druggists. Mo-ey back if it fails.
kept under the English flag,
Fireside.
Dr. Leonhardt Co., Station
people of both countries. Its immediate and was chartered by the firm of A. S.
B, Buffalo, N. Y.
and laudable purpose was to lessen the & G. W. Lewis, it was said for the term
Write for booklet.
cost of living in each country.
of ninety-nine years, who ran her as a
HIGHER-PRICED EGGS NEXT WINTER.
“Whether later the mutual advantage packet to Cape Haitien, taking out genAnnual Statement of the VERMONT MUTUAL
Some predictions say that, because of
of our respective people shall be appre- eral cargo, and returning wiih logwood
FIRE INSURANCE CO. Montpelier, Verand
our
late
consequent highspring
ciated
by our neighbors across the and coffee.
mont, for the Year Ending December 31,
The bark was fast being loaded, and priced eggs throughout the spring seaborder, the consciousness that we took
the right course should content us.
In Monday morning I asked Capt. Larsen son, eggs will be high next winter. That
1911.
take this opportunity of
ORGANIZED 1828.
all probability,
a
their friends and
however, the sober when he would need my chum, Will Con- comes, say our prognosticators, because
were late in going into cold Insurance in force Jan.
eggs
second thought of the people of Canada way.
spring
He told me to write for him to be
], 1911,..$ 89,880,207 00
are now
patrons that
to furnish coal at the
Written in 1911.
will induce reconsideration of the action on hand Thursday morning. I wrote him storage.
00
32,223,290
reduced rates until further notice. The prices
of last year.
The temporary reduction and mailed the letter that forenoon.
I
$122,103,437 00
of the duty on cement by the Canadian
Now comes what I think the most HOW TO MAKE MONEY OUT OF POULTRY Policies terminated
to
when
coal
the
in
apply
on
a
level:
during
goes
opponents of reciprocity is significant of singular incident of my life. While the
AND EGGS.
year. 26,908,816 00
the results that in due course may be ex- Springbok was being loaded, the bark
PER TON
editor
The
gives many practi- In force January 1,
poultry
Race Horse, the one 1 and my chum had
pected.
1912.$ 95,194,681 00
to
raisers
as
to
cal
suggestions
poultry
“All honor to the Democratic House, sailed in last was taken down to the head
ASSETS JANUARY 1, 1912,
.....
which stood for the good of the Nation of Rowe’s wharf and the stevedores com- how they may make more money out of
Deposit notes.$ 8,393,893 00
as a whole and prevented the repeal of
menced loading her again for Smyrna. I their business. Following is an extract: Real estate.
50 000 00
....
"As all large business houses practice Cash
the Reciprocity act, thus leaving the was down to her, and the captain wanted
deposited in bank.,.
71,358 97
door open to Canada if her people shall me to go with him again. The mate said the most rigid economy in their sales de- Cash in office.
200 00
partments, so ought the poultryman to Bills receivable.
later elect to accept our proposal.
to me, as he looked at the Springbok:
165,923 47
He ought to market his products in Bonds.
10,250 00
“I’ll bet you will get your feet soaked, do.
TRUSTS AIDED BY THE*PRESIDENT.
such a way that they will command the
if
go in that thing.’’ I told him
Total assets January 1, 1912.$ 8,691,625 44
“Combinations, of course, multiplied thatyou
market
If
the
highest
prices.
poultryj
Will Conway said she was all right,
ranidlv under such encourap-em nt and
ten days or two weeks before he
LIABILITIES.
and he wanted that we should sail to- man,
stimulation, especially as the evidence
intends to market his poultry, will shut Re-insurance reserve...$53,822 43
and
he
be
that
would
disap- them in a darkened room and feed them Losses adjusted not yet
accumulated that the executive depart- gether,
*
if I should not go.
ment of Government could be relied pointed
due. 3,610 00
three times a day on whole corn, his
Only for Will, I would have shipped at birds will be in better
upon for protection even in case of atcondition to kill or Losses reported. 8,958 70
K
once, for I liked Capt. Searles, and also
Commission and broktack by enemies.
to ship alive. If, when he dresses his
*
erage. 12,000 00
The above prices are subject to the usual 30
“We are indebted to the President for Mr. Searles, the mate, who was the caphe will only exercise a little Taxes.
poultry,
9,500 00
the evidence that his predecessor, hav- tain’s son.
more care and be a little more fussy
cash
discount
of
ton.
25
cents
23tf
days
per
87.891 13 <4
The loading of the Springbok was fining first enjoyed an interview with
about the packing and the package, he Assets to protect policy holders, $8,603,734 31
Wednesday afternoon, the hatches will be
George W. Perkins, restrained his At- ished
amply repaid when his birds arwere put on, and work of clearing the
torney General from bringing suit
rive in the market; because looks go a
$8,691,62 44 !
decks began. We were to meet at the
against the Harvester combination.
SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR 1911.
with all of us, when we are
custom
house
at
11
and
a.
I
m.,
expected long way
“For the Steel Corporation he went
our
food.
Total
buying
admitted assets.
$8,691,625 44
my chum would be there early on that
I further, for he wrote his Attorney Gen"There is no satisfaction, and but very Net surplus, not including debut for some unknown reason, he
!
eral, in advance of its absorption of the day,
little
in
posit
for
notes.
I wish to intorni the public that I have a
money
209.840 31
exchanging
eggs
groTennessee Coal & Iron Company, that failed to come. All the sailors were on ceries or
Losses paid in 1911.
389,425 59
grain.
By being careful in Losses
MARMON FIVE PASSENGER TOURING four-passenger touring car and will carry passince organization...
he had decided to interpose no objection. hand except William, the one who inpaid
8.280J64 74 CAR.
The Marmon, without question, is one sengers anywhere at any time at reasonable
duced me to go in the Springbok, instead gathering the eggs, so that they won’t Gain in assets in 1911.
297.365 23 of the
rates
For particulars write or call telephone
“Indeed, he apparently stood ready to of the
highest grade cars made and noted for 134-14.
Horse. Our captain waited become chilled in winter and so the hens
21 tf
F.
H.
ROY E. YOUNG.
&,
C.
C.
perform similar kindly offices for all cor- till 1 Race and
won’t
sit
on
their
them overnight, and by
PLUMMER,
excellent workmanship and easy riding.
was
to
anm.,
obliged
ship
porations, for he advocated the pas otherp.man.
Motor, 35 H. P., four-cylinder. Motor and
121 Exchange Street, Portland. Maine.
using a little care in sizing and selecting,
transmission were thoroughly overhauled in
sage of a statute permitting voluntary
Geniral Agents for the State of Maine.
At 3 p. m. a tug took us out of the quite an advance over the common
our shops last winter.
Car is of 1908 model,
1 submission of all engaged in interstate
dock and the pilot took charge, and in a prices may be obtained. When possible,
used
An excellent opportunity to
AGENTS
very little.
WANTED.
commerce
to Federal authority, with
3w26
sell your eggs direct to the consumer.
a high-grade car at a very iow
buy
price.
the advantage to them of immunity short time we were out past Boston light.
If not possible, get a market in your
from prosecution because of contracts At four bells (<3 o’clock) I took the wheel. nearest
CAMDEN ANCHOR ROCKLAND MACHINE
with some grocer who deals
city
seven bells were struck.
At
7.30
This
made, if stamped in advance with execin strictly farcy groceries and provisions.
RUBBERS
WEARi
COMPANV, CAMDEN. MAINE.
was something 1 had never known on
utive approval as reasonable.
This Y. iaLcr
Agree to furnish him only strictly fresh
4w26
93 MAIN STREET,
"The view of executive duty which shipboard before, and every man exceptBELFAST, MAINE
and
for
own
live
sake,
eggs,
then,
your
these acts suggest is diametrically op- ing myself at the wheel and the officer of
to
clean
up
your agreement. Carefully
filed
into
the
cabin.
In
the
a few
deck,
posite to that of that sterling Democrat,
all the eggs; don’t send any small, misPresident Jackson, who wrote, ‘The moments they were singing a beautiful
shapen or large ones. Stamp each egg
laws of the United States must be exe- sacred song. After the song, there was with a rubber
stamp, using your initials
cuted.
I have no discretionary power reading of the scriptures; then a prayer or the name of
your farm, and in a short
by the captain. And I, one who had al- time
on the subject; my duty is emphatically
you will have created a demand for
ways had great regard for Christianity,
pronounced in the Constitution.’
and
when you have created
your eggs,
said to myself:
It is good to be here.
such a demand, your eggs will bring the
THE UNIT RULE ABROGATED.
In seven days we got a pilot to take us
Wednesday night the committee voted into Cape Haitien. The people are near- highest prices, considerably more than
to abrogate the unit rule as to all State
storekeeper would pay.
ly all colored, and speak the French lan- your
“Several neighbors could send their
delegations except those where the State guage. We were in port but three weeks.
laws are mandatory to the subject. This
a cent or two per
Haitien was a rendezvous for Yan- eggs together, paying
had the effect of giving Woodrow Wil- Cape
dozen to one of their number for doing
kee gunboats during the Civil War, and
the business, and in this way all would
son 18 votes from Ohio and may cause a
--their mail was sent to Boston on the
break in other delegations. It was hailed
a little.
Springbok. We completed the trip in gain
a session
also
be
! as a great Wilson victory in
"Economy may
practiced by
that had been marked by a prolonged forty-seven days.
On arriving, the owners told me that several poultrymen in one locality, coWilson demonstration. The .vote of the
and
their
operating
buying
grain in carchum came down to the office when
Maine delegation was as follows: Yes, my
load or half car-load lots, direct from
tiro
WqH hourt frnno
a limit
tom
Vionra
7; no, 2; not voting, 3. E. L. Jones was Finding we had sailed, he went on board the miller; in this way saving the profits
re-elected a member of tlje Democratic
of the local grain-dealer.”
the Race Horse, and the captain wanted
National committee.
him to go second mate, and he shipped
The credentials committee overturned
and went in her. She was
when

and gave the ten seats from South Dakota to Clark delegates, in the first ac'o
tual test of strength between the Wilhips to gain his am- son and anti-Wilson forces.
By a vote
of 28 to 23, the committee unseated the
mental condition to ten Wilson delegates who had then redanger to the Re- ceived the highest vote in the State pri1
tmg aside a custom maries June 4th, and gave the seats to the
Clark delegation headed by Andrew E.
y bulwark against
n
whose ambition Lee. This was one of the two delegations that had run under the Clark ban■u’i and whose selfish
K'tory and power | ner, their combined vote exceeding that
M-ruples with which | of the Wilson ticket.
At
the
session Thursday evening
'■en endowed.
Bryan led the convention into a declara!
SUFFICIENT.
tion of progressiveness unheard of in
"
threw his hat in
political history. A resolution intro!,> slug his
opponent duced by him, which was passed by a
1 "S
light for a third two-thirds
majority, declared the con'll its achievement?
vention opposed to the nomination of
:
power would have
any candidate for president under obligaNation. A third term tion to J.
Pierpont Morgan, Thomas F.
'' I
ted his desire for
Ryan, August Belmont or any of the
rms slipped away
j “privilege seeking class.” The resoluiscover greater intion was as follows:
notion, to a form of
Resolved, that in this crisis in our party’s
usher! under it and to career
and in our country’s history, this con'ns
imperious will.
vention sends greetings to the people of the
ho menaced us with United States and assures them that the
party
;,,i'al power by usur- of Jefferson and of Jackson is still the chami-'lits and without au- pion of popular government and equality benioiial amendment; the fore the law. As proof of our fidelity to the
i"
we hereby declare ourselves
opposed
Isthmus of Panama, people,
to the nomination of any candidate for Presi‘sIchate about it after- dent
who is the representative of, or under
having enough any obligation, to J. P. Morgan, Thomas F.
"get on its famous Ryan, August
,,
!•,,
Belmont, or any other member
Jc,he.
sent
it without of the privilege hunting and favor seeking
(
class.
'Itress,
it
to
leaving
in,
apBe it further
that we demand the
Ic-rr' -hatfor the return when withdrawal fromresolved,
this convention of any delenecessary.
gate or delegates constituting or representing
,an who
advocated Fed- the above-named interests.
for the increase of
asn
The Nebraskan was interrupted by
the lightening
cheers several times during the reading
,n the
wh.
incorporators; of the
resolution, which after much ex!,,rized the absorption
citement and shifting of votes, was
oa' & Iron
•H
Company carried by 889 to
196.
■'iJ he

save you a lot of trouble and
money, too.
Send your orders early and don’t expect
to have your chicks shipped the day after
you order them.
You know you cannot
get them until after they are hatched.”

got

[CONTINUED

ON PAGE

4.]

THE CHOICE OF A HUSBAND
is too important a matter for a woman to be
handicapped by weakness, bad blood or. foul
breath. Avoid these kill-hopes by taking Dr.
King’s Life Pills. New strength, fine complexion, pure breath, cheerful spirits—things
that win men follow their use. Easy, safe,
sure, 25c at all druggist.

reported

SHIPPING DAY-OLD CHICKS.

passed in through the strai.s of Gib“A great many people are surprised to
raltar, and was never heard from after. hear that chicks, before they are fairly
me
to
go in the dried
My chum hac induced
[off, can be safely sent by express
Springbok, and he himself went in the from two hundred to one thousand miles
Race Horse, which vessel must have been and reach their
destination alive and in
lost with all on board, the crew consistgood condition, tiut such is the case,
ing of twelve men all told.
and today the shipping of day-old chicks
When we were paid off for the trip, is a
great business, thousands and
Capt. Larsen said he would like for us all thousands of the little chaps being
to go again; and as we knew the vessel
shipped all over the world during the
would be in port only a week or ten days,
hatching season.
we told him we would be glad to go.
We
“Some people do not know that a
vessel
the
while
around
she
was
hung
chick, which escapes from the shell in
being loaded, and would be down to her which it has been a prisoner for three
every day. One day, as we were stand- weeks, will stand a lot of abuse and
live,
ing on the wharf, one of the men, a Rus- provided you are not too harsh with it.
sian Finn, said to me: You are going Nature has
a
of
nourprovided
supply
second mate this time, are you not?” ishment for the little fellov
in the form
“Not that I know of,” I replied. He of the
of the egg, from which it is
yolk
said: “Mr. Land, our mate, told me you hatched.
The chick comes from the
were.”
shell with the undigested yolk yet in its
I was the only Yankee on board. Just
body, and this furnishes all the food that
then the captain came out of the cabin the chick needs for
the first forty-eight I

she

and called me in. He asked me if 1 would
like to go second mate, and 1 told him I
would. He said he would give me $50 a
month and he handed me a $50 treasThat was
ury note bearing interest.
my month’s advance, which it was customary to pay a man when he joined a
vessel.
The captain told me 1 could go on duty
the next morning. The next morning I
went to work, and although under a foreign flag, there was nothing unpleasant.
The captain was a fine Christian man, a
member of Rev. Phineas Stow’s Seaman’s Bethel church. He had been presented with a Bethel flag, which, when
in port Sundays away from Boston, he
would fly from the topgallantmast truck
to let the crews of hther vessels know
that there would be services on board,
that all who wished might attend them’.
The services would consist of sacred
song, prayer, reading of the Scriptures,
exhortation by the
captain, closing with
some familiar seaman’s sacred
song, that
all might join in the singing.
While we were in Cape Haitien, about
the middle of April, 1865, one morning,
four gunboats came in sight. All were

decked throughout with American flags
at every place where a flag could be set.
We knew that some important event had
taken

joyful
ered.

place;

and we soon received the
news that Gen. Lee had surrendThe officers went on shore and

hours of its life. When the little chicks
packed away for several hours during
shipment, they continue to gain strength
and are much better off than if they
were exposed to the sudden changes of
running in and out of the hover of the
brooder. And these are the reasons why
so many are safely sent.
“After the chicks are hatched and
nicely dried off, they are ,eady for shipment. I have found baskets to be excellent for shipping the little fellows in
small lots of from twelve to fifty. These
baskets should be strong and low. About
four inches is the proper height. I line
the basket well with burlap. Cut clover
and chaff are placed in the bottom. The
chicks are then put in and a cover of
burlap sewed over the top of the basket.
A label, ‘LIVE CHICKS,’ is sewed on
in a conspicuous place, and they are
ready for shipment I like baskets best,
for they are light and easily handled.
Manufacturers can supply you with any
sized basket you wish.
"If you prefer to ship in boxes, make
them four inches high, of light material,
and line them the way mentioned for the
basket. If any great number are to be
shipped, the chicks can be placed in
boxes containing several decks. Don’t
feed them anything for the journey. It
is injurious to them.
“The shipping of day-old chicks has
come to stay.
Buying young chicks will
are

j
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thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date

illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer,
thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
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working farmer and interests every man or woman in
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over
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lame foot.

C. Cook of Phillips is visiting his son, M.
A. Cook, on Main street.
Herbert M. Dodge of Roslindale, Mass., was
in town Friday on business.
A.

Mrs. Nellie Brown of Waltham, Mass., is the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Clifton Whittum.
Amos Nichols of Lynn, Mass., is visiting his
aunt, Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols, on Water street.

Rest and Tea Room, W. A. Griffin,
proprietor, which is situated about half way
between the villages of Stockton Springs and
Searsport,opened about three weeks ago and is
Mrs. C. M. Nichols was in North Searsport doing a good business in spite of the ynfavorlast week, the guest of Miss Mary C. Plum- able weather at the start. A first class line of
mer.
sandwiches, salads, cakes, doughnuts, pies and
Mrs. David W. Nickels, who has been visit- ice-cream find a ready sale and are much aping relatives in Presque Isle, has returned preciated by the many automobile travelers.
Parties out for an evening pleasure drive find
home.
a lunch at Griffin’s Auto Rest one of the deDr. Fairchild had new potatoes for dinner
of the trip. The food is cooked and
Sunday, raised on the farm of William P. Sar- | lights
served by the pioprietor's daughters
daintily
gent.
and all who partake are sure to be well
Joseph P. Curtis of Everett, Mass., arrived pleased. The place, situated as it is on such
Sunday and is at the Curtis homestead on an automobile thoroughfare, and being the
Main street.
i only Tea Room of the kind in the vicinity is
ce to auto travelers.
The Boys’ Band gave a very delightful band surely a great convenien
concert on the band stand on Main street FriChadbourne
Sumner
Pattee, nee Miss
Mrs.

day

evenii g.

Eastport.

Mrs.

Ida Baker of Waltham, Mass., arrived
is at the Field homestead on

Sunday and
Steamboat

The Auto

Lillian

O. C. Atwood and Miss Clara Atwood
left Monday to attend the 4th of July celebraMrs.

tion in

STOCKTON

quested

Michael Ward has been laid up the past

days with

The children of the Bible school are reto meet at the conference room at 10.30
o'clock so as to march to the church in a body and
occupy the front seats during the service. All
parents of small children who would care to
have their children baptized are invited to improve the opportunity of the Baptismal service
at this time. Even though not church members
at present, parents are earnestly urged to thus
recognize the Christian birthright of their children in this Holy Sacrament.
vice.

SEARSPORT.

avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Gilkey of Camden
wrere in town in their auto Sunday, visiting
relatives and friends.

Mowry, gave

an

afternoon

bridge

last

guest, Dr. Loretta
Cummins of Brookline. The guests filled four
tables and Miss Florence Colcord having a
score of 2004 was high line, receiving a dainty
chafing-dish apron. Miss Lou Leib, whose
score was something like 200, was given a
toy drum. A buffet lunch was served during
the playing, Miss Elizabeth Havener of Wor-

Saturday in honor

of her

cester, dipping punch. The guests were Miss
Katherine, Miss Marjorie and Miss Doris Treat
of New York, Miss Rebecca Ross, Miss Mabel
Griffin, Miss Lucy A. Sargent, Miss Harriet
Erskine, Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood, Miss Jessie
Nickerson, Miss Harriet Roulstone, Mrs. S. L.
Fairchild, Miss Lieb and Miss Colcord. Mrs.
Pattee was assisted by her mother, Mrs. Ella
Mowry,in introducing her guest. Some very delightful music was rendered during the afternoon by the Misses Treat, violinist and pianist.

SPRINGS.

Work at the sardine factory is quite brisk.
Between 75 and 80 operatives are now employed; over 45 being women and girls, in the pack-

ing

room.

Mr. L. S. Whitmore, an associate of Mr.
Crawford Treat of this village in Colby College, spent Monday in town canvassing for
a book.
Horace M. Griffin, Middle street, will
entertain the Ladies’Aid Society, Friday afternoon for sewing.
Please note the change of
Mrs.

day

of

meeting.

Mr. Albert Bennett, Middle street, is, at this
writing—Monday—quite seriously ill, from an
attack of pleurisy, threatening pneumonia.
Dr. C. E. Britto is in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dearborn of Pittsfield,
are the guests of their daughter and husband,
Mr. nd Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, for
a fortnight.
They arrived Monday.
Mrs. Man ter Decrow, School street, was in
Boston early last week, returning June 26th
accompanied by her invalid sister, Mrs. Kibler
and her daughter, also by another niece.
Miss Inez C. Hanson, daughter of Mr. and
Hanson, Sandypoint road, is pre-

Mrs. Wellman

pared to give piano lessons during the summer
months. Especial attention will be given beginners.

The News

The Ladies' Aid had ice cream
lawn yesterday afternoon.

Susie A. Cousens reached home last
Friday from Brockton, Mass., to spend her
vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
H. Cousens, Church street. Old friends gladly greet her in her native town.
Miss

on

FREEDOM.

Mr. Dow’s

E. O. Stantiul is building a very nice henhouse for Roscoe E. Webber.
very weak
long time.

Drusilla Roberts continues
has been

an

invalid for

a

Mrs. B. F. Stantial and

son

She

Maynard have

a visit in Vassalboro.
Miss Reba Jones of Lowell, Mass., is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Eva Gould, for the summer.

returned from

Mrs. Martha E. Luce has for several weeks
the guest of her sister, Mrs. A. E. Dow.
Goldin Crown lodge, K. of P., will call off

been

their regular meetings until the last of August.

Gorham Hamblen and wife, who now live at
their village place, get out to the farm occa-

sionally.
Marsh River Lodge, F. & A. M., will suspend
their usual communications through the hot
weather.
M. M. Leonard, who has his new house up
covered, will suspend operations during

and
the

haying

season.

and Mrs. Samuel H. Lord have been in
Brooks the past week, called here by the death
and funeral of Galen Forbes.
Mr.

cultivation of the potato is the
chief occupation of the farmers and the next
business, which is close at hand, is haying.
And

Mr. and Mrs. A1vah C. Treat were in Prospect last Sunday to attend the memorial service for the deceased members of the Knights
of Pythias and the Sisterhood during the past
twelve months.

ot Brooks.

now

the

Skilled help on the farms is scarce and expensive, and M. J. Dow is personally attending
to that branch of his business, leaving help to
look after the store.

Several of the local Friends attended the

Mr. Wheeler Danforth is
Frank.
Dr. M. M. Small and
friends in Week’s Milla.
Mrs. Almatia Wescott
busineas June 28th.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry

visiting

family
was

his

are

in Belfast

tour

on

June 26th.

give just the service ev,r.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sampson took
ride to Houlton June 30th.

an

Mr. Henry Boothbay, an old
resident
village, is here calling on friends.

housekeeper wants,

on

on

Sizes and

the

variety

Mrs. Dr. Hurd from Waterville called
on her
friend Miaa Winifred Dodge June 28th
Mr. and Mrs. George Worth have
moved to
their farm in Unity for the
summer.

of

I

Mrs. D. W. Dodge and daughter
Winifred
in Waterville shopping June
27th.

in

all

needs

kind,

181181

%

Through the generosity of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Nichols several from this
place attended
the meeting of the Eastern Star
in Thorndike
June 27th.

«

possibly produce.
CO., Bangor, ^

the modern clarion

Established 1839

ISOLD

Rev. J. Burford Parry a former
pastor of
Freedom church, graduated from Yale
University with honors in all of his studies.
Mrs. Charles Danforth and
sons, Norman
and Dana, from Fairfield were
guests of
Danforth’s mother, Nellie Banton, the
past
week.

Mrs".

styles

to meet

but only
0„e
quality—the best w-

were

Mr. Knowles Bangs is in
Searsport helping
his son, Harry Bangs, Esq.,
repair his barn.
Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Cross of Morrill
visited
their uncle, Hon. D. W. Dodge, and
their son
Perley the past week.

de|a,.'

without needless expert
5* Efficiency and
economy
j characterize this remarks
^ ble line.

auto

of

bother, without

out

their

Dr. Sedgwick from Unity
village called
Dr. M. M. Small June 30th.

RANGEsi

QUALITY

viaiting

Kenney started

wedding

I CLARION

son

WOOD & BISHOP
BY W. A.

HALL, BELFAST
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| Spring-Summer Wear
Its not too bad, and not too
good,
But I do like to see men dress as
they should

•

They can do it if they buy their Furnishing
monthly meeting recently held at Vassalboro.
Among them was Fred Moulton, whose father,
Joseph Plummer and friend of Boston were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols had a
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Intei
family rethe late George Moulton, was very prominent
in town Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
union of their children and grandchildren June
A
in
woven
or Everwe; r), Lamson & Hubbard
Mr.
that
Lester
M.
street.
on
Norris
Hamilton
society.
Bragg came last Thursday
23rd. Their son Edward and his wife from
Hats
from Fall River, Mass., to remain through a
Dr. and Mrs. Irving Pendleton, two children
Boston
who
are
were
families
The friends of the Bessey
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
present; also his moth r, Mary
two weeks’ vacation with his mother, Mrs.
and maid, of Lewiston are the guests of Capt.
located in Zanesville, Ohio, are thankful that Whitney, from Unity village. Four generaJennie M. Bragg, at the home of her parents,
Collars, Yale Union Suits—I 'am agent for these
1. PF.endleton at Park.
the recent tornado which passed over that city, tions were present and a good time was
enjoyand Mrs. Ralph Morse, West Main street.
Capt.
The Village Cemetery Association received a
doing much damage and causing several deaths, ed by all.
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere m
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Libby have moved into did them no personal harm.
$10 donation from George A. Sweeney of AtMiss Winnifred Dodge gave a linen shower
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps
Mrs. Avajina C. Griffin’s house,
tleboro, Mass., recently.
foonfttie
Sylvan street, ! We were all glad to see Hollis Blackstone on Tuesday afternoon June 25th for Mias Ethel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
StinSearsport.
North
instead
of
into the Moulton house, West Main and wife when they were here recently from Mae Vose, in honor of her
Mrs. E. S. Dolliver and Mrs. O. C. Atwood
approaching marP.
Masonic
the
of
the
Waldo
Counson attended
meeting
street, as was announced last week, their 1 their home in Bridgewater, Mass. Mrs. Black- riage with Mr. Hariy
spent Thursday in Winterport, guests of Mr. |
Kenney of Burnham.
ty Veteran association in South Newburgh, plans having been changed. Mrs. G. will board | stone, a daughter of the late A. J. Roberts, Thirty-six of their young lady friends were
and Mrs. Lewis Atwood.
M A A A A Tr
tit
»**».«
June 27th, and report the time of their
U1CUI.
passed her girlhood in Brooks and was a part >n attendance. Games were played and reSch. Helena, Capt. Fernald, arrived Monday
of Belfast is visiting at'
Reed
.Miss
lives...
of
in
the
!
social
occasion
freshments
place.
every
ferwere
of
Miss Lillian A. Simmons, accompanied by j
served on the lawn.
from North Weymouth with 300 tons
Miss
| the old homestead in this place.F. E. | her niece, Miss Frances Kimball of Brookline,
The death of Mrs. Elzadia M. Neally of Mon- Dodge requested Miss Vose’s help about some
tinzer to tne a. a. v..
SHIP NEWS.
Bankrupt's Petition t\,r ;
Stinson is builing an addition to his store, :
j
In the matter of
Mass., arrived from Boston, June 22nd, to join roe calls special attention again to Chaa. Nealviuiiiig meir aosence
,
Miss Ethel N. Wentworth of Boston is the
from
the lawn a basket filled with ehe
AMERICAN PORTS.
Timothy G. Fellows, In Bai
her sister, Miss.Mabel F. Simmons, in the fam- ly and wife, who for years took an active part I
gifts
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Went- Craig of Bangor are visiting Mrs. Craig's
4
Bankrupt,
New York, June 26. Ar, schs James H Hoyt,
ily home, School street, for the summer. Wel- in the social affairs of Brooks, as this was was placed in one of the trees with a rope runworth, Mount Ephraim road.
To the Hon. Clarence H
Vinalhaven; Annie P Chase, Bangor; Wm E
mother, Mrs. Stone of this place-Parties come to familiar scenes!
!
really their home for all social occasions. Mr. ning to another tree. Under the basket was : Downes, Charleston; 27, ar, schs Pendleton
District Court of the l nr
Nehemiah Roulstone is at home from Bos- are occupying the Carter cottage at the head
a large chair.
placed
On
their
in
return
was
the
Masonic
Miss
District of Maine.
lodge
Mr. Crawford S. Griffin arrived June 26th | Neally
prominent
Satisfaction, Portland; Charles E Wyman, Banof the lake.... A. Stinson’s cottage is for rent
ton and is the guest of his mother, Mrs. Flora
asked
for
New
all
Kit
but
who
Dodge
Rochelle;
Huntand
of
Harvest
Home
one.
was
the
first
master
was
gor
to be seated
Carson.do.via
TIMOTHY G. FELLOWS
from his present home in
Aroostook
Kingman,
or for sale.
Call at the store....A. Stinson
Roulstone, on Reservoir street.
ington, L I; 29, ar, stmr Millinocket, Stockton; the County of Waldo, and
in the chair, to join hands in a circle,
!
£>he said ! schs Robert H
Co., for a brief call upon his brothers, sisters grange. He and Mrs. Neally for many years
McCurdy, Aguirre; David Baird, said District,
met with a bad accident last Saturday while at
;•
the game could not be played without some
Mrs. W. F. Runnells of Newburyport, Mass.,
i were a feature of all public and private meetand
Charleston, S C; Wm Bisbee, Stonington; Flora the 25th day ofrespectfully
other
relatives
in
his
j
native town. He
work near Wm. J. Matthews’ on F. E. StinMay, last pa,
one in the chair, so she tried first one
is the guest of Hon. and Mrs. W. C. T. Runof the order, and the death of both is a
and then Condon, New Haven; 30, ar, schs Wm Jones,
ings
judged
left
for
under
home
bankrupt
the
by Friday's early train, many old
son’s cottage. A staging gave away, letting
another until she asked Miss Vose to be seated Stockton; Harriet C Whitehead, Stonington;
nells on Mount Ephraim road.
relating to bankruptcy; that
distinct loss to this community.
associates regretting the brevity of his
Alice Pendleton, Savannah; July 2, ar. schs rendered all his
him fall backward, striking on his head and
tarry.
and then the game worked all
property and
much to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Marks of Monmouth,
right,
W
Henry
Haines, Stockton; Seguin, Sullivan; t>*» an<I has fully complied w:;
Galen Forbes, who had been an invalid for Miss Voses
Hon. and Mrs. Charles S. Hichborn of Aushoulders. A large iron bar came down point
astonishment, for she was surely Annie B Mitchell, Long Cove.
were in town last week, guests of his brother,
merits of said Acts and of
tl
first, entering the arm near the elbow joint j gusta arrived in Stockton last Saturday to re- the past year, passed away last week and the well showered with linen gifts, l nh useful and
June 26.
Boston,
Ar, sch Annie & Reuben, touching his
on
Elm
street.
E.
Marks,
George
bankruptcy.
at
the
funeral
was
held
main
homestead,
with
vein.
work
their
sch
saved
Surday
and severing a large
Quick
Otronto, Stockton; sld,
sisters, the Misses Hichborn,
Wherefore he prays. That
beautiful. Following is a list of what the bas- I Stonington; 28, ar,
schs Gilbert Stancliffe. Bangor; Mary Weaver, by the Court to
W. B. Ford of Melrose Highlands, arrived him from
have a full
bleeding to death. Mr. S. wishes to Chui".h street, over the Fourth of July. Many Rev. H. G. Booth officiating. The village choir ket contained: A pair of towels, Myra Tweedie;
do; Helena, Searsport; 30, ar. sch Fannie & debts provable against his
Sunday and is the guest of his sister, Mrs. express his thanks to Mr. and especially to old friends welcome Mr. H. in his native town; I was in attendance, and a large number of lunch
Hazel Sparrow, Avis Myrick, Fay, Stonington; July 1. ar, schs Willis & Guy,
cloth,
bankruptcy
on
Main
street.
Acts,
Jerome,
except sue
were
to
George
and extend a cordial greeting to Mrs. H., on friends and acquaintances
pay Nellie Clement and
present
He is
Mrs. Matthews for services rendered.
Clara Ingraham; a pair of Bangor; Nelson Y McFarland, do; 2, ar, schs cepted by law from such dwI
St Croix, Stockton; Fannie F Hall, Bangor;
the last tribute of respect to one whom all es- towels. Hazel Knowlton
her first visit to her husband’s
|
Dated
this
26th
birthplace.
Mrs. L. C. Havener and children of Worces- doing well at this date, July 1st.
and Gladys Nichols; a
day of Jur
Ida, do.
TIMOTHY G. FFI.l."
Mrs. James A. Flanders ai rived June 25th teemed and loved. The affair was strictly of a pair of towels, Effie Flye; lunch cloth, Amatia I Guayanilla, P R, June 25. Ar, sch
ter, Mass., arrived Friday and are at the PenAugustus
Dr. Amelia Ford Wins Spelling Bee. We
ORDER OF NOIIO It
private nauire. The Patron badge was, how- Vose; towel, Grace Clark; table cover, Mabel H Babcock, Philadelphia.
from Lexington, Kentucky, to join her
dleton homestead on Main street.
family
clip the following from the Milwaukee, Wis., at their
Cabo Rojo, R 1, June 20.
to his breast. Galen was a very
Sld, bark Penob- District of Maine, ss.
Farwelland Winnifred Dodge; a pair of towels,
recently leased home (the former ever, pinned
Miss Gladys Eyre has returned from a week’s Free Press:
scot, Boston.
On this 29th day of June,
Capt. David Ames place) East Main street. estimable young man ani the sympathy of the Mrs. Sampson; tray cloths, Nellie Jones; towel,
Charleston, June 25. Ar, sch Mary A Hall, ing the foregoing- petition, it
trip to New York and will spend the summer
Dr. Amelia Ford, professor of history, won
community is extended to the bereaved family. Mrs. Pearl Fuller; lunch
Later in the summer, Mr. and Mrs. F.
Providence.
Edna
and
Ordered
the “spelling bee” in which the faculty of
cloth,
with her mother at the Eyre cottage.
expect
by the Court, That
Brunswick, Ga, June 29. Sld, sch John Paul, upon the same on the 9th da-.
Milwaukee-Downer college took part in the col- to have their several married children with
Christie Knowlton; a pair of towels, Mrs. S. A.
V/. W. Palmer and family of Bangor arrived
Washington.
1912, before said Court a' I
lege chapel last night, and was awarded a book them for visits. Miss Lucretia and Mr. “Jack”
and Lena Plummer; handkerchief,
Mrs. Fred Ham and niece, Minniebell Bacon
Bryant
Jacksonville, June 28. Sld, sch Josephine, triet, at ten o’clock in the
last week and have leased the F. H. Cleaves of “Broken Words” by W. W. Wight, president
of Unity, were in town over Sunday, visiting bannie Murch; ribbon case, Vivian Small; emPhiladelphia.
notice thereof be published
of board of trustees, who acted as arbitrator. are already here.
house on Park street for the summer.
Port Arthur, Tex. June 29.
Sld, sch Freder- Journal, a newspaper
of
Wallace
Estes.
oroidered
The word “guerrilla” proved Miss Ford’s
the family
apron, Zelpha Bessey; $2 in money,
The many friends of Miss Hazel
printick A. Duggan, Baltimore.
Houghton
Mr. and Mrs. John Appleton of Bangor ar- ! stumbling block.
and that all known creditorFor nearly fifteen minutes
Mrs. B. F. Stantial and son Maynard have Mrs. E. E. Vose; tray cloth, Orrie Worth. Miss
of Bangor in Stockton
Newport News. July 1. Ar, schs Janies W in interest, may
village will be interestrived last week and have leased the Hopkins “Teacher” Wight shot such words as “diastasiat
appear
now Mrs. Harry Kenney, wishes to thank
j
Paul. Jr, Bangor; Mary E Palmer, do.
place, and show cause, f
metry,” “isogoniostat,”
heslhogenous” and ed to learn of her approaching marriage to Mr. been spending several days at Oak Grove, at- Vose,
"house on Howard street for the season.
her friends for their kindness to her and
Bangor. June 26. *Ar, schs Elsie A Bayles, the prayer of said
“diacathodic” at her, and quick as a flash she Fred L. R.
the
Friends
conference.
hopts
yearly
petit,
Piper of Boston. The quiet cere- tending
Elizabethport; Grace Davis, New York; sld, granted.
Mrs. Wellington and a party of New Yorke£
she may soon have the privilege of helping tc
spelled them correctly. Then, suddenly, came mony will be performed on July the
sch Grace J. Boston; 27, sld, schs Charles
Lawrence Estes has returned from Hebron
Anri it is further Ordered
twentyarrived Monday and have leased the Cyrus “guerrilla,” and after hesitating a moment,
some of the young ladies quite as
surprise
Davenport, Newport News; Susie P Oliver,. the C. lerk shall send by mu
The letters seventh at the home of her parents, Mr. and
I Miss Ford spelled it “guerilla.”
somewhat improved in health, and is now ocTrue homestead on Main street for the sum- had no sooner
Stockton and New York; 28, sld, schs A F tors
passed her lips than she realized Mrs. G. M. Houghton, the young couple going cupying a camp in the grove of pines on the much as they surprised her.
copies of said petitie"
Kind berg. New
mer.
her mistake, but it was too late. She was given
Yyrk, Lizzie D Snell, do; 29, ar, dressed to them at their ;
to Winthrop Beach to board for the summer.
sch Gilbert Stancliffe, Boston; 30, sld. sch Mary
Calvin Rose farm. His wife is caring for him.
enthusiastic applause as she stepped from the
stated.
LINCOLN VTLLE.
Ann McCann. Sag Harbor; July 2, sld, schs R
V\ itness the Honorablt
Harold Marshall of Boston arrived Sunday rostrum.
The following weather was enjoyed in StockMiss Drusilla Roberts, whose health has
Burton Grey arrived Saturday from Bar
L Tay, New York; Carrie A Bucknam, StockMiss Ellen C. Sabin, president of the college, ton last
Judge of the said Court,
to spend the Fourth in town, and is the guest
week: Sunday, fine day, very warm; been very poor for several months, went to
ton
and
N
Boston,
Y;
Harbor
for
a
Eagle,
short visit with his mother, Mrs.
at Portland, in said Distru
was forced to leave the platform while three
of his mother, Mrs. Julia Marshall, on Elm
Searsport, June 25. Sld. stmr, Kennebec, June, A. 1). 1912.
of her instructors remained. Miss Sabin miss- Monday, beautiful sky, very summer-like; Bangor, June 24th, and entered the hospital
Effie Grey
The schools in town closed FriNorfolk; 26, sld, barge Nanticoke, Rockland;
street.
ed on the word “eleemosynary.” Miss Sabin Tuesday, lovely June weather—‘ Then, if
E.
her.
Dr.
A.
JAMES!
there.
[D. S.]
Kilgore
accompanied
ever,
j1
day for the summer vacation. ..Vacationists an
28, ar, stmr Kanawha. Newport News; July 1,
A true copy of
essayed to spell the word, beginning "eele” come perfect days”
petit; >n
Levi
Trundy, Lester Whittier, Herbert and
-Wednesday, charming
Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins left some time summer visitors are daily arriving.Mrs. ar, sch Helma, Weymouth,
then gave up amid laughter and applause
Attest: JAMES i
Stockton, June 26. Sld, stmr Millinocket,New
Partridge and James P. Butman, who have from the audience for the attempt she had morning, very warm, slight thunder shower, in ago for their cottage at Bayside, where they Carrie Pendleton of Boston is boarding at Mrs.
! York; 27, ar, sch Susie I* Oliver, Bangor to load
afternoon; Thursday, clear day, just comfort- will
been attending school at Kent’s Hill, are at made.
spend the remainder of the summer. Mrs. E. T. Churchill’s ...Miss Retta Cilley is a for New Yo"k; 28, ar, schs Telumah and Edith
Here are some of the words that the educa- ably warm;
less warm, but hazy, rather F. W. Brown,
home.
Friday,
is
with
them
three
for
of
Mrs.
Effie
Jr.,
guest
Nathan
Miller ar- McIntyre, -; 29, sld. sch St Croix, Boston;
tors “came a cropper” on:
Grey...
hot atmosphere toward night;
Saturday, rain weeks and is greatiy enjoying the rest and rived from Boston Monday, accompanied by July 2, ar, stmr Millinocket, N Y.
W. P. Sargent dug potatoes Saturday the
February
galop
eleemosynary
Portland. June 26. Sld, bark Mabel I Meyers, CLEANING.
in morning, beautiful, warm afternoon.
size of a hen’s egg, that were planted April skewer
isosceles
Mr. Lawrence Brady, who will visit him for a Turks Island.
offertory
recreation.
promissory
Stockton centers its political interest just
pseudonym
18th, TO days ago—the first potatoes of the foible
few
STEAM Phi.>
days-Miss May Trafton of Malden, | Islesboro, June 26. Sld, sch John R Penrose,
Geo. W. Miller is heartily enjoying his readage
sumptuous
guerrilla
season.
now—Monday—on the strenuous efforts of the covered health and strength this spring, and is Mass., is a guest at The Hall cottage_Miss Stonington. Me, and Providence.
license
fricassee
wheel
(ind lii
FOKFIC.N.
Democratic National convention to nominate
The chapel resounded with shrieks of girlish
Rev. C. H. McElhiney and daughter Mabel
making and caring for a nice garden and large Georgia Etta Hall visited in Rockland first of
Salina Cruz, June 27.8 a m.
the party candidate for Presidential honor!
Ar, stmr VirCUSTOM
CLOTHf1
the
as one by one the staid professors
week....Rev.
Mr.
Baker
will
hold
laughter
a
Unia
He is having
stable
returned last week from Princeton, where Mr.
strawberry patch.
ginian, Greene, Honolulu.
29, 2 p m, sld,
were spelled down on simple words, some of
Bryan declares: “The influences that domierected in connection with his house, which is tarian service at the 'lown Hall Sunday even- stmr Arizonian, Nichol.-. San Diego.
McEihiney preached the St. John’s sermon on them of only one syllable. The plan at first nated the
At 52 High Strut
convention and made it a
Chicago
Puerto
7th.
The
male
June
ing July
26,
Mexico,
quartette will be in atAr, stmr
p m.
a fine addition, making a very pretty residence.
followed had the “class” divided into two secSunday.
farce are here; and more brazenly at work
tendance.
1HI f
Mrs. Grace Mahoney gave a party Californian. Blake, New York.
one under the leadership of President
tions,
Mr. and Mrs. Thayer of Worcester, Mass,
Stanley Perkins and Everett Tasker are at at her home last Saturday afternoon in honor
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Sabin, and with Miss Ford in charge of the than they were at Chicago !” W hat will the
who recently bought Miss Mildred Shute’s other. When a member of one team failed to National outcome
be in November? Will the Bayside for some two weeks, painting the cot- of her daughter, Geneva. A most
Portland, July 1. Bark Kremlin, was damdelightful
house on Leach street, are in town for the spell a word correctly and a member of the
wishes of the rank and file of the
tages belonging to Ezra Carpenter and Al- afternoon was passed with games of all kinds. aged by fire yesterday. Her main and mizzen
:
other spelled it correctly, the leader of the
voting
popmasts
and most of her sails and considerable
summer.
meda Daggett. Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter and
Ice cream and cake were served on the lawn of her rigging was burned; atterhouse i> gone
winning team was privileged to choose a mem- ulation be triumphant?
the
ber
of
the
Roberts
went
down
in
their
to
E.
G.
Model
all
Mrs.
Ford
in
Mr. and
T.
opposing,
object being get
and about 12 streaks of plank on side w ill have
Capt. James B. Parse of the steamer Texan
\
The Current Events Club observed June
and at 5 p. m. a chicken supper was
served, to he
the nv mbers on one team. It soon became
j
auto last week, and Mr. Carpenter took the
of the American-Hawaiian line, is at home for
replaced; there is no damage to beams or Roadster type, with e\tr
with assorted cukes, cookies and fruit in
evident that nothing would be accomplished in ! 26th as its Field Day, riding to Belfast by
that it can be transform*
is
held
retimbers;
and
survey
being
today
a two weeks’ stay with his family on Steamboat for New York June 29th.
this manner, and the familiar plan of “spelling buckboard, surry and automobile,
abundance. Miss Geneva was the recipient of pairs will be mac’e.
F.*p.
Schr. Sulim I’On also four passenger car
dining at the
down” was begun.
boat avenue.
caught fire and was burned to the water’s edge, spedometer, lights, t
new Colonial hotel and
Mr. Charles Ryer injured his hand with a
many pretty gifts.
Following are those in and
attending a vaudeville
Before Mr. Wight had gone around the circle
treads, Cur may be seen
will he a total loss.
j performance in the afternoon
Miss Ethel Carr arrived Sunday from Walnail and now has a very serious case of blood- attendance: Annie Richards, teacher in the
at the recently
once, six of the instructors had “fallen out” on
A. .1
tham, Mass., and will spend her vacation with the words promissory, enthusiasm, isosceles, opened “opera-house,” all of which proved poisoning. He was treated for a week or Miller district, who chaperoned the party; Miss
IIOKN
and
Five
more
February.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carr, on Mount ; license, discrepitude
highly enjoyable, the weather being most de- more by the local ^physicians, but on Sunday Madeline Russ, Ruth Hurd, Mildred, Callie and
went on the next round on the words fricassee, |
Candage. In Sedgwick, June 3, to Mr. and
Ephraim road.
stratagem, anaesthetic, anemone and coterie. lightful, the hoste Iry attractive, the service evening it was decided to remove him to the Mary Lermond, Leslie and Frederick Grey and Mrs. Fred C andage, a
daughter, Dorothy Agnes.
excellent and the theatrical presentations Belfast General Hospital and A. B. Payson Clarence Mahoney. A beautiful birthday cake
ivir. ana ivirs. in. u. newes ana miss juiia is. I Pseudonym, hippopotamus, eleemosynary and
Ellis. In Belfast, June 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
too much for four others,
Sullivan of Waltham, Mass., arrived Saturday idiosyncracy proved
pleasing throughout—a well spent day, long to took him the *e in his auto, his brother, George was cut by the hostess ...Don’t forget the Mart** lie E. Ellis, a daughter
and
and
italicize
left Miss Ford alone.
ecstacy
Gross. In Ocean ville, June 18, to Mr. and
be remembered by each participant.
and are guests of Judge and Miss Sullivan on j
Ryder, accompanying them. Dr. Tapley did 4th of July celebration at the village. Dance Mrs. Forrest W.
Miss Ford is a native of Searsport, the only
Gross, a son, Yondelle Forrest
Water street for a few weeks.
not wait an hour, but immediately operated, at Thomas Hall in the evening.
J.
French
4 HMIMM KAUMCS N<
East
Main
Capt.
Hichborn,
HIGGINS. In Green Lake, June 24, to Mr.
street,
daughter of Mrs. Charlotte Butnam Ford, and
V
er hereby gives
and Mrs. Benjamin Higgins, a da jghter, Bertha
in
several
hand
It
is
reached
the
the
87th
Schooner Sallie I’On, built in Searsport in 1884 the
of
his
places.
birth
lancing
on
anniversary
only educator from Searsport with a Ph. D. 1
duly
appointed adintnisn
SOUTH MONTV1LLE.
Estelle.
too
to
save
now
be
late
his
feared
it
for Capt. W. H. West, and now owned by the Miss Ford has been connected with the
his
and
nieces callmay
nephews
S\KAH h. (ilLMAV
Mil- Monday, July 1st,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Pease and son Perl are
Lewis. In Castine, June 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
Pendletons of New York and Islesboro, was
ing upon him socially for an afternoon “sup of hand.
iu the County of Waldo,
waukee-Downer college for three years.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Pres- Charles F. Lewis, a son.
visiting
bonds
as the law Mired
tea.”
Our
Pendleton. In Belfast, July 1, to Mr. and
neighbor has been remarkably prenearly destroyed by fire at Portland Sunday.
Mr. Galen R. Forbes passed away Thursday,
demands against thee-' it
cott.... Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Kipley have been Mrs. Francis X,
Pendleton, a daughter.
served, mentally and physically; many much June 27th. The funeral was held at the house
desired to present the sani
Miss Ethel M. Nichols is at home from
Roberts. In Northport, July 1, to Mr. and ail indebted thereto are
MONROE.
spending a week in Howard, R. L, and in Bosyounger in years being less capable of exer- the following Sunday and was one of the sadMrs. George M. Roberts, a daughter.
lueut Immediately.
Miss Marian Johnson and Master Joseph
Barre, Mass., where she has been teaching,
ton.... Mr J. W. Prescott has gone to Peabody,
tion than he is today. Congratulations are ex- dest events in the
Richardson. In Lynn, Mass., June 26, to
of
this
town.
The
summer
with
history
her parents, Johnson from Bangor are guests of Charles
and will spend the
Mass., to visit his sister, Mrs. Lizzie Goodrich. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Richardson, a daughi
Liberty, June 11,1912
tended with the hope that other
bereaved
have
the
of
“birthdays” deeply
parents
sympathy
Capt. and Mrs. Charles M. Nichols, Water Conant's family and other friends... .Victor
His father, Mr. G. W. Prescott, will return ter, Barbara.
are to be as pleasantly
4
HMINISTKATKI \ S
His
spent.
only child, the entire community. Rev. H. G. Booth spoke home with him....
street.
Soule. In Montville, June 29, to Mr. and
Durham has been in Gardiner two weeks vis;\ serfber hereby ^.i\•
Everett Prescott has bought
Mrs. J. F. Ryder, of Cambridge, Mass., was
Mrs. Henry Soule, a daughter.
comforting words and W. S. Jones rendered a a
been
at the home of EL M. Dolloff... .Geneva
duly appointed i-.i
iting
Steamer Kanawha, Capt. Burns, arrived Friplace in East Belfast and will move there
Thayer. In Belfast, July 1, to Mr. and Mrs. tate of
with him for the occasion, being here for the sweet and
touching vocal selection. The floral soon... E. C. Warren and
Curtis has gone to Massachusetts to visit
P. L. Bartlett are to James Thayer, a daughter.
day from Newport News with 3,340 tons of
HI) WIN E. WEN I WOK
summer as usual.
pieces were most elaborate and beautiful. cut Parkman Woodman’s and H. L. Jackson’s
friends
Mrs. Nathaniel Mayo will return to
coal to the Penobscot Coal & \\ harf Co. She
in the County of Waldo
From Cape Jellison piers, the following Mrs. Celia Ricnards of Boston, an old friend
MARRIED
Massachusetts after spending a few weeks
bonds as the law divedhay-C. S. Adams is loading a car with staves
finished discharging Monday and sailed on her
of the family, arrived but a few hours previous
demands against the e-i
with her aged father. Mr. John Moore_The shipping report was telephoned Monday evenand heads this week... The farmers are planreturn
Gray-Bridges.
In North Penobscot, June 17, are desired to
to his death, and Mrs. Payson of Waterville
present 11
June
steamer
Millinocket arrived
24th,
held their Memorial service at the ing:
Grange
to begin haying next Monday. The pros- Cleveland Gray of Sedgwick and Miss Bernice and all indebted tin r.
ning
Mr.CuitisJ. Ormabf of Dorchester. Mass.,
came to remain with the family for a time.
with general cargo from New York
and
Bridges of *South Penobscot.
Town hall last Saturday eveninir, and Rev. H.
pavnient inimedlate!\
is
an
pect
average crop.
for
was m town list week on business connected
(YKI\
Howard-Fenwick* In Belfast, June 26, by
schooners Charlotte T.Sibley and Alice J.Crab- The two sisters, Mrs. S. U. Ford of Belfast and
G. Booth of Brooks delivered an appropriate
1912. 3
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A.

with the A.

C. Co.

He

accompanied
by Mrs. Ortnsby, and while in town they were
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis,
was

Water street.

Eugene '1. ravage entertained about
thirty-five of her young Bangor friends Friday afternoon on the Mosman and Curtis
Mrs

shores

at

the foot of Water street.

The

party

in several

large

tour-

arrived about 6.30 p.
ing

cars.

cake and

m.

Steamed clams, broiled
were served.

lobsters

coffee, etc.,

play "The Scarlet Bonnet" given
Wednesday night, June 26th, in the upper conThe

ference
of the

room

by the ladies of the Ladies’ Guild

Congregational church,

was a

very

suc-

affair and caused much fun.
The cast
was as follows:
Miss Mercy Mather and Miss
Hope Mather two spinsters who, having lost
their fortune in a bank failure, start a boarding house, Mrs. H. C. Holmes and Mrs. F. K.
Sawyer; Mrs. Jane Gordon, with strict ideas
and a soft heart, Mrs. B. F. Colcord; Jean
Gordon, her orphan niece, Miss Beatrice McCaslin; Mattie White and Alice Bennett, two
pupils. Miss Lucy Ross and Miss Marguerite
Whittier. Following the play ice cream and
candy were sold.
cessful

Odd Fellow and Rebekah lodges
held their Men>orial services June 23rd at the
church. Rev. Frank S. Dolliff officiating....
Mr. Fr .nk Bowden is at home from Massachusetts and will have employment here for
the season as a house carpenter.... Miss Clara
Bowden has returned to her home after spending the winter in Castine... .The W. C. T. U.
held their last meeting at the home of John
Moore. Two poems were read in honor of
our late deceased sister, Mrs. Moore, and a
loving tribute was paid to her memory. The
convention at Brooks was reported, other business done, after which delicious ice cream
and cake were served... .Winslow Gould will
go to Massachusetts next week to visit relatives... .Rev. Mr. Rand held services at the
church last Sunday....Mrs. Wealthy Grant
fell recently on the floor and hurt her hip
sermon...

.The

quite badly.

Wanted
Stitchers

Next Sunday morning the service at the hatabrooka Shirt Manufacturing
Congregational church will be a children's serCompany.

sailed with lumber for New York.
June 26th, schooner Harry W. Haynes sailed
with lumber for
New York and steamer
Millinocket
with paper
for Boston
and New York. June 27th, schooner Susie P.
Oliver arrived, light, from Bangor to load lumber. June 28th, schooner Edith McIntyre arrived, light, to load lumber for New York and
schooner Telumah arrived, light, to load lumber; schooner Fannie F. Hall sailed with
lumber for Boston. June 29th, steamer St.
Croix sailed with lumber for Boston. July 1st,
steamer Millinocket arrived with general cargo from Boston.
tree

Mrs. A. B. Payson,h ive been almost constantly
in attendance on their brother, as has been the
aunt, Mrs. Flora Thompson of Boston.

FALLING

HAIR.

Itching Scalp

and Dandiuft are Unnecessary.
If you want to prevent baldness stop falling
hair and itching scalp, and banish every trace
of dandruff from your scalp, get a large 50
cent bottle of PARISIAN SAGE today.
You never used a more delightful hair dressing in all your life. Every drop in the bottle
is filled with hair

growing

PARISIAN SAGE

virtue.

the hair to grow
profusely and imparts to it a luster and radiance that cannot fail to attract favorable comment.
It is

causes

SEARSMONT.
guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co. to
Mr. Henry Ladd and Mrs. Lucy Bean called
stop falling hair, itching scalp and dandruff, or
on Mrs. F. E. Gelo June 22nd.... School closed
money back. It kills the dandruff germ and
June 28th after a very successful term taught keeps the hair full of life and youthful vigor.
Large bottle 50 cents at A. A. Howes & Co.'s
by Miss Elsie Buck. The pupils not absent and
druggists everywhere. The girl with the
one day were Clarence Gelo, Clyde Marriner,
Auburn hair is on every bottle and carton.
Olive Marriner, Clarence Heal, Harold Heal
and Arline Morse. There was a picnic in the
The Shoe Situation.
afternoon, when ice cream and cake were
Pronounced dullness is still the dominant
served and each pupil received a pretty gift
from their teacher. The visitors were Mrs. feature of the leather market, and as many
shoe manufacturers and leather dealers take
Annie Buck, and two children, Chester and
stock at this period and numerous factories are
Lottie, Mrs. Ruth Simmons, Mrs. Clara Gelo, closing down for several weeks, no renewal in
A.
A.
Hall....Mr.
Mrs.
Cobb and Fred
and activity is expected until the latter part of
Mrs. Albert Marriner have a boarder. It's a July.
Supplies of leather arte very moderate.
girl....Henry Mahoney is repairing his barn, j —Dun’s Review June 29th.
EAST

“STABBED IN M BACK”
HOW MANY BELFAST READERS HAVE
HAD THOSE SUDDEN TWINGES.
Have you ever had a “crick”
Does your back ache with

draggy

throb?

in the back?
a

Rev. Arthur Blair, Loien W. Howard of Montville and Mrs. Gertrude Fenwick of Waldo.
Leach-Grindle. In South Penobscot, June
29, Roy F. Leach of Penobscot and Miss Olive
L Grindle of South Penobscot.
MURPHY-BACHELDER. In Long Island, June
16, James E. Murphy and Miss Annie Belle
Batchelder, both of Frenchboro.
Thompson-Dow. In Stonington, June 19,
Melville Thompson and Mrs. Lydia A. Dow of

dull, heavy,
Stonington.

ing-Hall. In Winterport, June 22, Albert
Wing of Hermon and Miss Etta Louise Hall of
•.

hard to straighten up after stooping?
Hard to arise from a chair or turn in bed?
Is the urine dark colored? Passages irreguIs it

Winterport.

DIED

lar?
Allen wood. In Camden, June
M. Allenwood, aged 50 years.

kidneys need attention, use a
kidney remedy.
Canqage.
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills—a remedy that has Capt. R. G.

When your
tested

cured thousands.

Convincing proof of merit

in the

following

statement:

W. C. Sheldon of Brooks, Me., says: “I have
had no occasion to use Doan’s Kidney Pills or
any other kidney remedy for a long time. You
may continue to publish my former testimonial
given in 1905, as I still have unlimited confidence in Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—And take no
other.

23, Charles

In Gleasondale, Mass., June 19,
F. Candage, a native of Bluehill,

aged 85 years, 10 months and 21 days.
Carter. In Sedgwick, June 10, Mrs. Harriet
W. Carter, aged 72 years, 10 months, 28 days.
Clifford. In Camden, June 23, John F.
Clifford, aged 67 years.
Graffam. In New York City, June 9, Sarah
Graffam, aged 69 years.
Ordway. In Medford, Mass., June 26, Mrs.
Jennie Ordway.
Staples. In North Penobscot, June 24, Mrs.
Rebecca L. Staples, aged 79 years.
Wardwell. In Penobscot, June 21, Miss
Lowena E. Wardwell, aged 19 years, 8 months
and 10 days.
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Waldo, May U,

BELFAST

PRICE

I

[,

Corrected Weekly for
PRODUCE

MARKET.

Apples,

per bu, 75al.()9
7
dried, per lb.,
2.75a2.90
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.7,r»
25
Butter,
7a?
Beef, sides,
Beet,forequarters, 7a"
60
Barley, bu,
19
Cheese,
16
Chicken,
18
Calf Skins,
20
Duck,
22
Eggs,
14
F'owl,
18
Geese,

Ha
Hi
l«i
l a
Mu
Oats
i
K
St
TurkTai
Wa
W
W
W
1

j

|

j

|

RETAIL PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

17 1

Salt, 14 lb., 18*^2

Butter

93oi.
Com.
88'”
Cracked Com,
88
Corn Meal,
20 l‘
Cheese,
In!'
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry.
13 •
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
6.25*7.60 S«
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
8.75a».L0 S*
14 W
Urd.
—

Mrs. B. C. Wentworth went to Poland Camp
Ground the first of the week, where she will
spend a week’s vacation.—Norway'Adv. rtiser.
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Donald Swett Knowltun hawhere he will be employee
chaffeur for F. L. B«ss»->. *a,r

j
\
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